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About the cover: 
The figure on the cover is Saraswati, the Balinese deity of books, knowledge 
and learning [22]. She is depicted as a young woman, because science is always 
attractive and constantly rejuvenates itself. The swan on which she is seated 
is a symbol of wisdom. Her attributes are a chain, symbol of religion, a guitar, 
symbol of music and art and a palm-leaf book, symbol of knowledge and learning. 
The drawing was made by I Ketut Darwin. 
About the corners of the pages: 
When turned in rapid succession, the corners of the odd pages show a rotating 
section of a paraboloid and the derived velocity field in the image plane (compare 
with fig. 1-5). The paraboloid oscillates with a period of 20 double pages. There 
is a perturbation of 180 deg at page 101 (see chapters 2 and 3). The paraboloid 
is tessellated with a grid that is regular in the image plane. Because of this, 
one can detect the shape already without any movement. I tried to suggest 
the paraboloid by a random dot pattern, so that the shape cannot be detected 
without movement, but one does not get any 3D shape percept from that. This 
is probably because one has to bend the pages considerably in order to get them 
turning in rapid succession. 
When turned in rapid succession, the corners of the even pages show the vector 
field of the double deformation (compare with fig. 1-7). The vector field oscillates 
with a period of 20 and oscillates in-phase with the paraboloid. One can easily 
observe the threefold symmetry of the double deformation. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction and summary 
1.1 Introduction 
What does it mean "to see"г ? An obvious answer is: to know "what is where" by 
looking. This seems trivial to us because we see all the time: it is generally not a 
conscious act to see. But consider for a moment what is happening: light reflects 
from objects, enters our eye and is focused on the retina. There it interacts 
with photo pigments and generates neuronal activity in the layers of the retina. 
This neuronal activity is propagated to the visual cortex which is now thought 
to consist of more than 50 functionally different areas. 
In a similar vein we can ask: what does it mean "to move"? Again, an 
obvious answer is: to cause something (or oneself) to change position by moving. 
And again this usually seems trivial to us because we move all the time, without 
giving this a moment thought. And just as for perception many processes are 
taking place: signals from central areas activate parts of our motor cortex and 
from there muscles are activated and finally the proteins in the muscles cause a 
movement. 
I have deliberately contrasted perceiving and moving in the two paragraphs 
above. Clearly the two are not independent: we have to perceive a target in 
order to move to it, and we make movements in order to obtain a better view 
of them. Very striking examples of the interdependence2 of visual perception 
and motor control are offered by infants. Infants of a few weeks old already use 
vision to regulate the amplitude of their arm movements: they use vision to learn 
to control their arm [81]. The fact that vision depends on the ability to move . 
'For a deeper answer to this question see the book by Marr [49]. 
2This interdependence is often called the action-perception cycle. 
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actively was shown in experiments with kittens: when kittens are passively from 
birth, they can see but their visual system performs worse than kittens who were 
allowed to move freely [30]. It seems that one has to move oneself in order to 
learn how to see. 
An important question in the fields of visual perception and motor control is 
how the brain achieves its aims. This is an old question already posed by the 
ancient philosophers but a satisfactory answer has not been given yet, despite the 
much greater knowledge we have nowadays. There has been progress though, in 
the realisation that the brain can be regarded at many different levels and that 
each level often supports many perspectives. One may regard the brain at the 
level of atoms and molecules e.g. the physics of nerve conduction or the force 
generation by proteins in the muscle. One may regard the brain at the level of 
individual cells e.g. by measuring the activity of neurons in response to visual 
stimuli. One may regard the brain at the level of groups of neurons or of com-
plete areas e.g. by making brain scans. Finally, on the highest level, one observes 
the behaviour generated by the brain e.g. by showing visual patterns to human 
observers and by recording their response. The lowest level is usually within 
physics and chemistry, the middle levels are within physiology and the highest 
is usually within psychology3. Each level again supports many different perspec-
tives. There is the perspective of the theoretician and of the experimentalist, 
of the person interested in normal behaviour and of the person more interested 
in pathology. Finally, and often overlooked, there is the perspective of common 
man. 
The behaviourial level adopted in this study is the most abstract level in the 
classification of the previous paragraph. The perspective used is a rigorous one: 
I tried to model the systems I studied by an explicit mathematical formulation. 
The attempt to do this high level modelling of a complex system is not new. The 
approach originated after the second world war under the name of cybernetics4. 
Its application to biological systems dates from the sixties. In this approach 
one identifies a measurable input (e.g. the size of the visual stimulus on the 
retina) and a measurable output (e.g. a movement of the observer in response 
to the stimulus). Note that both are time series and that the input is usually 
under experimental control. The power of cybernetics is that one can find the 
relations between input and output almost in an automatic way. Roughly, what 
one does is to use a random input series of sufficient length, the argument being 
3See Riccio [60] for an equivalent scheme. 
4What I mean here by "cybernetics" is a restricted type of cybernetics. This restricted 
cybernetics is also known under the names of "system identification" or "system theory", see 
e.g. [47]. 
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that all stimulus patterns occur because of randomness. Thus, by using random 
input one can measure the response to all possible stimulus patterns and one can 
completely describe the system under study. 
The approach I used (the dynamic approach) differs considerably from the cy-
bernetic approach5, although I like the emphasis that cybernetics puts on building 
mathematical models. To understand the difference between the two approaches 
let us reflect on a central assumption of cybernetics that the characteristics of a 
system do not change when it is exposed to random input. In everyday life we are 
normally not exposed to random input (a house party being a possible exception) 
but we experience a slowly changing, clearly structured input. Our behaviour is 
adapted to this input. An important aspect that has been left out of cybernetics 
is something that might be termed very broadly as the "state of the mind". This 
is the idea that perception is not only specified by the current stimulus but that 
e.g. the previous percept or the expectations and attention of the observer also 
are important. The equivalent idea for motor control is that movement is not just 
dependent on the current motor command, but also on the previous command or 
on learned behaviour6. Human observers will try to understand a stimulus, will 
try to make an internal model of the stimulus. Human observers will use this 
internal model to perceive the stimulus better, e.g. by changing view position. 
Therefore, a complex interaction between stimulus and observer takes place. By 
using random stimuli cybernetics tries to get rid of the effects of this interaction. 
But in doing so it also gets rid of a lot of interesting effects which are relevant 
for human perception and motor control in natural settings. 
Of course these considerations about the shortcomings of cybernetics in mod-
elling human behaviour are not new, but they have been considered as side issues 
and not suited for rigorous modelling. Using modern developments in the the-
ory of dynamical systems, new directions have been proposed, where one tries 
to keep more of the complexity of biological organisms in the models. The suc-
cess of my approach in modelling postural control shows that these ideas can be 
exploited successfully for the relatively high level task of upright posture. The 
success of the cybernetic approach has been mostly in modelling of peripheral 
systems, probably because on a low level we cannot change the characteristics of 
our behaviour depending on the input. For example, when light impinges on our 
retina, neurons in the visual cortex will become active, no matter what we do 
(provided we do not take very drastic measures). In general, the closer we come 
to the periphery, the harder it becomes to have a conscious influence on what 
More differences are discussed in e.g. [66]. 
Mathematically, this could correspond to a dynamical system that has a fixed point under 
white noise input, but a limit cycle under periodic input. 
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happens. The question which approach is better, has to be settled in practice: 
both have their merits and depending on the system under study, one will be 
more suited than the other. 
1.2 Visual control of posture 
In chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis I consider the problem of the influence of vision 
on postural control (upright standing). Humans have only two legs and thus their 
upright posture is mechanically unstable. Without any form of control we would 
fall down. We use many sources of information about the orientation of our body 
relative to gravity to stabilise our posture. The insight that we use multiple 
sources of information, is a pretty recent one. Since the discovery of the balance 
organ in the inner ear, it was thought that only that organ is responsible for 
balance control. More recently, it has been established that vision is an important 
source of information for stabilisation too. When we move, the images of objects 
in the environment move over our retina. Because the balance organ measures 
acceleration, it cannot detect slow movements or movements at constant velocity. 
This problem for postural control is solved by the brain by assuming that the 
visual environment does not move. As a consequence, when the visual world 
moves over our retina we have the percept that we move ourselves. Examples of 
this are big screen cinemas and the departing train illusion: when the train on 
a neighbouring platform leaves, we think for a moment that our train is leaving. 
These illusions illustrate the usefulness of multiple sources of information: one 
source can sometimes be deceived but to deceive all of them is much harder. In 
the case of the departing train, a part of the inner ear which senses acceleration, 
would enable us to notice that it is not our train which departs. 
In my experiments I used a moving room set-up to induce postural sway 
in standing human subjects (see figure 1-1). When subjects experience visual 
motion of the whole environment, they assume that they are moving (which is 
generally correct, except in my set-up). I did not move an actual room but 
simulated a moving wall by computer. This simulation was done by measuring 
the eye position of the subject and by using this to generate the geometrically 
correct view of the wall. The plus of computer generated stimuli is that I have 
great control over the timing and the spatial pattern. The minus is that the 
stimuli did not seem very realistic: all my computer could manage was a wall 
covered with 140 small bright dots. This was the only thing the subjects saw, 
the rest was dark, because otherwise this would give subjects a cue about their 
movement. 
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Figure 1-1 The moving room. When the room approaches, the subject sways 
back to avoid the percept of falling forward. 
As I stated before I tried to model the postural control system by dynamical 
systems. As this is not a standard approach I developed a new method and some 
software for data-analysis. My method has a much greater generality than for 
the analysis of a moving visual stimulus and the postural response of subjects 
viewing this stimulus. Therefore, I will describe it separately from the results 
of the experiments, which I will discuss in the next paragraphs. The method is 
suited for exploring the timing relationships between two time series of oscillatory 
data. The ideal data for my analysis tools are two time series that not so much 
influence the amplitude of one another but influence the timing of one another. 
If the two time series are tightly locked, my method offers no advantage over 
cybernetics. Many phenomena in biology and physiology could be analysed with 
my method. The method might also be applicable to other fields e.g. economics. 
Many phenomena are of a cyclical nature (e.g. economic growth and inflation) 
and are influencing one another but are not tightly locked. It would be interesting 
to apply the method I developed for postural control to these type of data. 
As an introduction to the methods which I used, let us consider the timing 
relationship between breathing and step cycle7 during running: the amplitude 
of both is probably already maximum (otherwise you could run faster) and the 
timing is where all interesting dynamics happens. I usually run four steps in 
After writing this introduction, I found out that there is a considerable body of literature 
on this subject, e.g. [58, 7]. 
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Position traces of breathing and jumping 
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Time seríes of relative phase 
30 
time in sec. 
Figure 1-2 Example of two time series with high temporal stability. Trajec-
tories of two oscillators are plotted in the upper panel and the derived time 
series of relative phase is plotted in the lower panel. I simulated the data by 
integrating a driven linear second order oscillator. The noise is switched on 
after the perturbation. 
one breathing cycle. Of course, I do not run precisely four steps: from breathing 
cycle to breathing cycle there is some variability. When I get tired this variability 
grows. Also when I start running, I easily avoid objects: when I have to change 
rhythm, e.g. to jump over a pool, I quickly recover my rhythm. When I get 
tired this recovery from changes of rhythm is slower. Thus we have discovered 
two measures of tempora] stability: the variability in timing of the step cycle 
compared with the breathing cycle, and the rate of recovery after a change of 
rhythm. These two quantities are the central issue in chapter 2. Especially 
important is the fact that these quantities both measure temporal stability. Thus 
when some parameter is manipulated (say, the amount of training) we expect both 
quantities to covary. Now, when I continue running I get even more tired and 
occasionally I go to five steps in one breathing cycle. Of course, I will try to stick 
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with 4 to 1 but every now and then I do not manage and I change to 5 to 1 for 
one breathing cycle. The fixed relationship (when I am still quite fit) is called 
absolute coordination and the variable relationship, with switches of rhythm is 
called геЫі е coordination [82]. Finally, when I am really at the limit (and 
hopefully in sight of the finish) there is no strong relation between running and 
breathing any more. This is termed absence of coordination. This breakdown of 
a fixed time relationship between two rhythms is the central issue of chapter 3. 
Position traces of breathing and jumping 
20 30 40 
Time series of relative phase 
30 
time in sec. 
Figure 1-3 Example of two time series with low temporal stability. 
In figures 1-2 and 1-3 I have illustrated the measures of temporal stability. 
In figure 1-2 top row, we see two oscillatory trajectories. They show 1 to 1 
locking, because both time series have the same number of cycles. Thus they do 
not describe my running (which is 4 to 1) but more the jumping of a kangaroo. 
For the purpose of this illustration, this change is just a matter of convenience. 
Also for convenience, I have choosen one of the trajectories without noise (say, 
the breathing) and one with noise (the jumping). In the first 12 seconds I show 
a deterministic timing relationship, to show how the trajectories look without 
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noise. Both breathing and jumping are exactly in-phase. Obviously the timing 
relationship is easily described in this case. At time 12 seconds there is a sudden 
change of breathing and then we observe a noisy time relationship: sometimes 
jumping is ahead of breathing, sometimes it is delayed. In the bottom row of 
figure 1-2, I have plotted this time relationship. Positive means that jumping is 
ahead of breathing, negative means that it is the other way around. Now, directly 
after the sudden change in breathing we see that jumping is very much delayed 
relative to breathing. It takes our electronic kangaroo a few seconds to return 
to in-phase breathing and jumping again. In figure 1-2, I show the kangaroo 
in a fit state: the relative timing does not fluctuate very much and it returns 
fast after the sudden change. Thus temporal stability is high. This should be 
contrasted with figure 1-2, where I show the kangaroo in a tired state. Here, 
the relative timing fluctuates considerably and it returns slowly after the sudden 
change. Thus temporal stability is low. 
Position traces of breathing and jumping 
10 20 30 40 
Time series of relative phase 
50 
30 
time in sec. 
Figure 1-4 Example of two time series with relative coordination. 
In both figures 1-2 and 1-3 I have illustrated absolute coordination, where 
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both time series have the same number of cycles. In figure 1-4 I have illustrated 
relative coordination. In this case our electronic kangaroo is breathing faster 
than he can jump. In the bottom row of figure 1-4 this is illustrated by the 
time series disappearing at the top and reappearing at the bottom. Note the two 
time series have a preferred time difference. When they have this difference, the 
jumping frequency is almost equal to the breathing frequency: a long period of 
this behaviour occurs around time 20 seconds. Then, the jumping cannot follow 
the faster breathing anymore (around time 25 seconds) and jumping misses a few 
cycles compared to breathing. 
After this introduction to the methods which I have developed for the analysis 
of postural control, I will now describe the results of the experiments I performed. 
In the first experiment (chapter 2) I manipulated the mean distance between a 
simulated wall and the subject. Clearly, distance has an influence on the stability 
of posture: for a fixed amount of sway of the subject, nearby objects will lead 
to larger retinal motion than objects farther away. For example, construction 
workers, working on a high building have much more sway. Clearly, the nearest 
visual landmarks e.g. neighbouring buildings, are far removed. In the exper-
iment I moved the wall periodically with a small amplitude (4 cm) and a low 
frequency (0.2 Hz) in forward/backward direction. This is so slow that the move-
ment of the wall is hardly noticed by the subjects. Subjects swayed back and 
forth periodically and usually in phase with the stimulus, thus behaving as our 
electronic kangaroo of the previous paragraph. From the trajectories, I extracted 
the so-called time series of relative phase which describes the differences in timing 
between the movement of the wall and the postural response. The time series of 
relative phase is not constant: it fluctuates around the mean value. The amount 
of fluctuations can be quantified by the angular deviation, which is one of the 
measures of temporal stability discussed in the previous paragraph. At random 
intervals I changed the direction of movement of the wall (see figure 1-2): the 
subjects were out of phase and it took them some time to regain their normal 
in-phase behaviour. The time to go back to normal behaviour is called the re-
laxation time and it is the second of the measures of temporal stability discussed 
above. Remember that I changed the mean distance to the wall: I found that 
temporal stability is high when the wall is near, and that it is low when the wall 
is far away. Moreover, I found a significant correlation between the two measures 
of temporal stability, angular deviation and relaxation time. The results showed 
that a linear dynamical model (which is discussed in section 3.2) successfully 
described the timing aspects of postural control in a moving visual environment. 
One detail of the model, the amplitude of postural response, was not correctly 
predicted. Therefore, I performed a second experiment, which I will describe in 
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the next paragraph. 
In the second experiment (chapter 3) I varied the frequency of the oscillating 
wall, keeping its velocity constant. There are several reasons why changing fre-
quency is interesting. First the inner ear (balance organ) is a high-pass filter i.e. 
it works only for relatively high frequencies (this is one of the reasons the train il-
lusion works, the equivalent with departing planes would probably not). Second, 
as postural control on a stable support is largely achieved from the ankles8 it is 
mechanically difficult to produce high frequencies. Most importantly, we found in 
chapter 3 that postural control does not consist just of movements compensating 
for currently perceived motion. It seemed that subjects somehow "learned" the 
dynamics (this is something cybernetics would have trouble with). By learning I 
mean that subjects perceive the movement of the environment and then actively 
produce the compensating movement themselves. For higher frequencies I found 
that subjects could not follow the rhythm. More interestingly, sometimes they did 
not just give up, but tried to follow the rhythm, leading to relative coordination 
(without consciously knowing that they did). 
The research reported in these two chapters could be extended in many ways. 
Below I will give some ideas which seem especially promising to me. First, one 
could try to develop some of the methods in a diagnostic tool for medical practice. 
Balance disorders can be caused both by problems with the inner ear and after 
amputation of part of a leg. In the second case patients have to learn to walk 
again with their prothesis. This training takes place in the hospital, where the 
environment is safe and predictable. It turns out that a number of patients still 
have trouble with walking after returning home. Part of the problem might be 
the rough diagnostic tools of the medical staff. There are some simple balance 
tests that measure sway amplitude, but they are not necessarily good predictors 
of stability. My concept of temporal stability comes closer to a good performance 
measure, because it includes stability when an unexpected event happens (in the 
relaxation time). 
A second idea is to change the structure of the visual environment. This was 
the original idea for the project, but I never got around doing it (sorry, Stan). 
I always used a wall because this has a fixed distance to the subject, (contrary 
to e.g. a tunnel) and this is easier in the mathematical models. A subject only 
perceives a moving image of the environment and has to extract the movement 
of the environment from the image. The subject could make use of particular 
differential invariants (I will introduce these in chapter 5) and one could devise 
There are other so-called "strategies" for postural control, but this distinction is not so 
important for our purposes. 
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stimuli to test which one(s) is used. 
A third idea would be to continue on the hypothesis that subjects learn the 
dynamics. This could be tested by using stimuli that do not change phase, as in 
my experiments, but change frequency. When subjects have learned the dynamics 
better they might be faster in adapting to frequency changes. 
Yet another problem is that not all subjects are affected in the same way by 
my stimulus: some subjects just did not sway coherently with the visual motion 
in my set-up. This is not just a problem of my set-up, but also occurs in other 
experiments [4]. I had the impression that part of the problem lies in the fact 
that subjects are not relaxed: just talking to them about anything sometimes 
made a considerable difference9. 
1.3 Visual perception of shape 
In the chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis I consider the problem of visual perception 
of the shape of a three-dimensional (3D) surface. Human observers use many 
sources of information for the perception of the shape of an unknown object. An 
important source is the motion of the image of the object on our retina when 
we move relative to the object. The distribution of velocities caused by this 
movement, is different for different object shapes. In figure 1-5 left panel I have 
sketched a sphere covered with dots (the sphere itself is invisible, imagine it to 
be of glass). Also sketched is the projection of the sphere on an image plane (say, 
the screen of your computer) which looks just like a cloud of dots. By a small 
rotation of the sphere the dots in the image sweep out a short path: the so-called 
velocity field (see figure 1-5 right panel). In figure 1-6 I have plotted this velocity 
field again in frontal view. Looking only at the field of velocities it is hard too see 
what object shape generates this field. But when I would show the small vectors 
of the velocity field as moving dots on a computer screen, all observers accurately 
perceive the shape of the object. Obviously, our brain is capable of extracting 
the shape of an object from a field of velocities very accurately. 
The problem of the visual perception of 3D shape from visual motion, which 
I consider in chapters 4 and 5 is complementary to the problem I consider in 
chapters 2 and 3. There, I look at the problem of how visual motion influences 
the perception of self-motion. These two problems illustrate nicely the dual 
nature of visual motion: it can be caused by movement of oneself, in which case 
one would like to know e.g. the direction of self-motion, or it can be caused by 
movement of objects, in which case one would like to know e.g. the shape of the 
This effect is also used by hospital personnel when they take blood samples from you. 
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Figure 1-5 The velocity field. In the left panel a sphere and its image is 
plotted, in the right panel the sphere is rotating around a vertical axis (with 
rotation rate ω) and this gives rise to a field of velocities in the image. The 
fixation point is denoted by F. 
object. Besides complementarity, there are many differences between chapters 2 
and 3 on one hand and chapters 4 and 5 on the other. The first two chapters 
are commonly classified as part of motor control whereas the last two chapters 
as belonging to psycho-physics and computational theory. The first two chapters 
focus on the temporal characteristics (using dynamical systems), whereas the last 
two focus on the spatial characteristics (using differential geometry). 
How could the brain extract shape from a field of velocities? Looking again 
at the plots of the velocity fields in figure 1-5 we note that the distribution of 
velocities is smooth i.e. any velocity vector resembles its neighbours. When we 
would observe a random distribution of velocities (e.g. the velocities of the snow 
flocks in a snow storm) we would not perceive any shape (which is the veridical 
percept for the snow storm). The smoothness of the velocity field is caused by 
the smoothness of the shape: if it has edges, like e.g. a cube, the velocity field 
would be discontinuous (in the first derivative). I restrict my attention to smooth 
objects, mainly because these are easier from a mathematical viewpoint. 
So we have singled out the mathematical problem which the brain solves 
in the perception of shape. The solution takes as input a smooth distribution of 
velocities and returns as output the shape of the object. This problem is known as 
the "shape-from-motion" problem. Besides the shape of the object, some more 
things enter in the mathematics too, making matters much more complicated. 
First, the object moves with an unknown velocity relative to us. Second, it is 
at an unknown distance and further we might look at the object from an angle 
(like viewing a painting from an oblique angle). There are several ways the brain 
might cope with these extra complications. Maybe the brain calculates these 
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Figure 1-6 A frontal view of the velocity field of a rotating sphere. 
quantities also from the distribution of velocities. A straightforward solution of 
the shape-from-motion problem with all these quantities is quite complicated [84] 
and it seems unlikely that the brain would actually use this. Another possibility 
would be to construct shape measures that can be extracted directly from the 
velocity field. This is the approach I take in chapter 5. Finally, we could make 
use of other (non-visual) information too. For example, when we are moving, we 
could use knowledge of our velocity of self movement in the task of perceiving 
the shape of objects. This question is tested experimentally in chapter 4. 
The first question I consider in the visual perception of shape is whether 
subjects directly use information about their own movements in the perception 
of shape. If observers would do this, the solution to the shape-from-motion 
problem is easy (assuming the object itself is stationary): the ratio of observer 
velocity and retinal velocity of a dot gives the distance to the dot and by knowing 
the distances of all dots we can extract shape. I tested this by showing planar or 
curved surfaces (segments of spheres) to actively moving observers. The observers 
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moved in left/right direction in front of a big screen. I constructed the objects by 
computer and by feedback of head position, just as I did in the experiments on 
postural control. The objects were covered with dots, just as in figure 1-5. The 
task of the subject was to say whether the surface was planar, convex or concave. 
When the surfaces were very curved, subjects always perceived the correct shape. 
When the curved surfaces were not so curved, subjects often responded planar, 
making an error. For planes subjects mostly responded planar but sometimes 
concave or convex. Thus, I could use the percentage of correct responses as a 
criterion for the performance of a subject. In the condition where the subjects 
are moving themselves, they can use all information about their own velocity in 
perceiving. I compared the performance in this subject movement condition with 
the performance in other conditions, where subjects had less or no knowledge 
about the movement of the object relative to themself. 
In the subject movement condition I measured and stored the head movements 
of the subjects. I used these measured head movements to recreate exactly the 
same retinal stimulus for a stationary observer. I did this by fixing the head of 
the subject using a chinrest and by playing the stimulus as a movie. I showed 
two types of stimuli to the stationary subjects. (1) Translating objects, where the 
object moved relative to the subject just as in the subject movement condition 
and where the subjects had to make eye movements to fixate the object. (2) 
Rotating objects, where the retinal motion of the object was the same as in the 
previous conditions if fixation was perfect and where subjects only had to look 
ahead in order to fixate the object. Thus I had three conditions10: a condition of 
self movement where subjects had all information about their own movements, a 
translation condition where subjects only had information about their eye move-
ments and a rotation condition where subjects had no other information besides 
the visual stimulus itself. The results showed that performance was best in the 
rotation condition, where subjects had no information concerning the velocity 
of the object. Thus, subjects do not use knowledge of their velocity directly in 
shape perception. If they had, they would have done best in the condition where 
they were moving themselves. Instead, subjects seemed to use information about 
self movement to fixate better. The experiments also hinted that subjects might 
use the direction of the velocity of self movement (i.e. moving to the left or to 
the right) to establish whether the object is concave or convex. I will come back 
to this in the next paragraphs when I discuss the model of chapter 5. 
The second question I consider in the visual perception of shape is the shape-
°Actually I had six conditions because all movement conditions were shown with a large field 
of view and a small field of view. For simplicity, I only discuss the main results for a small field 
of view. 
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from-motion problem. I delayed the discussion of what I mean by "shape" or, 
more precisely, what quantities I use to characterise shape. Intuition can help us 
here: we call both a small and a large sphere of being of the same shape, they only 
differ in size. Such a size independent descriptor of shape is the shape index. The 
novelty of my approach is that I showed that the shape index can be calculated 
directly from the velocity field by making some reasonable approximations. To 
understand what I mean by direct, we must consider the complete solution of 
the shape-from-motion problem. The solution is to write as many equations as 
unknowns and to solve this system of nonlinear coupled equations by algebraic 
means. The solution returns all of the unknown parameters as a big chunk. 
For humans this might not be optimal: the different parameters that enter in 
the equations are mathematically all equivalent but they are quite different in 
an ecological sense. For the velocity the observer might use other information 
as well: in chapter 4 I present evidence that observers can use the direction of 
their movements in the perception of shape. Further, distance and orientation 
of the surface change because of the movement, whereas the shape is a property 
inherent to the object i.e. it does not change. Returning to my approach, by 
direct calculation I mean that I do not calculate the other non-shape parameters, 
like the velocity of the observer. The key to my solution hes in the concept of 
invariance under rotations of the image plane. Invariance exploits the idea that 
there is no preferred direction in the image plane. Thus I write all my equations 
in such a way that they are independent of the orientation of the coordinate 
system in the image plane. 
The velocity field generated by movement of a smooth object can be decom­
posed according to order. Order zero is an approximation of the velocity field 
by a constant, meaning that all vectors of the velocity field of the zeroth order 
term are parallel. Also it can be shown that the zeroth order term is already 
an invariant, the so-called translation. In figure 1-7 I have plotted the invariant 
decomposition of the velocity field of the sphere of figure 1-5 with each row repre­
senting a different order. On the top row one sees the translation which gives the 
mean of the velocity field generated by the moving sphere. This invariant of the 
velocity field is related to the distance to the object: an object that is twice as far 
removed will have a translation which is twice as small. Of course the translation 
also depends on the velocity of the observer but so do the other invariants, only 
the dependence on the distance is different among them. The first order consists 
of four quantities: the linear spatial variations of the horizontal component of the 
velocity field in the horizontal and the vertical direction and the linear spatial 
variations of the vertical component in the horizontal and the vertical direction. 
These four quantities are defined relative to a coordinate system. Turning the 
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Figure 1-7 The decomposition in invariants of the velocity field of a rotating 
sphere. For clarity, the invariants are not to scale. 
page by a quarter turn, horizontal becomes vertical and vice versa. Clearly, my 
description of the linear spatial variations is not invariant11. It turns out that 
certain combinations of linear spatial variations are invariant. These are plotted 
in fig. 1-7, middle row. From left to right we have the divergence, the rotation 
and the deformation. The divergence is equivalent to an expansion/contraction, 
the rotation to a rotation around an axis perpendicular to the image and the 
deformation is equivalent to a contraction in one direction and an expansion in 
the orthogonal direction. Similarly, we can decompose the quadratic variations of 
"Thus it is variant but nobody ever uses this term. 
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the velocity field. The second order invariants are the gradient of the divergence, 
the gradient of the rotation and the double deformation. These invariants are 
plotted in fig. 1-7, bottom row. The vector field of the gradient of the divergence 
shows a contraction on the left side and an expansion on the right side: thus the 
divergence is not constant, but changes from left to right, resulting in a gradient. 
The vector field of the gradient of the rotation shows a clockwise rotation on 
the top side and an anticlockwise rotation on the bottom side: thus the rotation 
changes from top to bottom, resulting in a gradient. The double deformation is 
hard to understand intuitively, which is probably the reason why I am the first 
to use it for shape perception. 
I discovered that the absolute value of the shape index can be calculated 
from the length of the double deformation and the length of the sum of the two 
gradients (gradient of divergence and gradient of rotation). I could not recover 
the sign of the shape index (i.e. whether the object is convex or concave) from the 
velocity field alone, because I effectively used parallel projection. The sign might 
come from active movements of the observer. I described some evidence for this 
in chapter 4. Further I discovered that some other shape characteristics, like the 
direction of maximal curvature, can also easily be derived from the invariants. 
In the calculation I had to make an approximation equivalent to using parallel 
projection. This approximation is reasonable for everyday vision but can be made 
to cause a breakdown of shape perception in experimental situations. It would be 
interesting to test whether this breakdown does actually occur in human vision. 
Further, my way of calculating the shape index is easily implemented on computer 
and thus could be used in image processing. For example, one might use it for 
extracting the shape of an object that is moving relative to a camera, in those 
cases where the movement of the camera is not known. 
After a successful solution of a problem, at least 10 new questions jump to 
ones mind and my research is no exception. I see several ways the research of 
chapter 4 could be extended. On the experimental side it would be interesting 
to measure eye movements (rotations of the eyes in their sockets) during general 
head movement. Although this seems easy, it has actually not yet been done, 
mainly for technical reasons. By measuring eye movements we could strengthen 
the conclusions of the study considerably, because the explanation is based on 
the hypothesis that fixation of the object is different in the different movement 
conditions. With an eye to the theory developed in chapter 5 we could try to test 
the hypotheses derived from my theory. Especially interesting is to show slanted 
curved objects and to add a component to the velocity in forward/backward 
direction. 
^^r 
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The theory of chapter 5 could be extended in several ways. One might try to 
drop the assumption of a smooth vector field and try to obtain the differential 
invariants directly from the brightness distribution of a moving object. In every-
day life (also a robot's life) we do not see velocity fields as sketched in figure 1-5 
but we see the surfaces of objects. Different parts of the object have a differ-
ent brightness, but the brightness distribution varies smoothly over the surface. 
When the surface moves, this distribution moves across our retina. To obtain a 
velocity field from such a changing distribution is not always possible, because 
the surface might be uniformally white. Also it is not necessary because we are 
not interested in the velocity field itself but in the differential invariants. 
A further (rather straightforward) extension would be to go to third order 
invariants. These are related to the gradients of curvature and maybe to the 
parabolic curves on the surface (these curves separate concave and convex parts 
of a surface). Yet another extension would be to try to model the receptive 
fields of cells in the visual cortex. There are some interesting mathematical 
problems in such an attempt. When one would take the vector fields of the pure 
invariants as receptive fields, one would face the problem that e.g. the detector 
for the gradient of divergence (lower left panel of figure 1-7) is sensitive to a pure 
translation (upper panel of figure 1-7). This is so because the vector fields of 
the zeroth and second order are not orthogonal. In general, one can show that 
all invariants of the same order are orthogonal and that all invariants of even 
order are orthogonal to all invariants of odd order. But invariants of different 
odd and different even orders are not orthogonal. Thus, one would have to devise 
a different decomposition such that all invariants are orthogonal. 
A very interesting extension of both perceptual studies would be to build a 
dynamical model of shape perception: this would be a linkage between the field 
of visual perception with the modelling ideas behind the first two chapters. Such 
a dynamical model of shape perception might cure a major shortcoming of the 
theory proposed in chapter 5 viz. that it is instantaneous: the solution is only 
about the current velocity field. Of course, when we observe a moving object the 
velocity field changes in time. Observers could (and in fact do) use information 
over time to obtain a better idea of the shape of the object. Realising this, there 
are many ideas from dynamics one could develop for perception. A very important 
concept from dynamics is stability. This concept is relevant for perception too, 
because we know that some percepts are more stable than others. For example, 
the Necker cube (a line drawing of a cube) allows for two interpretations: which 
side is front and which is back is not specified by the drawing and thus it is up 
to us to add this information. When viewing the Necker cube for a prolonged 
period of time one usually has several reversals between the two interpretations: 
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the percept is not stable. By adding other information, e.g. shading, we can 
make the Necker cube much less ambiguous and one has only rarely a reversal: 
the percept is more stable. Thus, the number of depth reversals per time unit 
could be used as a stability measure, comparable to the fluctuations in relative 
phase which we used as stability measure in the studies on postural control. This 
extension of the theory of chapter 5 would be a major one, because one really 
adds new concepts to the theory. 
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Chapter 2 
Visual control of posture: 
influence of distance 
abstract 
I investigated the relationship between a moving visual environment and the 
induced postural sway experimentally by varying the mean distance to a sinu-
soidally moving wall. I analysed the temporal relationship (1) in terms of the 
fluctuations of relative phase between visual and sway motion and (2) in terms of 
the relaxation time of relative phase as determined from the rate of recovery of 
the stable relative phase pattern following abrupt changes in the visual motion. 
The two measures are found to converge to a well-defined temporal stability of 
the action-perception cycle. This stability decreases as the distance of the vi-
sual scene from the observer increases. This and the increase of mean relative 
phase with visual distance are consistent with predictions of a model proposed by 
Schöner. However, the amplitude of visual sway decreases little as visual distance 
increases in contradiction to the Schöner-model and suggests that sway is actively 
generated. The visual expansion rate is found to decrease strongly with visual 
distance. This leads to the conclusion that postural control in a moving visual 
environment cannot be understood simply in terms of minimisation of retinal 
slip, and that dynamic coupling of vision into the postural control system must 
be taken into account. 
This chapter is an expanded version of the paper "Temporal stability of the action-perception 
cycle for postural control in a moving visual environment" by Tjeerd Dijkstra, Gregor Schöner 
and Stan Gielen, to appear in Experimental Brain Research. Part of this work has been presented 
at the International Conference on Event Perception and Action, Amsterdam 1991 and at the 
^ ^ 
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2.1 Introduction 
The contribution of vision to postural stability has been a topic of research for 
decades [17, 43, 4]. In these studies it was established how the amplitude and 
frequency content of sway depends on the presence and nature of visual infor-
mation. More recent research [76, 77] investigated how the temporal structure 
of postural sway depends on the temporal structure of visual motion. From this 
work we know that spontaneous sway takes place in a frequency range below 
about 1 Hz and that frequencies of visual motion must be below 0.5 Hz in order 
to induce coherent sway. The theoretical view was proposed that the postural 
control system can be characterised as a linear second order low-pass system with 
a cutoff frequency at approximately 0.5 Hz [77]. 
Studying the relative timing of postural sway and motion of the visual scene 
is crucial if we are to understand how the postural control system is coupled 
to vision. Unfortunately, there are a number of technical difficulties when this 
action-perception relationship is to be analysed precisely. In experiments in which 
an actual moving room is put into motion, little control of its precise timing is 
possible [41, 70]. However, these stimuli do have the advantage of being realistic 
which, among other things, is reflected in the small amplitudes of room motion 
that are sufficient to induce postural sway: 3 mm for a viewing distance of 30 
cm for Lee and Lishman and 2.5 cm for a viewing distance of 2 m for Stoffregen. 
These amplitudes are so small that they are generally not consciously perceived by 
the subjects. When visual scenes are generated by computer and are displayed on 
a screen, control over their timing is excellent. However, it is difficult to simulate 
realistic three dimensional (3D) scenes. For instance, sway of an observer parallel 
to the screen should lead to displacements of the scene on the optic array of the 
observer that are larger for objects nearby and smaller for objects far away. This 
requires measuring the eye position of the observer (i.e. the position of the optic 
centre of the eye in 3D space) and a fast update of the visual scene by feedback 
of the eye position of the observer. 
Here I report on experiments in which I solved this problem without going way 
beyond perceptual thresholds. Computer displays of fronto-parallel walls were 
calculated in real-time based on feedback information from the measured position 
of the eyes of the observer such as to generate displays that represent walls with 
a consistent depth. These walls were sinusoidally moved in fore/after direction 
in order to induce postural sway of the subject. The situation of a sinusoidally 
moving wall was chosen because this is interpreted easily in terms of the Schöner-
international Conference on Posture and Gait, Portland 1993. 
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model1. It should be noted that neither the model nor the experimental set-up 
are restricted to this type of stimulus. An additional advantage of this set-up 
over previous ones, which employed force plates or other apparatus to measure 
posture, is that this set-up gives the position of the eye in 3D space. This allows 
us to calculate precisely the optic flow on the optic array of the subjects caused 
by head movements. In the experiment I varied the mean distance between 
subject and wall as the experimental variable. Distance is known to play an 
important role in postural control [41, 55]. Furthermore, in the Schöner-model, 
distance determines the temporal stability, contrary to e.g. the frequency or the 
amplitude of the stimulus which have no influence on stability (see eqs. 3.11 and 
3.12). 
With this set-up I address a number of questions about the temporal relation-
ship of postural sway and wall movement in fore/after direction that are posed by 
the Schöner-model (see section 3.2). This model characterises the postural state 
controlled by the nervous system in terms of the position of the eye in the phys-
ical environment. Many sensory processes other than vision may contribute to 
determine this postural state, such as proprioception, vestibular information and 
pressure sensing in the foot. The idea is that all of these sensory processes con-
tribute to a dynamical system such that the equilibrium postural state (upright 
posture) is an attractor solution. It is important to note that this dynamical sys-
tem is not the same as the physical system of the passive biomechanics involved 
in posture. Instead, the control properties of the nervous system including reflex 
loops and active control systems, are cast into the form of a dynamical system. 
The visual influence on postural control is parametrised by the expansion rate 
of the fixated object on the retina. This expansion rate is formally equal to the 
inverse of "time-to-contact" independently of object size and distance [42, 75). 
The parametrisation of visual influence by the expansion rate is not essential: 
other parametrisations, like the spatial mean of the optic flow field, will have the 
same temporal characteristics and lead to the same model predictions. They only 
result in a rescaling of the coupling constant, which captures the strength of the 
visual influence on the postural control system. 
In the model the assumption was made that the non-visual contributions can 
be represented by a linear, second order dynamical system. Additive coupling 
(via a coupling constant) to the expansion rate leads to a linear driven oscillator. 
When the visual surround is oscillating, the model predicts that vision makes 
two contributions to the dynamics (see eq. 3.4). First, it stabilises posture by 
'I wanted to stick with the structure and order of the original articles. Therefore, the 
description of the model is given in the next chapter (see section 3.2). 
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enlarging the effective damping. The size of this extra stability depends on the 
distance to the wall and on the coupling constant. Second, vision drives the 
dynamics with the frequency of the oscillation. The effective amplitude of the 
drive is the amplitude of the movement of the visual surround divided by the 
mean distance to the surround. It is important to note that this model tends to 
minimise expansion rate, but does not always do so, depending on the frequency 
of the visual drive and on the stability (see eqs. 3.8 and 3.9). Driving frequencies 
that are very different from the eigenfrequency lead to large phase delays and thus 
to large expansion rates. Low stability leads to more variability in phase delay and 
thus to larger mean expansion rates. The hypothesis of minimisation of retinal 
slip has been put forward to explain the observed increase of RMS amplitude of 
postural movements when the distance to a static surround is increased [41, 55]. 
These last authors assume a threshold for detection of retinal slip and assume 
that the postural control system minimises the supra threshold retinal slip. The 
Schöner-model is consistent with this increase in RMS because the stability in the 
model decreases with increasing distance. The Schöner-model can be regarded as 
an extension of the minimisation hypothesis to a dynamical context. The main 
difference between the hypothesis of retinal slip minimisation and the Schöner-
model is that the latter explicitly models the intrinsic dynamics of the postural 
control system. 
The experimental results obtained by van Asten et al. [76, 77] and by Berthoz 
et al. [4] are compatible with the Schöner-model and a related model had already 
been proposed by these authors. The Schöner-model stresses the temporal sta-
bility of the relationship between visual motion and postural sway. Stability is 
postulated to underlie both the persistence of phase locking between stimulus 
and response in the face of fluctuations as well as the return to phase locked 
behaviour following an external perturbation. This postulate and a number of 
other predictions cannot be tested on the basis of these older data because meth-
ods to measure the stability of the relative timing of stimulus and sway were not 
implemented and no perturbations of that relative timing were performed. Here 
I calculate two measures of temporal stability from the data: (1) the angular de-
viation of relative phase evaluated from a time series of relative phase and (2) the 
relaxation time obtained by determining the time it takes the system to recover 
its stable relative timing pattern after an abrupt phase shift of the sinusoidally 
moving visual array. I manipulated the temporal stability by varying the distance 
between the eye and the visual scene. I tested the concrete model predictions 
that as visual distance increases: 
• temporal stability decreases and both measures of temporal stability covary 
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(see eqs. 3.11 and 3.12). 
• the time delay between visual drive and postural response increases, when 
the eigenfrequency of sway control is lower than the driving frequency (see 
eq. 3.7). 
• the amplitude of postural sway decreases (see eq. 3.6). 
• the expansion rate of the visual surround on the optic array of the observer 
decreases (see eq. 3.8). 
2.2 Methods 
2.2.1 E x p e r i m e n t a l s e t - u p 
Red/green stereograms were generated by a SUN4/260 CXP workstation and 
were projected onto a translucent screen of dimensions 2.5 by 2 m by a Barco 
Graphics 400 video projector (red phosphor p56, green phosphor p53). The 
green stimuli were barely visible through the red filter (Kodak Wratten nr 25), 
transmission being less than 2%, while the red stimuli were invisible through the 
green filter (Kodak Wratten nr 58), transmission being less than 0.5%. The screen 
was homogeneously white without any visible texture. The subject wore a pair of 
goggles that contained the filters and limited the field of view to approximately 
120 deg wide by 100 deg high. Due to the restriction of the viewing range, the 
edge of the screen was not visible to the subject. 
The subject stood approximately 50 cm in front of the screen, wearing a flat-
topped helmet on which six infra-red light emitting diodes (ireds) were mounted 
(Fig. 2-1). The positions of these markers were measured with two cameras of a 
Watsmart system (Northern Digital Ine) at a rate of 400 Hz. The two cameras 
were placed approximately 2 m behind and 1.5 m above the subject in order to 
have the best possible signal to noise ratio for detecting movement in a horizontal 
plane. The walls and ceiling of the room were covered with infra-red absorbing 
cloth. This same cloth also hung in front of the screen, leaving only a small, 
door-sized window for the subject to stand. With these precautions I never 
encountered difficulties with reflections of the infra-red light. 
The 2D coordinates of the two cameras were converted real-time into 3D 
coordinates and sent to the SUN4. This computer was programmed to generate a 
new stereogram of the wall from the current viewpoint of each eye of the observer, 
using an algorithm to be explained below. With this set-up every frame (15 
ms) provided a new view of the simulated wall. The mean 3D position of the 
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Figure 2-1 Experimental set-up. 
viewpoints, the position of the cyclopean eye, and the orientation of the head 
were stored together with the position of the stimulus for later analysis. These 
signals were sampled at a rate of 66 Hz. The delay in the feedback-loop between 
eye translation and position change of a pixel in the middle of the screen was 
measured using a turntable and found to be 43±3 ms. The small variability was 
probably caused by the fact that SunOS is not a real-time operating system. 
Because of the relatively slow postural movements, this delay was never noticed 
by the subjects. 
The position of each eye in 3D space was calculated using a quaternion algo­
rithm described by Horn [32]. Each session started with a calibration in which 
the subject faced the cameras and held two additional markers in front of the 
eyes. The position of all ireds in this configuration was sampled for 200 ms at 
ψ' 
200 Hz and from these data the position of each eye relative to each marker of 
the helmet was calculated. Then the experiment would start with the subject 
facing the screen. The rotation of the helmet relative to its orientation in the 
calibration procedure was calculated using a real-time implementation of Horn's 
algorithm for a planar figure [32, Section 5]. Thus the position of each eye could 
be calculated during the experiment using the positions of the eyes with respect 
to the ireds on the helmet. It should be noted that I did not measure the orien-
tation of the eyes relative to the head (rotations of the eyes in their sockets) but 
the position of each eye in 3D space. Assuming the accuracy of the Watsmart 
system to scale linearly with the calibrated volume, which in our case was a cube 
with sides of length 0.6 m, I estimate the accuracy for the position of one marker 
to be 3 mm [2]. From this I estimate the systematic error of eye position relative 
to the simulated wall to be of the order of 0.5 cm. The dynamic noise in the eye 
position was approximately white and had a standard deviation of 1 mm. 
2.2.2 Stimuli 
The stimuli simulated a fronto-parallel wall covered with 140 stereo dots, each 
with a size of 0.2 deg by 0.2 deg. The simulation was implemented by keeping a list 
of the dots in the memory of the graphics processor. The projection matrices (one 
for each eye) were recalculated every frame based on the most recent positions 
of each eye and on the sinusoidal translation of stimulus. The density of dots 
was uniform per solid angle as seen from the view position when the experiment 
started. Therefore, dot density could not provide a cue on the distance to the 
wall. The dots lay in an annulus between 10 deg and 60 deg visual eccentricity 
and thus had a density of 0.056%. The hole in the middle of the stimulus was 
made to suppress the visibility of aliasing effects, which are most visible in the 
foveal region. The spatial resolution of the system was 1152 by 900 pixels and 
the frame rate was 66 Hz. 
The wall was suggested to be at distances of 25, 50, 100 and 200 cm. The 
first is suggested to be in front of the screen, the second on the screen and the 
last two behind the screen. Distance was suggested both by stereo vision as well 
as by simulation of the geometrically correct displacement of the image on the 
screen, using feedback of the eye position of the observer. Subjects reported that 
stereo vision strongly enhanced the perceptual quality of the display and made 
viewing for longer times more comfortable. However, it is not essential for our 
experiment, since in a pilot experiment to compare trials with and without stereo 
vision I found no significant differences. Subjects might also use accommodation 
as a distance cue but this cue has been shown to be very weak [25]. 
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The wall was sinusoidally driven with an amplitude of 4 cm and a frequency 
of 0.2 Hz. The amplitude was chosen so as to give clear responses at a wall-
distance of 200 cm. However, I did not want the amplitude to be so large as to 
be very clearly noticeable by the subjects. The amplitude of 4 cm is a compromise 
between these two contradictory demands. The frequency was chosen so as to 
lead to clear in-phase behaviour. Each of the four distances was measured both 
with and without perturbations, giving a total of eight conditions. The perturbed 
trials had three perturbations of 180 deg each always at the point of maximum 
velocity (so velocity was reversed and there was no discontinuity in position, cf. 
Fig. 2-2) and occurring at random moments in time. Each condition was repeated 
four times and the order of trials was random. The experiment was conducted in 
two sessions of approximately 1 hour each and always started with a trial without 
any visual stimulus for dark adaptation of the subject. In all there were 34 trials 
for each subject. Each trial lasted for 140 s and the first 20 s were for adaptation 
and were not stored. 
2.2.3 D a t a analysis 
Data analysis was done in two ways: a linear time invariant analysis, which is 
quite common in physiology [47] and a dynamic approach, as described in e.g. 
[65]. The data for both types of analysis were the sinusoidal motion of the wall 
and the response of the subject in fore/after direction sampled at 66 Hz for 2 
minutes. 
Linear systems theory 
In the linear time invariant analysis I calculated the Fourier transform of the 
drive and the response of the subject. From these I obtained the spectra of 
the magnitude squared coherence (MSC), the phase and the gain. The MSC 
is a measure for the strength of locking of the subject to the movement of the 
wall if the system is linear, or of the relative contribution of the linear part of 
the system if the system has nonlinear components [11]. All spectra were only 
evaluated at the driving frequency because there were never any clear peaks at 
other frequencies. All spectra were calculated with a Welch procedure [48] in 
order to obtain unbiased estimates of the spectra. For the unperturbed trials 
I used 15 overlapping segments each 15 s long and a factor 7 zero padding. 
The MSC depends strongly, the phase and gain very weakly on the number of 
segments [11]. I only use the variation of the MSC with distance and this is 
independent of the number of segments. For the perturbed trials I excluded two 
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cycles after a perturbation to assure stationarity (all relaxation times are below 
5 s) and for each of the remaining four parts I used 7 segments and a factor 3 
zero padding to get approximately the same segment length as in the unperturbed 
case. I always scaled the Fourier transformed signals in such a way that Parseval's 
theorem would hold, i.e. that the power in the original signal and in the Fourier 
transformed signal is the same. 
Fourier techniques were also used to determine the amplitude of the expansion 
rate of the stimulus on the optic array of the subject (the inverse of time-to-
contact). I first calculated a time series of the retinal eccentricity of the edge 
of the stimulus θ at a distance Z(t) by tan0 = Xo/Z(t), with XQ the distance 
between the centre and edge of the stimulus (physical size). From this I extracted 
a time series of expansion rate by dividing the time derivative of θ by Θ. In the 
terminology of Tresilian [75] this is the inverse of dilatation tau, denoted by T¡ . 
This time series of expansion rate, being constructed from a difference of two 
sinusoidal signals (viz. the motion of the wall and of the subject) is itself a 
sinusoidal signal at the same frequency as the drive. As a characterisation of the 
time series of expansion rate I calculated its amplitude by Fourier transforming 
it and taking the height of the peak in the spectrum, which always occurred at 
the driving frequency, as the amplitude of the expansion rate. This amplitude 
differs only by a scaling factor from the re of eqs. 3.8 and 3.9. 
Time series of relative phase 
The dynamic analysis involved calculating a discrete time series of relative phase 
(phase of response minus phase of stimulus [36]). This discrete estimate of relative 
phase has the advantage over continuous estimates (using the phase angle in the 
phase plane) that the signals need not be sinusoidal. From the input and response 
data the significant extrema both of position and velocity traces were picked using 
a peakpicker. Before peakpicking, the data were smoothed using a gaussian 
window with a standard deviation of 0.25 s. The criterion for significance of an 
extremum was a fraction of the range (i.e. the difference between maximum and 
minimum) in a segment of one cycle before and one cycle after the extremum. An 
extremum in position was accepted as significant when it differed more than 40% 
from the neighbouring extrema. For an extremum in velocity the criterion was 
70%. I chose these percentages different because velocity tended to be somewhat 
more peaked than position. The results depend weakly on the precise values of 
these percentages. 
From the 8 time series of extrema (maxima and minima, both position and ve-
locity of both input and response) relative phase was calculated with the drive as 
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reference and the response as target. This was done by matching each extremum 
in the reference signal to all extrema in the target signal of the same type and 
within half a cycle before and half a cycle after the extremum2. A relative phase 
value was calculated by taking the time difference between two extrema of the 
same type and dividing this by the time difference between two extrema in the 
reference signal. To this phase value I added 2π times the number of wraps i.e. 
the difference in number of cycles between reference and target. When there is 
no extremum in the target signal the number of wraps is decreased by 1. When 
there is more than one extremum in the target signal the number of wraps is in­
creased by 1 for each extremum except the first. As the time value of this relative 
phase in the time series I used the time of the target extremum. The result of 
these manipulations are 4 time series of relative phase: maxima and minima of 
position and of velocity. Because these four time series were not very different 
(see results section) I combined3 these time series in one overall time series of 
relative phase (see Fig. 2-2 and 2-3). As I have four samples per cycle the mean 
sampling frequency is 0.8 Hz. 
Measures calculated from the time series of relative phase 
For all trials I calculated mean phase and angular deviation from the combined 
time series of relative phase, using circular statistics [3]. These were calculated 
through: 
гехр{гф) = ^exp(¿0„) , 
η 
with η running over all phase values. The mean phase is φ and the angular 
deviation, s, is given by s = v^2(l - r). Mean phase is a measure of the time 
delay between input and response and angular deviation is a measure of the 
stability of the response. For the perturbed trials I excluded the data points in 
the two cycles after the perturbation, because mean phase and angular deviation 
are measures for stationary behaviour. 
The relaxation time, the time it takes the system to regain its in-phase be­
haviour after a perturbation, was estimated as follows: I defined a band around 
the mean of relative phase of the unperturbed part of 1.5 times its angular de­
viation. After a perturbation the phase generally leaves this band. I calculated 
Because of this procedure, reference and drive signals are not completely symmetric. Prefer­
ably the reference signal is the slower signal. 
The combination of time series of relative phase is a somewhat thorny issue because the 
different time series do not necessarily have the same number of phase values. For instance, a 
small fast bump might lead to a pair of extrema in velocity but not in position. In such a case 
I assumed I missed a pair of extrema in position. 
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reentry time as the time between the perturbation and the time of reentry into 
the band. The reentry time could also be used as a measure of stability but I 
found it to be more variable within a trial than the relaxation time. I calculated 
relaxation time by fitting an exponential to the points outside the band and the 
first four points inside the band (cf. Fig. 2-2). The fit was implemented by linear 
regression on the logarithm of the absolute phase values. As a rough quality 
measure of the fit I took the explained variance of the fit divided by the angular 
deviation. If the relative phase did not leave the band or if the quality measure 
was lower than 2, I excluded the perturbation. The relaxation time of a trial was 
the average of the non-excluded relaxation times in a trial. The relaxation time 
depends somewhat on the parameters used but the trend with distance does not 
depend on them. It should be noted that this procedure probably somewhat un-
derestimates the larger relaxation times: these generally occur for lower stability, 
which means that the band is wider so the system is bound to return faster inside 
the band. 
2.2.4 S u b j e c t s 
Four subjects with normal or corrected to normal vision and normal stereo vision 
were tested in all conditions. Three of the subjects were familiar with the purpose 
of the experiment. The main findings were confirmed by a fifth subject who was 
naive as to the purpose of the experiment. This subject was not tested in all 
conditions of the experiment. Subjects were instructed to look at the centre of 
the stimulus and to stand relaxed; they stood on a firm stable support in normal 
Romberg posture. 
2.3 Results 
Results were obtained for four subjects whose order of presentation will be: GS, 
MG, SG, CK. Unless otherwise noted, all statistical tests are one-way ANOVAs 
with distance as the independent variable at a significance level of 5%. For post 
hoc analysis (pairwise comparison) I used the Newman-Keuls procedure [29], also 
at a significance level of 5%. In order to keep the burden down I averaged over 
subjects, which is allowed because the assumption of sphericity was never violated 
[29] . 
Generally the subjects responded to the sinusoidally moving wall with an 
almost sinusoidal postural response in fore/after direction. They moved in-phase 
with the wall and with a relatively fixed amplitude of 4 cm, the same as the 
drive. They did not consciously perceive visual motion except for the condition 
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Position traces of visual drive and postural response 
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Figure 2-2 Example of a data record for a small mean distance (25 cm) between 
subject and wall. Upper panel: position traces of visual drive (shifted down for 
visibility) and postural response. The position of the short solid vertical lines denote 
the extrema as picked by the peakpicker, their length denotes the criterion used in 
picking. The dashed vertical line denotes the time of perturbation and the dash-
dot line the reentry time. Positive means movement towards the wall (standing 
more on your toes), negative means away from the wall. Lower panel: derived time 
series of relative phase (solid line) with exponential fit of the relaxation (dashed 
line). Symbols denote the different types of phase values: χ denotes peaks position, 
о denotes valleys position, + denotes peaks velocity and * denotes valleys velocity. 
Also given are the time of the perturbation (dashed vertical line) and the time where 
the relative phase enters the band around the mean phase (dash-dot vertical line). 
The two outer dashed horizontal lines after a perturbation are plus and minus 1.5 
times the angular deviation around the mean. The middle dashed horizontal line 
denotes the zero level of the relaxation. 
where the wall was nearest (25 cm) and at the perturbations. In figure 2-2 I have 
plotted position traces of visual motion and postural response and the derived 
time series of relative phase for a small distance between subject and wall. The 
subject is clearly phase locked to the visual motion. The temporal stability is high 
as exemplified by the fast relaxations and the small variability. In figure 2-3 I 
have plotted the results for a trial with a large distance between subject and wall. 
The subject is still phase locked but not so stable as in the previous example. 
Also notice that the subject is somewhat delayed in his response relative to the 
visual motion. 
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Figure 2-3 Example of a data record for a large mean distance (200 cm) 
between subject and wall. For a detailed legend see the previous figure. 
Those parts of the trials where the response did not show a clear phase locked 
pattern were excluded from the analysis. I excluded these data because I fo­
cused on local stability measures in this experiment. In the next chapter I will 
consider both local and global stability. Also, the proportion of data excluded 
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was relatively small: for the four subjects it amounted to 7%, 22%, 0% and 2%, 
respectively. Only for subject MG a considerable fraction was excluded: we will 
see below that this subject shows behaviour that is sometimes different from the 
others, possibly because I excluded a lot of the unstable trials at a distance of 
200 cm. Most of these exclusions occurred in the first few trials after the start 
of the experiment or after the midway break and for a suggested distance of 100 
or 200 cm. I interpret the fact that the trials with non-oscillatory parts occurred 
primarily subsequent to a break as a sign of long term adaptation. The detailed 
study of such adaptation effects is, however, beyond the scope of this contribu-
tion. In relation to the Schöner-model we note that a decreased phase locked 
response is expected at larger distances: stability is so low that phase locked 
behaviour sometimes does not occur. 
As a descriptive measure for our data I calculated the RMS of the position 
and velocity signals of subject movement in fore/after direction. Neither of these 
changed significantly with distance for any of the subjects. Averaged over all 
subjects the RMS of the position signal at a distance of 200 cm decreased by 
13% relative to the RMS at 25 cm. For the velocity the decrease was only 2%. 
The other signals (left/right and up/down translation of the eye and orientation 
of the head) showed little variation. The left/right translation was by far the 
largest of the other signals with a RMS of approximately 8 mm. 
The mean and angular deviation of the four time series of relative phase were 
generally significantly different as revealed by two-way ANOVAs with distance 
and type (minima or maxima of position or velocity) as independent factors. For 
an example of this difference see Fig. 2-2 lower panel, where the estimates of rel-
ative phase after the perturbation based on velocity are more variable than the 
estimates based on position. The differences caused by type were not consistent 
across subjects except that the angular deviation of the relative phase calculated 
from the velocity signals was higher. This is to be expected since velocity is 
derived from the position by differentiation, a noise enhancing procedure. The 
ANOVAs revealed no interaction between type and distance and as I am inter-
ested in the effect of distance I combined the four time series. Further, after a 
perturbation the combined time series of relative phase generally is nicely approx-
imated by an exponential (Fig. 2-2 lower panel) indicating that it is reasonable 
to combine the individual time series. 
All statistical parameters calculated from the stationary part of the perturbed 
trials and from the unperturbed trials were never significantly different, so the 
perturbations did not change the stationary behaviour. Therefore I only show 
the results of the perturbed trials. 
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2.3.1 Stability 
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Figure 2-4 The magnitude squared coherence as a function of distance. The 
data points for each subject are slightly displaced horizontally for clarity. The 
ordering of the subjects from left to right is: GS, MG, CG, CK and will be the 
same in subsequent plots. The vertical bars denote the standard deviation. 
In Figures 2-4 to 2-6 three different measures for the temporal stability are 
plotted. All three indicate a decrease of stability with increasing distance. The 
MSC (Fig. 2-4) decreases with increasing distance. This decrease is significant 
for subjects GS and SG. The mean decrease over all subjects between 25 cm and 
200 cm is approximately 10%. Post hoc analysis revealed all pairs of conditions 
to be significantly different except the 25-50 cm pair. 
The increase in angular deviation of relative phase (Fig. 2-5) is significant for 
three subjects, but not for subject SG. Also note that the stability across subjects 
as reflected in the angular deviation shows almost exactly the same pattern as 
reflected in the MSC: subjects SG and CK are strongly phase locked to the 
stimulus, GS is in the middle and subject MG shows the weakest phase locking. 
This is also reflected in the correlation between MSC and angular deviation: -
0.75, -0.84, -0.78 and -0.50, respectively. The mean increase over all subjects in 
angular deviation from 25 cm to 200 cm is approximately 45%. Post hoc analysis 
showed only the 200 cm condition to be significantly different from all others. 
The relaxation after a perturbation generally shows a clear exponential decay 
in phase. Figures 2-2 and 2-3 show two data records and the derived time series of 
relative phase. Figure 2-2 is from a trial with a small distance (25 cm) between 
subject and wall and shows a large stability as reflected in the fast relaxation 
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Figure 2—5 The angular deviation of relative phase as a function of distance. 
For details see legend of Fig. 2-4. 
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Figure 2—6 The relaxation time as a function of distance. For details see 
legend of Fig. 2-4. 
after the perturbation and in the small angular deviation. Figure 2-3 is from 
a trial with a large distance (200 cm) between subject and wall and shows a 
small stability as reflected in the slow relaxation after the perturbation and in 
the large angular deviation. Those cases that did not show this exponential decay 
were excluded. For the four subjects the percentage of perturbations excluded 
was 17%, 44%, 6% and 6%, respectively. Roughly half of these exclusions were 
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caused by non-oscillation as discussed before. The remaining exclusions almost 
always occurred for a distance of 100 and 200 cm, where stability is lowest. The 
exclusion was usually caused by the fact that it took the subjects a very long 
time (larger than 15 s) to return to in-phase behaviour. During this period 
the phase would drift considerably, causing our exponential fit to be a very bad 
approximation. The increase in relaxation time (Fig. 2-6) is significant for three 
subjects, not for MG. The mean increase over all subjects from 25 cm to 200 cm 
is approximately a factor 2. A separate ANOVA to test for an effect of the order 
of the perturbation within a trial revealed no effect of order on relaxation time. 
This is consistent with the fact that I never found any significant difference in the 
statistics between perturbed and unperturbed trials. Post hoc analysis revealed 
all pairs of conditions to be significantly different except the 25-50 cm pair. 
1.5 2 0 
relaxation time in sec 
Figure 2-7 Scatter plot of relaxation time and angular variance of relative 
phase. The four panels are for four different subjects. The solid lines denote 
the best fit from a linear regression. 
The Schöner-theory predicts a covariance between angular variance and re-
laxation time. Figure 2-7 gives a graphical impression of this covariance. The 
correlation coefficients for the four subjects are 0.67, 0.29, 0.61 and 0.62, respec-
tively. Only the coefficient of subject MG is not significantly different from zero. 
This is probably caused by the small number of included relaxations at a distance 
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of 2 m (2 out of 12). The temporal stability of this subject at this distance is so 
low that he often failed to return to a stable in-phase pattern after a perturbation 
within a few cycles. This of course biases the correlation, because I only take the 
fast relaxations4. 
2.3.2 De lay 
In Figure 2-8 and 2-9 two different measures for the time delay between visual 
drive and postural response are plotted. In Figure 2-8 the delay as calculated 
from the phase spectrum is plotted, whereas in Figure 2-9 the mean phase dif-
ference as calculated from the time series of relative phase is plotted. 
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Figure 2-8 The delay calculated by Fourier analysis as a function of distance. 
For details see legend of Fig. 2-4. 
Both indicate an decrease of delay with increasing distance. There is a sig-
nificant effect of distance on both measures for three subjects, not for MG. The 
correlations between delay as calculated from the phase spectrum and as calcu-
lated from the time series of relative phase are large: 0.93, 0.97, 0.99 and 0.98, 
respectively. This indicates that the procedure I used to calculate relative phase, 
4In section 3.3.2 I use a more advanced procedure to calculate the relaxation time. Using 
this procedure and not excluding any data, I find the following correlations: 0.76, 0 80, 0.83 and 
0 71, respectively. I did not have to exclude any data because the algorithm to calculate the 
relaxation time of section 3.3.2 is much more stable than the algorithm I employed here. Also, 
the increase of relaxation time with distance is much stronger with the new algorithm and is 
significant for all subjects. 
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Figure 2-9 The delay calculated from the mean of the relative phase time 
series as a function of distance. For details see legend of Fig. 2-4. 
leads to sound results. Post hoc analysis showed all pairs of conditions to be 
significantly different except the 25-50 cm pair and the 100-200 cm pair. 
2.3.3 Gain and optic flow 
In Figure 2-10 the gain is plotted as a function of distance. It shows a slight 
decrease which is significant only for subject SG. Further the gain is near 1, 
which means that the amplitude of the response of the subjects is the same as 
the amplitude of the drive. Especially for the smaller distances the gain is even 
larger than 1, indicating overcompensation for the perceived ego motion. Post 
hoc analysis showed only the 200 cm condition to be significantly different from 
all others. 
Figure 2-11 shows the amplitude of the expansion rate of the visual surround 
on the optic array of the subject. This expansion rate is calculated using the 
sampled movements of the subjects relative to the movements of the wall and 
therefore depends on the distance to the wall, and on the gain and the delay 
of the response. For reference I also include a curve which gives the expansion 
rate if the subject would not move. The expansion rate decreases significantly 
for all subjects. Note that while the gain decreases by approximately 20% with 
increasing distance, the expansion rate decreases by approximately 70%. Post 
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Figure 2-10 The gain аз a function of distance. For details see legend of 
Fig. 2-4. 
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Figure 2-11 The expansion rate of the visual surround on the optic array 
of the observer as a function of distance. The upper curve gives the expansion 
rate if the subject would not move. For details see legend of Fig. 2-4. 
2.4 Discussion 
I reported results of experiments on visually induced postural sway in which 
information from the measured position of the eyes is fed back to the display 
computer such as to generate scenes with realistic geometry and consistent depth. 
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I focused on the temporal relationship between stimulus movement and postural 
response. To characterise this relationship I measured the relative phase between 
sway movement and the sinusoidal motion of the visual scene. This provides 
me with a time series characterizing the temporal evolution of this relationship. 
I manipulated visual distance because this parameter is predicted to affect the 
temporal stability of the action-perception cycle. 
I found an enhanced variability of the timing of sway relative to the sinusoidal 
motion of the visual surround as the distance to the wall increased. Further, I 
found a larger relaxation time after a phase perturbation of the sinusoidal mo-
tion of the visual surround at larger distances. The correlation between the two 
measures was about 0.6. This shows that processes underlying recovery from 
perturbations and the processes controlling fluctuations of the unperturbed pos-
tural control system are governed by the same temporal stability. In the model 
of Schöner there is an exact relation between angular variance and relaxation 
time. Because the systematic change in temporal stability induced by our dis-
tance manipulation is not very large compared to the fluctuations in the angular 
deviation and relaxation time (see the large error bars in Fig. 2-5 and Fig. 2-6), 
we cannot, on statistical grounds, expect a large correlation between these two 
stability measures. Beyond statistics, I have no firm explanation for this low, 
although significant, correlation. In a separate analysis I ruled out one possible 
explanation by finding no significant effect when I tested whether the phase value 
just prior to the perturbation might influence the relaxation time. An explana-
tion that remains possible is the fact, already mentioned in the Method section, 
that the procedure to calculate the relaxation time may well underestimate re-
laxation time for higher values of the angular deviation. It should be noted that 
our analysis of relaxation presumes the existence of a stable attractor (in-phase 
behaviour). When this attractor is very weak, as in the case of the excluded per-
turbations, one might expect the relaxation to be strongly influenced by noise. 
Thus the fact that I had to exclude some of the relaxations when stability is 
low, is qualitatively in agreement with the model. Generally, such exclusions are 
conservative with respect to the hypothesised decrease in stability 
The decrease of stability is also reflected in the Magnitude Squared Coherence 
(MSC), although somewhat less sensitively. The observed decrease of temporal 
stability as visual distance increases is consistent with the predictions of the 
model. In the Schöner-model, this decrease is caused by the decrease of the 
amplitude of visual expansion rate (also experimentally observed, see Fig. 2-11), 
which leads to a reduced effective coupling strength (the d in eq. 3.4) of posture 
to the time structure of visual motion. 
Second, I showed an increase of the delay between sway and visual motion 
^ f e ^ 
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as visual distance is increased. This observation is likewise consistent with the 
Schöner-model. In the model, this effect leads to the hypothesis that the eigen-
frequency of the sway control system is lower than the driving frequency for all 
subjects. Eigenfrequencies of 0.2 to 0.15 Hz have been reported before by van 
Asten et al. [76]. Surprising is the small range of eigenfrequencies that is com-
patible with the data: eigenfrequencies larger than 0.2 Hz lead to a system that 
has a phase lead relative to the drive and eigenfrequencies below 0.15 lead to a 
steep increase in delay. Only the small range of 0.16 to 0.19 Hz leads to reason-
able results. So despite the considerable difference in biomechanics between the 
subjects5, the eigenfrequency is strongly constrained in this experiment. 
Third, there was no significant change of the amplitude of postural sway as 
visual distance was varied. Sway amplitude always closely matched the amplitude 
of the visual motion. I have found this result before [18]. The slight, non-
significant decrease of the gain is not by far as strong as predicted by the Schöner-
model and therefore is quantitatively in contradiction with it. From an ecological 
viewpoint this result makes sense: subjects correct their posture by matching the 
amplitude of their egomotion with the visual motion, irrespective of the distance 
to the visual surround. 
Finally, I found that the expansion rate of the visual surround on the optic 
array of the observer was not constant. This contradicts the hypothesis that the 
system controls posture purely by minimizing the expansion rate of the visual 
surround [55]. For if this were the case, the expansion rate would always be at 
threshold and would not depend on distance as I found. Instead, this result indi-
cates that the relation between visual motion and postural control must be viewed 
dynamically: the postural control system tends to minimise retinal slip, because 
the observed slip is smaller than when the subject does not move. However, this 
tendency also depends on the distance to the stimulus. 
To examine the relationship of experimental results and the Schöner-model 
more quantitatively, I have estimated the order of magnitude of the model pa-
rameters. Such estimates can be based on the observed dependence of relaxation 
time, mean and angular deviation of relative phase on distance (cf. eqs. 3.7, 3.11 
and 3.12). Proceeding in this manner, I found: a = 0.5 Hz, ω = 2π0.18 rad/s, 
c
env = 50 cm/s. In Fig. 2-12 I have plotted the resulting dependencies of the 
various observables on distance. Clearly, amplitude is predicted to decrease much 
more strongly than observed, while all other relationships are captured quite well. 
It is a general property of driven linear systems that the response amplitude 
decreases as the coupling to the driving force decreases. If we assume that the 
Two normal-sized dutchmen and two short germans. 
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Figure 2-12 Predictions of the Schöner-model as a function of distance to 
the wall for (a) relaxation time (b) delay (c) gain (d) expansion rate. 
visual expansion rate is the driving force, then relative timing stability decreases 
concomitantly. Therefore, the fact that this linkage of amplitude and stability 
is not observed in the present data hints that the theoretical picture of posture 
in a visual environment as a passive linear system driven by the expansion rate, 
is not adequate. Instead, the central nervous system might actively generate 
movements (corresponding, mathematically, to nonlinear dynamics possessing 
limit cycle attractors) which match the visual motion in amplitude and frequency. 
This active movement may then be coupled dynamically to the visual information, 
consistent with the successful model predictions for the timing aspects of the data. 
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Chapter 3 
Visual control of posture: 
influence of frequency 
abstract 
In this experiment I varied the frequency of an oscillatory visual display and 
analysed the temporal relationship between visual motion and induced postural 
sway in terms of mean relative phase and its temporal stability. I found that 
subjects maintain sizeable sway amplitudes even as temporal coherence with the 
display is lost. Postural sway responses tended to phase lead (for frequencies 
below 0.2 Hz) or phase lag (above 0.3 Hz). However, I also observed at a fixed 
frequency highly variable phase relationships in which a preferred range of phase 
lags is prevalent, but phase jumps occur that return the system into the preferred 
range after phase has begun drifting out of the preferred regime. By comparing 
the results quantitatively with a dynamical model (the sine-circle map) I show 
that this effect can be understood as a form of relative coordination and arises 
through an instability of the dynamics of the action-perception cycle. Because 
such instabilities cannot arise in passively driven systems I conclude that postu-
ral sway in this situation is actively generated as rhythmic movement which is 
coupled dynamically to the visual motion. 
This chapter is an edited version of the paper "Frequency dependence of the action-
perception cycle for postural control in a moving visual environment: relative phase dynamics" 
by Tjeerd Dijkstra, Gregor Schöner, Martin Giese and Stan Gielen, which we submitted to 
Biological Cybernetics. 
^ ^ 
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3.1 Introduction 
The stabilisation of posture has been intensely studied over the last decades 
not only because of the clinical relevance of its understanding, but also because 
this basic behaviour can serve as a model system for multisensory integration. 
A prominent approach has been to look at the contribution of various sensory 
systems to the reduction of sway amplitude and to the temporal structure of sway. 
In particular, the role of visual information has thus been analysed and it was 
found that visual information stabilises posture under normal conditions [17], but 
may destabilise posture if brought into conflict with the stationary environment 
as sensed by other sensory channels [41, 43]. By varying the spatio-temporal 
structure of visual information the response properties of the postural system 
have been identified [76, 77]. 
In the previous experiment, where the distance of a moving visual scene from 
the observer was varied, I confirmed the predictions from the Schöner-model. 
However, important deviations from the mathematical form of the model (linear 
driven oscillator) were observed which I interpreted as indicative of an active 
contribution of the postural control system in response to visual motion. In this 
chapter I report experimental and modelling work that aimed to look afresh at the 
problem of how visual information is integrated into posture behaviour. I went 
back to the classical paradigm of characterising the response properties of the 
postural system to visual stimulation by varying the frequency of sinusoidal visual 
motion. Previous studies that also varied the frequency of visual motion [43, 72, 
76] have concluded that the postural control system can be characterised as a 
second order system, passively driven by the visual motion.' Linear systems theory 
was critically evaluated by Talbott and coworkers studying postural stability 
in dogs [72, 67, 73]. From a series of experiments in which dogs stand on a 
moveable table and are exposed to a moving visual environment these authors 
concluded that the influence of vision on posture is strongly task dependent, a 
conclusion in line with our present concerns. However, while gain was shown to 
be strongly nonlinear in response to both table motion and visual motion, no 
clear nonlinearities in response to visual motion alone were found. Also, they 
never found any significant response at frequencies other than those used for 
input, supporting their conclusion that the postural control system is essentially 
linear. Our aim is to challenge the view in these studies, that the postural 
system is passively driven by visual motion. Another way to put this is to ask 
if the influence of visual motion on posture relies on the existence of a coherent 
temporal relationship between postural sway and visual motion. If posture is 
essentially a passive control system driven by visual motion (or other sensory 
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channels) then postural sway must reflect the time structure of sensory input 
whenever such input affects posture. If, on the other hand, postural sway is 
actively generated based on perceived conditions then input may affect posture 
even as temporal coherence is lost. Specifically, in the active case, periodic visual 
motion may induce periodic sway of adequate amplitude even if sway and visual 
motion are not phase locked. 
To answer this question I have developed techniques which enable me to 
analyse the system in a regime where coherence between visual information and 
postural sway is lost. These techniques rely on the extraction of a relative phase 
time series as a measure of the temporal relation between postural sway and 
visual motion. These time series are analysed with respect to stability and dy-
namic properties through return maps and histogram techniques. Furthermore, a 
concrete model (stochastic sine-circle map) is fitted to the relative phase data in 
various ways. The stochastic sine-circle map has a dynamics which is rich enough 
to capture both phase locked (linear) and non-locked (nonlinear) behaviour. I 
will show that I can reliably fit the stochastic sine-circle map to the relative phase 
data. In addition, more common frequency domain methods are applied as well. 
I exposed standing subjects to a simulated fronto-parallel wall, which was 
moved in fore ward-backward direction with different frequencies (0.05-0.5 Hz). 
I covaried the amplitude of the movement with frequency in order to keep reti-
nal velocity constant. I kept the amplitudes small (and thereby visual motion 
roughly at detection threshold) because I believe these amplitudes to be relevant 
for posture. This should be compared to Lestienne et al. [43] and van Asten et 
al. [76] who generally employed much larger amplitudes, that are more relevant 
for walking or running. I found that in an intermediate frequency regime the 
sway displays the typical phase locked characteristics observed earlier. However, 
outside this regime coherence sometimes breaks down and other types of coordi-
nation between postural sway and visual motion were observed. I observed both 
relative coordination, where there is a preferred phase relationship without stim-
ulus and response being phase locked, and absence of any coordination. These 
phenomena can be explained by an instability of the underlying phase dynam-
ics and its observation represents evidence for an effect of visual motion onto the 
temporal structure of postural sway in the absence of phase locking. No passively 
driven linear system can display relative coordination (because amplitude goes 
to zero when the system approaches the instability). 
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3.2 Dynamic models of the action-perception cycle 
3.2.1 T h e Schöner-model 
As a point of reference I review the dynamical model proposed by Schoner [66]. 
The model is based on the following assumptions: (1) The state of the postu-
ral control system can be described by the position, x, of the eye measured in 
foreward-backward direction. (2) Without vision (eyes closed) the posture con-
trol system generates a stable fixed point of this variable, here at χ = 0 by choice 
of coordinates. The dynamics of χ without vision, the intrinsic dynamics, is that 
of a second order linear system. (3) Visual information couples additively into 
this dynamics through the expansion rate, e(x,t), of the visual surround. The 
significance of these assumptions is perhaps best brought out by considering some 
alternatives. In the discussion I will come back to some of these alternatives. The 
purpose here is to give the reader a feeling for the meaning these assumptions. 
As an alternative to the first assumption one might suppose that the state is 
completely described by the position χ and the eigenfrequency ω$. The eigen-
frequency would then not be a constant as in the Schöner-model. Adding the 
eigenfrequency to the intrinsic dynamics means that one assumes that the sys-
tem knows its current eigenfrequency and that the dynamics of this variable in 
on the same time scale as the dynamics of the χ (if it were on a different time 
scale on could regard the dynamics of χ and UIQ as decoupled). As an alternative 
to the second assumption one might consider the dynamics to have the character 
of a limit cycle. This means that the posture control system generates sponta­
neous sway of fixed frequency and amplitude even without vision (but note that 
because of the noise this fixed frequency and amplitude might be smeared). As 
an alternative to the third assumption one might suppose that the expansion rate 
couples into the dynamics in a more complex way e.g. the expansion rate might 
also influence the damping in such a way that damping becomes larger when 
the expansion rate is large. This would have the effect of returning the subject 
faster to an in-phase pattern after a perturbation. In general, the Schöner-model 
constitutes a minimal model that is consistent with the experimental facts. 
Returning to the Schöner-model, we have mathematically: 
X + OCX + UJQX- \fOlit = -Cent; e(x,<), (3.1) 
with parameters, damping coefficient a, eigenfrequency ωο and noise strength, 
Q
x
, where & is gaussian white noise (zero mean, unit variance). The left-hand 
side of this equation models the intrinsic dynamics as a linear damped harmonic 
oscillator. The noise models the random fluctuations of the posture system. In 
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modelling the noise as additive gaussian white noise the following assumptions 
have been made: (1) many independent noise sources, (2) the noise sources are 
correlated over short time scales compared to the deterministic dynamics and (3) 
the noise sources are not zero at particular values of the dynamical variables. 
The expansion rate is given by: 
£ <*·» = ^ $ · <3·2> 
with D(t) the movement of the visual surround. The expansion rate gives the 
rate of expansion of the visual surround on the optic array of the subject. It 
depends both on the velocity of the subject and on the velocity of the surround. 
It couples with strength cenv such as to stabilise posture. For a sinusoidally 
moving surround, moving at a mean distance Do with an amplitude DT and 
frequency up, we have: 
D(t) = D0 + DT sin(uDt). (3.3) 
Putting these equations together, we obtain a linear driven harmonic oscillator: 
x + àx + ujQX- yfOxit = e' cos tu i ) i (3.4) 
with the effective damping à = a + cenv/Do and the effective driving amplitude 
c* = Cenv^D DT¡DQ. Note that vision makes two contributions to the dynamics: 
it increases the effective damping (and thus increases stability, see eqs. 3.11 and 
3.12 below) and it drives the posture system with frequency ωρ- The increase in 
damping depends on the coupling strength and the visual distance; the effective 
amplitude depends also on amplitude and frequency of the visual drive. Because 
the system is linear we find that the postural response, the asymptotic solution 
(t » Q) of the deterministic part: 
x(t) = го sm(uot + Φα), (3.5) 
is harmonic with the same frequency as the visual motion. Amplitude and relative 
phase are given by: 
Cenv b)D Dr/D0 TQ = - / , (3.6) 
уІН-и Р + ір о)2 
2 2 
Un — LO π 
tanfo = —. fi. (3.7) 
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The dependence of the amplitude ro and relative phase ^o °n the driving fre­
quency up is well-known from systems theory. The dependence on visual dis­
tance Do is somewhat unorthodox and is plotted in fig. 2-12. We can use these 
results to calculate the amplitude of the expansion rate. Substituting eqs. 3.6, 
3.7, 3.5 and 3.3 in 3.2, we find that the expansion rate is harmonic with the 
driving frequency. Its amplitude is given by: 
Ге = UD-pr t/l - Τ2 2 \2 ι / - \2~· ^ 3 , 8 ) 
Α) V (ωο - ωϋ> + (αω0)2 
The dependence of r
e
 on visual distance is plotted in fig. 2-12. When the eigenfre-




Ге = Ш0— - . (3.9) 
ÜQ a 
The dynamics of the action-perception cycle can be studied by looking at 
solutions of the form x(t) = r(<)sin(wßi + 4>(t)) so that the relative phase φ(ί) 
expresses the temporal relationship between sway and visual motion. A dynamics 
of relative phase can be derived by transforming eq. 3.1 into polar coordinates 
and applying the averaging method [27]: 
For the averaging method to apply one has to assume that the changes in relative 
phase and in amplitude (φ and f) are slow compared to the frequency. This is a 
reasonable assumption for weakly perturbed oscillators. The noise in the relative 
phase dynamics is modeled in an ad-hoc fashion by additive gaussian white noise 
of strength Сф. The stationary relative phase of eq. 3.7 is a stable fixed point of 
the relative phase dynamics. 
From the relative phase dynamics two measures of temporal stability can be 
derived. The first is obtained from linear stability analysis around the fixed point 
(see next section how this can be done). From this we obtain the relaxation time: 
Trel = I- (3.11) 
α 
The relaxation time measures how fast the system returns to the stable state 
after a perturbation. The relaxation time contains two contributions, one from 
This is a good approximation for the experiment in chapter 2. 
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the intrinsic dynamics a and one from the visual surround c
en
„/.Do- Note that 
a decrease of mean distance D<j decreases the relaxation time, whereas the fre­
quency, U>D, and amplitude, D
r
, of the drive have no influence. A second measure 
of temporal stability is obtained by considering the fluctuations in relative phase 
around the fixed point. For the standard deviation of these fluctuations one 
obtains: 
Ξϋφ = yfödl. (3.12) 
Because of the circular nature of relative phase, I will quantify these fluctuations 
by the anguiar deviation, which is the circular equivalent of the standard devia-
tion. When the fluctuations are small the two are equal. The dependence of the 
standard deviation of relative phase on the parameters of the dynamics is similar 
as for the relaxation time. This means that these two measures of temporal sta-
bility should covary when stability is manipulated (e.g. via the visual distance; 
see chapter 2). 
If the driving frequency, U>D, is significantly detuned from the eigenfrequency, 
UQ, the fixed could become unstable. This instability is, however, never reached 
in the linear model because the amplitude, ro, vanishes simultaneously. It is easy 







Therefore, solutions with finite amplitude but unstable relative phase do not exist 
in this linear model (but they do exist in the sine-circle map introduced below). 
In light of the outcome of the experiment I note that a very similar equation 
for the relative phase as eq. 3.10 can be derived by averaging a driven nonlinear 
oscillator model [27, Sect. 4.2]. In this case the instability of the fixed point 
for relative phase can be reached by detuning the driving frequency from the 
eigenfrequency, because the amplitude of the oscillator does not necessarily go to 
zero when the stability limit for relative phase is reached. 
3.2.2 T h e stochast ic sine-circle m a p 
For quantitative comparison to the experimental data I use a generalisation of 
the dynamics of relative phase eq. 3.10 which covers both the case in which such 
dynamics arise from a passively driven system as well as the case in which such 
dynamics arise from a driven active (nonlinear) oscillator. Because relative phase 
is estimated in this paper from experimental data at discrete points in time (e.g. 
at peaks or valleys of position), I use a discrete time dynamical model or map. 
The simplest dynamical system compatible with the circular nature of relative 
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phase is the sine-circle map [6]: 
Φη+ι =φ
η
 + α + òsin(0„ - φο) + v^Qin, (3.13) 
where φ
η
 € S1 is the relative phase at time η and a, b and φο are parameters to 
be explained below. For comparison to noisy data I have included a stochastic 
component through independent gaussian random forces ξ
η
 (zero mean, unit 
variance) acting with strength Q. 
Maps of this type arise through Poincaré sections in models of driven non-
linear oscillators [6]. In these cases the parameter α arises as the difference in 
frequency between the oscillator and the forcing function and 6 reflects the cou­
pling strength of the forcing function and the oscillator. I employ the model in a 
phenomenological spirit by mapping the observed relative phase series onto solu­
tions of this dynamical system. In this case the parameters arise from numerical 
fits to experimental data (see section 3.3). The meaning of the parameters is 
best interpreted in terms of how the fixed points and their stability depend on 
the parameters. To discuss this I first consider the deterministic dynamics by 
setting Q = 0. The parameter φο can be absorbed into a shift of coordinates and 
therefore does not affect the stability of the dynamics. In section 3.4 I show that 
φο can be approximated as zero. Therefore I will set φο = 0 for the purposes of 
this discussion. 
a 0.3 b-0.5 a 0.6 b -0.5 a 0.6 b-0.1 
-π/2 0 π/2 
phase η 
-π/2 0 π/2 
phase η 
-π/2 0 π/2 
phase η 
Figure 3-1 Examples of return maps of the sine-circle map for several pa­
rameter values. Note that phase is a periodic variable i.e. phases moving off 
at the top reappear at the bottom and phases moving off at the left reappear 
at the right. 
The sine-circle map can be visualised by the return map, a plot of φ
η
+ι versus 
Φη· In figure 3-1 I show examples for different values of the parameters a and 
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6. Note that when \a\ < \b\ the system has two fixed points, only one of which 
is stable (which one depends on the sign of 6). The stable fixed point is the one 
for which the derivative of the right-hand side of eq. 3.13 is smaller than 1 in 
absolute value. More precisely, for \a\ < \b\ the two fixed points are: 
<j>j = — arcsin(a/b), (3-14) 
4fy — π + arcsin(a/6). (3.15) 
Stability of the fixed points is calculated by linearising the map in the neigh­
bourhood of the fixed points. Take φ
η
 = фіу + δ
η




and <5„+ι small perturbations. By substitution in (3.13) and expanding the sine 
function up to second order, we obtain: 
6n+i = (l + by/l-{a/b)*)Sn. 
For ό < 0 we find for an initial perturbation 6(¡: 
δ
η
 = δ0(1 - s/b2 - α 2 ) η , (3.16) 
which converges to zero if |1—λ| < 1 in which case ф^ is stable. Here I have defined 
the local stability parameter by A = yjb2 — a2. Note that A is only defined when 
\a\ < \b\, i.e. when there exists a fixed point. The other fixed point is unstable 
with δ
η
 = 6Q(1 + A)n diverging. For b > 0 the roles of the fixed points φ\ and 
φ
2
 are reversed. Intuitively, large b or in terms of underlying oscillators, strong 
coupling, implies large A inducing stable phase locking. Stability is similarly 
enhanced by small o, i.e. good match of driving frequency and eigenfrequency. 
Equation 3.16 describes the decay of perturbations of relative phase in units of 
the discrete time. Later I will compare relaxation processes across frequencies. 
Because the discrete time units are determined by the cycle time, this implies that 
the size of the relevant time units for measuring the relaxation process varies with 
frequency. To make comparisons across frequency I rescale the local stability as 
A = \/6t where 6t is the relevant time unit (quarter of a cycle). This rescaling 
converts the relaxation process to units of absolute time. For small 6t, eq. 3.16 
may be approximated as: 
6
n
 = 6 0 exp(-T/r r e | ) , (3.17) 
with т
ге
і = 1/A the relaxation time and Τ = n6t the time at which π/4 cycles 
have run past. Theoretically, the relaxation time of eq. 3.11 and of eq. 3.17 could 
be different. For simplicity, I will identify the two definitions. 
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At \a\ = \b\ the model exhibits a tangent bifurcation: the two fixed points 
collide at phase ±π. When \a\ > \b\ no fixed points exist. Note that when |a| 
is slightly larger than |6| (see figure 3-1 middle panel) a narrow tunnel exists 
where the return map comes close to the diagonal. In this tunnel the relative 
phase takes small steps, whereas it takes large steps outside the tunnel. This 
means that the oscillator is not phase locked to the forcing function but is still 
influenced by it so that the oscillator lingers for longer periods of time near a 
relative phase of ± π . When \a\ is much larger than |6| (see figure 3-1 right panel) 
the phase takes constant steps without any significant slowing down. This means 
that the oscillator is moving independently of the forcing function. We may define 
a global stability parameter, 7, which indicates how close the system is to one 
of the bifurcations: 7 = a/\b\. For |7 | < 1 one stable and one unstable fixed 
point exists, for І7І > 1 no fixed point exists. This parameter can be used to 
characterise the dynamics overall also where the local stability parameter is not 
defined. 
The model of eq. 3.13 has a very rich dynamics, not all of which are relevant 
to our system. The model allows for non 1-1 locking which I never observed. 
Further when A > 2 the stable fixed point becomes unstable again. Finally when 
|b| > 1 the map becomes non-invertible and chaos may occur [33]. I have neither 
observed these two phenomena nor did I obtain reconstructions of return maps 
corresponding to these parameter regimes, so I will not discuss these cases here. 
The discrete time dynamics of eq. 3.13 can be related to continuous time 
dynamics of relative phase as discussed in the previous section. Clearly, in view 
of the richness of the discrete dynamics much exceeding that of a first order 
differential equation, this relationship is not exact. However, in the limit of 
the time unit, 6t, of the discrete dynamics becoming infinitesimally small, the 
difference quotient (φ
η+ι — φη)/δί approximates φ. In this limit, eq. 3.13 becomes: 
φ = à + 6sin(<¿(t) - Фо) + sftiiu 
where the parameters have been rescaled according to ä = a/6t, b = b/6t, 
Q = Q/6t and & is gaussian white noise of unit variance. In my experiments, 
relative phase is obtained at 4 discrete points in each cycle, so 6t equals a quarter 
cycle time. Even though this is not infinitesimal, I shall employ these rescaled 
parameter values to compare relative phase dynamics across frequencies. Com-
paring this equation to eq. 3.10, we can make the identification: 
IjJn — U > n ä
 - " W * · <318> 
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Adding noise to the sine-circle map does not change the dynamics very much 
(unpublished observations; for low noise levels see (87)). When there is a stable 
fixed point the noise causes the phase values to scatter around the fixed point. 
The width of the distribution of phase values, when the noise is not too large, 
can be characterised by the standard deviation of relative phase and is given by 
[66]: 
ΞΏφ = y/o/X. (3.20) 
Further, the bifurcation is softened by the noise: for |6| slightly larger than \a\ 
the fixed point has low stability and due to the noise the system can escape 
easily from the attractor and wrap around. The stationary distribution cannot 
be calculated analytically. It can be solved numerically though by discretisation 
of the transition matrix and by calculation of the left and right eigenvectors with 
eigenvalue 1 [59]. 
3.2.3 Coordination patterns from the sine-circle map 
Depending on the global stability parameter 7, I can model three types of coor­
dination: absolute coordination, relative coordination and no coordination. This 
distinction was first introduced by von Hoist for the observed patterns of coor­
dination between fins offish [82]. The situation of two oscillators that are phase 
locked was termed absolute coordination by von Hoist. The situation when two 
oscillators have no fixed phase relationship, i.e both oscillate with different fre­
quencies, was termed uncoordinated. Finally, the situation when two oscillators 
have no fixed phase relationship but have a preferred phase relationship was 
termed relative coordination. To get an intuitive feeling for relative coordination 
von Hoist gives a nice example: "When a father goes out for a walk with his six-
to eight-year-old son, one can often observe the following: The boy would like 
to keep pace with his father, but this does not work for long. After a number 
of coincident steps, he gradually looses the tempo, and in order to fall into step 
once more he makes one or two rapid additional steps. By doing so, he again 
falls in with his father's pace and the game is all ready to start again" 
I can illustrate these concepts in figures 3-4 to 3-6, where I have drawn 
figures based on actual data, all for a high driving frequency. These data will be 
discussed more extensively in section 3.4. The upper panels show the trajectories 
of the visual stimulus and the postural response and the middle panels show the 
traces of relative phase. The lower left panels show the return map as a smooth 
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curve in a somewhat different format (this is handy for fitting the parameters2.): 
Φη+ι - Φη = a + 6sin(0
n
). 
The lower right panels display the histogram of relative phase. In figure 3-4 we 
observe absolute coordination: we have \a\ < \b\, the return map has a fixed point 
and the time series of relative phase scatters around this fixed point (cf. fig. 3-1 
right panel). Because this trial is for a high driving frequency the subject is not 
very tightly locked and misses cycles. For a case where the subject is tightly 
locked see figure 3-3. In figure 3-5 middle panel we observe relative coordination 
in the middle part between the two perturbations. We see periods with slow 
dynamics interspersed with shorter periods of fast wrapping. From a fit of the 
return map using only the phase values of this middle section I obtain ò = —0.54 
slightly larger in absolute value than о = 0.53 showing that the return map has a 
very weak fixed point and that the system is close to the bifurcation (cf. fig. 3-1 
middle panel). Finally, in figure 3-6 we observe no coordination: we have |o | > |6| 
and the return map has no fixed point (cf. fig. 3-1 right panel). Further, there 
is continuous wrapping in the time series of relative phase. 
3.3 Methods 
A detailed description of the experimental set-up is given in section 2.2.1. 
3.3.1 Stimuli 
The stimuli simulated a fronto-parallel wall covered with 140 stereo dots, each 
with a size of 0.2 deg by 0.2 deg. The density of dots was uniform per solid 
angle as seen from the position when the experiment started. The dots lay in an 
annulus between 10 deg and 45 deg visual eccentricity. The hole in the middle 
of the stimulus was made to suppress the visibility of aliasing effects, which were 
most visible in the foveal region. The spatial resolution of the system was 1152 
by 900 pixels and the frame rate was 66 Hz. 
The wall was suggested at a mean distance of 50 cm, which was equal to 
the physical distance between observer and screen. Distance was suggested both 
by stereo vision as well as by simulation of the appropriate displacement of the 
image on the screen, using feedback of the eye position of the observer. The 
wall was sinusoidally driven with frequencies of 0.05 Hz, 0.1 Hz, 0.2 Hz, 0.3 Hz, 
0.4 Hz and 0.5 Hz. I covaried the amplitude with frequency so as to keep the 
Fixed points are now determined by α + bsin(^
n
) = 0 
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mean absolute velocity of the wall constant. In this way I kept the perceptual 
strength roughly constant: all stimuli were near the threshold where stimulus 
motion could be consciously perceived. I took amplitudes of 10 cm, 5 cm, 2.5 
cm, 1.67 cm, 1.25 cm and 1 cm respectively. All conditions except for 0.05 Hz 
had two perturbations of 180 deg at the point of maximum velocity (so there 
was no discontinuity in position, cf. fig. 3-3, upper panel). The perturbations 
occurred at random moments in time, but were separated in time by at least 35 
seconds, thus ensuring that there were enough unperturbed cycles to estimate the 
relaxation time. Because of the small number of cycles in the 0.05 Hz condition 
I had only one perturbation for this condition. 
Each condition was repeated 6 times and the order of trials was balanced 
in a latin square design. With this design every condition followed every other 
condition precisely once. The experiment was conducted in two sessions of ap­
proximately 1 hour each and always started with two trials at 0.2 Hz for stimulus 
adaptation of the subject. In all there were 40 trials for each subject. Each trial 
lasted for 140 s and the first 20 s were used for adaptation and were not stored. 
3.3.2 D a t a analysis 
Data analysis was done in two ways: a linear time invariant analysis and a dy­
namic approach based on the time series of relative phase. Both are described in 
section 2.2.3. There were only minor differences. First, I smoothed the data dif­
ferently, viz I used a gaussian window with a standard deviation of 0.18 s (for the 
0.05 Hz condition this was 0.64 s and for 0.1 Hz this was 0.36 s). Second, I took 
the percentages to determine whether an extremum is significant or not lower, 
because the amplitude was much more variable within a trial than in the previ­
ous experiment. I took 20% for the position extrema and 50% for the velocity 
extrema. 
Measures calculated from the time series of relative phase 
For all trials I determined mean phase and angular deviation from the combined 
time series of relative phase, using circular statistics [3]. These were calculated as 
in section 2.2.3. It should be noted that angular deviation is biased: it tends to 
be underestimated for small samples [3, ρ 46]. In the experiment the number of 
phase values is dependent on the mean frequency of the response and can vary by 
as much as a factor 10. There are complicated correction procedures for this bias 
(which assume specific distributions), but I will present the angular deviation as 
calculated above and not make strong conclusions from it alone. The advantage 
^Щ** 
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of the angular deviation over most of the stability measures presented below is 
that it can be calculated for all trials, no matter how unstable. I excluded the 
phase values in a period of 8 s after the perturbation, because mean phase and 
angular deviation are measures for stationary behaviour. 
As a further measure of the stability I calculated the winding number defined 
as W = (ΦΝ — φο)/(2πΝ), with N the number of phase values. The winding 
number measures the mean wrapping of the response relative to the drive. Nega­
tive winding number means that the response is slower than the drive (this occurs 
for high driving frequencies) and positive means that the drive is slower than the 
response (this occurs for low driving frequencies). A winding number near zero 
means that the response is phase locked to the drive. 
Relaxation time 
The relaxation time, the time it takes the system to regain its phase locked 
behaviour after a perturbation, was estimated as follows: I defined a band around 
the local mean of relative phase of 1.5 times the local angular deviation. Local 
mean phase and angular deviation were calculated from a segment starting 8 s 
after the perturbation and with a length of four cycles. After a perturbation the 
phase generally leaves this band. I calculated reentry time as the time between 
the perturbation and the time of reentry into the band. From this I calculated 
the relaxation time by fitting an exponential to the points outside the band 
and the first six points inside the band (cf. fig. 3-3, middle panel). The fit was 
implemented by a nonlinear Levenberg-Marquardt routine [57]. The points inside 
the band were given a larger weight because they were less prone to noise. I did 
not use linear regression on the logarithm of the phase values as in chapter 2 
because the phase values are not necessarily all at the same side of the local 
mean phase. If the relative phase did not leave the band or if there occurred 
many wrappings near the perturbation (cf. fig. 3-6, middle panel), I excluded 
the perturbation. The relaxation time depends somewhat on the parameters used 
but the trend with frequency does not depend on them. It should be noted that 
this procedure probably underestimates the larger relaxation times because these 
occur for lower stability, which means that the band is wider and hence that the 
system is bound to return faster inside the band. I calculated the relaxation time 
of a trial by averaging the relaxation times of the two perturbations within a 
trial. 
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Fitting of the return map and histogram 
I estimated directly the parameters a, 6 and Q of the stochastic sine-circle map. 
I did this both by fitting the return map and by fitting the histogram of relative 
phase. In theory these two fits should contain the same information, but in prac­
tice they do not necessarily contain the same information. First, the consistency 
between the two fits gives information on how accurate the stochastic sine-circle 
map models the posture system. For an example where the consistency is high, 
see Fig. 3-4 lower left panel and for an example where the consistency is low, 
see Fig. 3-6 lower left panel. Second, depending on the stability and the noise 
strength, the accuracy of the parameters estimated with the fits can be very dif­
ferent. For high stability and low noise the variability is low. This means that 
the histogram has a sharp peak, which is easily fitted, but that the data points 
in the return map are concentrated around the fixed point, making the fit statis­
tically less reliable (see Fig. 3-3 lower panels). When the variability is high, due 
to high noise or low stability, the histogram is very flat and hard to fit. However, 
the data points in the return map are spread out over the whole interval (—π, π) 
which makes the fit statistically more reliable (see Fig. 3-5 lower panels). 
I fitted the return map by linear least squares of y = a+bx with y = φ
η
+ι — φη 




 is the n-th relative phase value. The unexplained 
variance of the fit gives an estimate of the noise strength Q. I included the phase 
values directly after a perturbation in the fit because these provide information 
about the transient relaxation towards the attractor. Further, I excluded 2.5% 
of the phase values from the return map fits. This was done because some of the 
phase values were outliers. Some of these outliers in the return map were caused 
by small (but fast) bumps in the response data, leading to an extra pair of extrema 
in the velocity and thus to a wrap in the time series of relative phase. Especially 
for the phase locked trials, where all phases scatter around the attractor, these 
outliers changed the fitted parameters considerably. Some other outliers were 
caused by transients such as shown, for example, in figure 3-4, middle panel, 
where the subject lingers around phase —2.5 radians after the first perturbation. 
Excluding the outliers from the return map fit also led to better agreement of the 
parameters from the fit of the return map and of the histogram. As a measure 
of significance of the fit I used its F-value. I excluded the results of a fit when its 
significance exceeded the level of 10%. 
The histogram was constructed from the time series by grouping the phase 
values in bins. I calculated the stationary distribution of the stochastic sine-circle 
map [59] and used a nonlinear least squares fit procedure (Levenberg-Marquardt) 
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histogram. The starting values of these fits were the parameters from the return 
map fit. When I found an attractor (\a\ < \b\) with the return map fit, I fitted 
a and Q, otherwise I fitted a and 6. Fitting all three parameters led to unstable 
results, because the histogram has only two conspicuous features: a mean and a 
width. The number of bins was adapted to the number of phase values and the 
angular deviation of the phase values. The results of the fit depend weakly on the 
precise number of bins. As a measure of significance of the fit I took the x2-value 
which I used to test whether the histogram differs significantly from a uniform 
distribution. I excluded the results of a fit when its significance was more than 
1%. 
For comparison of the parameters a, b and Q with their counterparts in the 
continuous model eq. 3.10 I rescaled the parameters with the sampling frequency 
of the time series of relative phase (four times the mean frequency of response). 
3.3.3 Subjects 
Six subjects with normal or corrected to normal vision were tested in all condi-
tions. Three of the subjects were familiar with the purpose of the experiment. It 
should be noted that some of the results (especially relative coordination) were 
not expected at the time of the experiment. Four subjects had participated in 
the previous experiment. Subjects were instructed to look at the centre of the 
stimulus and to stand relaxed. Subjects stood on a firm stable support in normal 
Romberg posture. 
3.4 Results 
Generally the subjects responded to the sinusoidally moving wall with a sinu-
soidal postural response in fore/after direction. They displayed a rich set of 
dynamical behaviour: tightly phase locked (absolute coordination) in the mid-
dle frequency range3, both absolute coordination and no coordination at the low 
frequencies and all three coordination patterns at the high frequencies. I used a 
rough classification based on the global stability parameter 7 to get an idea of the 
frequency of occurrence of the various coordination patterns. When I7I < 0.75, I 
classified a trial as absolutely coordinated, when |7| was between 0.75 and 1.25, 
I classified a trial as relatively coordinated and when |-y| > 1.25, I classified it 
as uncoordinated. Proceeding in this way, I found approximately 81% of the 
trials to be absolutely coordinated, 11% to be relatively coordinated and 8% to 
3This was the only coordination pattern I found in the experiment of the previous chapter. 
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be uncoordinated. To give the reader an idea of the rich dynamical behaviour, I 
display and discuss a few data sets. 
3.4.1 Examples of dynamic behaviour 
In figure 3-2 I show an example of absolute coordination at a low driving fre­
quency. In the upper panel I show the trajectories of the stimulus and the re­
sponse of the subject. The subject is advanced relative to the stimulus and is 
phase locked. In the middle panel I show the corresponding time series of rela­
tive phase. The relative phase is generally positive, indicating that the subject 
is advanced, and scatters somewhat around the mean value. The return map 
is shown in the lower left panel and clearly shows the attractor to be stable as 
indicated by the negative slope at the fixed point. This is again corroborated in 
the lower right figure, where I show the histogram of relative phase indicating 
a clear peak centered on the mean phase. Note that the predicted distribution 
of relative phase as derived from the parameters of the fit of the return map 
(dashed line) is close to the optimal fit of the histogram (solid line), just as in 
the following figures. 
In figure 3-3 I show an example of absolute coordination at a mid-range 
frequency. Prom the return map and the histogram one can see that the system 
has a clear attractor. There is a tight phase locking with a relatively small 
amount of noise. Note that the amplitude is relatively constant which should be 
compared to the large variability in amplitude in figures 3-4 to 3-6. Further, 
there is a very slow drift of equilibrium position on a time scale of 30 s. This 
slow drift is probably related to comfortable standing. 
In figure 3-4 I show an example of absolute coordination at a high driving 
frequency. The subject is phase locked to the visual motion most of the time, but 
misses a few cycles, mostly at points where he increases his amplitude (around 
time 40 and 95). From the return map and the histogram one can see that the 
system still has an attractor but that it is not very strong. As I discussed in the 
theory section, the noise tends to blur the bifurcation and thus the distinction 
between the coordination patterns. There are two reasons why I would classify 
this coordination pattern as absolute coordination. First, amplitude clearly goes 
up as coordination is lost, contrary to the next figure. Second, the return map 
has a fixed point with І7І < 0.75 even when I leave the data of the first and the 
last part of the time series of relative phase (which are clearly phase locked) out 
of the fit. 
In figure 3-5 I show an example of relative coordination at a high driving 
frequency. In the middle panel in the stretch between the two perturbations 
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Figure 3-2 Example of a data record at low driving frequency (0.05 Hz). Upper panel: 
position traces of visual drive (shifted down for visibility) and postural response. Middle 
panel: derived time series of relative phase (solid line) with exponential fit of the relax­
ation (dashed line). See fig. 2-2 for details. Lower left panel: derived difference return 
map with scatterplot of the data (open dots are excluded from the fit) and the curve 
of the best fit. The parameters of the fit are indicated. Lower left panel: derived his­
togram of relative phase (staircase plot) with the best fit (solid line) and the stationary 
distribution as calculated with the parameters of difference return map (dashed line). 
one clearly sees slow dynamics at a phase of roughly —π/2 and fast dynamics at 
ftp 
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Figure 3-3 Example of a data record at medium driving frequency (0.2 Hz). 
For details see legend of fig. 3-2. 
the other phases (cf. fig 3-1 middle panel). The trajectories clearly show that 
postural sway is still oscillatory in spite of the loss of strict phase locking. This 
is an indication that sway motion is actively generated and not passively driven 
by visual motion. Because the stretches before the first perturbation and after 
the second are phase locked one does not see the relative coordination clearly 
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Figure 3-4 Example of a data record at high driving frequency (0.5 Hz). 
This trial shows absolute coordination. For details see legend of fig. 3-2. 
reflected in the return map and the histogram. However, fitting the return map 
and the histogram only for the phase values between the two perturbations I 
found о = 0.53 and b = 0.54. It is interesting to note that the perturbations seem 
to cause a switch from one type of dynamics to another. Also interesting is the 
finding that the two relaxation times are very different: the first is 4.0 s and the 
second 1.4 s. This is consistent with the finding that the stretch after the first 
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Figure 3-5 Example of a data record at high driving frequency (0.4 Hz). 
This trial shows relative coordination. For details see legend of fig. 3-2. 
perturbation has a low local stability, whereas the stretch after the second has a 
high local stability. 
In figure 3-6 I show an example of absence of coordination at a high driving 
frequency. In the middle panel one can see that the subject continuously wraps 
in phase indicating that he oscillates at his own frequency, different from the 
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Figure 3-6 Example of a data record at high driving frequency (0.5 Hz). 
This trial shows no coordination. For details see legend of fig. 3-2. 
driving frequency. Like relative coordination this form of uncoordinated sway 
is
 v
 indicative of active generation of sway motion. The relative phase is very 
variable as can be seen from the return map, where the data points fill the lower 
part (with delta phase negative). The noise strength Q is very large. Note that 
the histogram is not a very useful tool in this case because it does not differ 
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significantly from a uniform distribution. 
3.4.2 M e a n relat ive phase, stabil i ty and mean response frequency 
In this section I present the main findings. I tested all effects with a one-way 
ANOVA with independent factor frequency for each subject separately at a sig-
nificance level of 5%. In general most effects of frequency presented here were 
significant. 
0.3 
frequency in Hz 
0.< 
Figure 3-7 Mean phase as a function of driving frequency for all subjects. 
The curves for different subjects are horizontally displaced for better viewing. 
The errorbars denote standard deviation. 
In figure 3-71 have plotted the mean phase difference between visual drive and 
postural response as calculated from the time series of relative phase. All subjects 
had a significant frequency effect for mean phase. From the figure we observe that 
subjects are advanced relative to the stimulus at frequencies below 0.2 Hz, are 
almost in-phase near 0.2 Hz and are delayed at high frequencies. This frequency 
dependence is predicted from eq. 3.7, in terms of which the mean eigenfrequency 
of the postural system is in all subjects approximately 0.2 Hz. Also note that 
there is a tendency that the errorbars are larger for the low and high frequencies. 
This enhanced variability across trials reflects the reduced temporal stability at 
these frequencies (see below). The mean phase as calculated from the time series 
of relative phase correlates significantly with the mean delay as calculated from 
the spectrum: the correlations for each subject are in the range 0.62 to 0.82, 
mean 0.76. The mean phase at a driving frequency of 0.2 Hz for the four subjects 
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who also participated in the previous experiment matches very closely the results 
in that study for equivalent conditions (distance of 50 cm): Subject CG has a 
mean phase near 0.27 rad in both experiments, the other subjects have a mean 
phase close to zero in both experiments. 
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Figure 3-8 Angular deviation of relative phase as a function of driving fre-
quency for all subjects. The curves for different subjects are horizontally dis-
placed for better viewing. The errorbars denote standard deviation. 
In figure 3-8 I have plotted the angular deviation. This measure for the tem-
poral stability has a significant frequency effect for four of the six subjects. The 
figure shows the stability to be higher (variability lower) in the range 0.2-0.3 
Hz with a decrease in stability towards the low and high frequencies. The two 
subjects lacking significance can be seen to have higher variability throughout, 
which also increases towards the higher and lower frequencies. The linear dy-
namical model does not predict any effect of frequency on stability (cf. eq. 3.12) 
so that the observed effect is evidence for nonlinearities. Because of the bias 
of the angular deviation (see Methods) I cannot directly compare the stability 
of the low and high frequencies. The angular deviation correlates significantly 
with the Magnitude Squared Coherence (MSC) calculated from the spectrum: 
the correlations for each subject are in the range -0.66 to -0.87, mean -0.78. The 
correlations are negative because small angular deviation and high MSC both 
signify high stability. 
In figure 3-9 I have plotted the relaxation time. There was no significant 
effect of frequency on relaxation time for all but one of the subjects. Excluding 
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Figure 3-9 Relaxation time as a function of driving frequency for all subjects. 
The curves for different subjects are horizontally displaced for better viewing. 
The errorbars denote standard deviation. 
is problematic, the relaxation time is at a constant level between 2 and 3 s, except 
for some outliers. For the low and high frequencies many perturbations had to 
be excluded because the subject showed no clear locking after the perturbation. 
Subjects did not differ in relaxation time but did differ in the number of included 
relaxations (ranging from 97% to 45%, mean 72%), especially at the low and high 
frequencies. These exclusions may lead to an underestimation of relaxation time 
at the low and high frequencies and therefore obscure an effect of frequency on 
relaxation time. 
In the previous experiment I reported a significant correlation between angular 
variance and relaxation time. Here I found correlations ranging from -0.05 to 0.62, 
mean 0.37 (see fig. 3-11 for a graphical impression of this covariance). Half of 
these were significant at a level of 5% and all of them were lower than in the 
previous experiment for the subjects that also took part in that experiment. Of 
course, we cannot expect a strong correlation because the frequency manipulation 
does not induce a significant effect in the relaxation time and because the angular 
deviation is biased. 
In figure 3-11 I have plotted the difference between mean frequency of the 
response and the driving frequency. The mean response frequency was calculated 
from the time series of relative phase. All subjects display a significant effect in 
this variable. For frequencies in the range 0.1-0.2 Hz we note that the mean fre­
quency of the response equals the frequency of the input, except for two subjects. 
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Figure 3-10 Scatterplot of the correlation between the relaxation time and 
the angular variance. The six panels are for six different subjects. The solid 
lines denote the best fit of a linear regression. 
These subjects also showed a higher angular deviation at these frequencies. For 
other frequencies, especially at 0.5 Hz, there are marked differences. Subjects 
have a tendency to respond with a higher frequency for the low driving frequency 
of 0.05 Hz and to respond with a lower frequency for the high driving frequencies. 
This type of behaviour cannot be exhibited by a purely linear system because 
for a linear system the frequency of the response always equals the frequency of 
the input. Also note that the variability across trials as denoted by the size of 
the errorbars is higher at the extreme frequencies, especially 0.5 Hz, than at the 
middle frequencies. 
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Figure 3-11 Difference between mean frequency of response and driving 
frequency as a function of driving frequency for all subjects. The curves for 
different subjects are horizontally displaced for better viewing. The errorbars 
denote standard deviation. 
3.4.3 Relative phase dynamics 
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Figure 3—12 Parameter ä of return map fit as a function of driving frequency 
for all subjects. The curves for different subjects are horizontally displaced for 
better viewing. The errorbars denote standard deviation. 
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In figure 3-12 I have plotted the scaled model parameter ä as calculated by fitting 
the return map to the experimental return map estimates. All subjects have a 
significant frequency effect for this parameter. In light of the interpretation of ä 
as the difference between driving frequency and eigenfrequency (see section 3.2) 
the curves of fig. 3-12 are consistent with an eigenfrequency around 0.2 Hz. In 
fig. 3-12 I have also plotted (broken line) least squares fits using eq. 3.18. The 
fits resulted in an eigenfrequency (mean over all subjects) of 0.2 Hz, individual 
eigenfrequencies ranging from 0.15 to 0.28 Hz. However, the bad quality of the 
fit indicates deviations from the linear model which can be interpreted in terms 
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Figure 3-13 Parameter b of return map fit as a function of driving frequency 
for all subjects. The curves for different subjects are horizontally displaced for 
better viewing. The errorbars denote standard deviation. 
In figure 3-13 I have plotted the scaled model parameter 6. All subjects 
except one have a significant frequency effect for this parameter. Because visual 
distance Do and the gain TQ/DT are relatively constant, we can interpret 6 as an 
indicator of the coupling strength between stimulus and response (see eq. 3.19). 
The results indicate that the coupling strength is low in absolute value for 0.05 Hz 
and 0.1 Hz and higher for the range 0.2-0.5 Hz. There is a considerable variation 
between subjects for this measure. 
4This point will be elaborated in future work 
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3.4.4 Consistency of fit procedures 
I have calculated many characteristics of the data. Some of the characteristics 
can be calculated in different ways. An important point then is to show that the 
various ways of calculating a particular characteristic lead to the same values. 
First, I checked that φο in eq. 3.13 can be set to zero: The proportional 
reduction in variance brought about by adding φο to the fits of the return map 
was larger than 5% only in exceptional cases. Adding φο to the fit of the histogram 
was useless because only two parameters could be fitted to it reliably, as I argued 
in section 3.3. Further, as I will show below, the fits with φο set to zero, generally 
reproduced the other observables nicely. This agreement in parameter estimates 
between different procedures was less when I included φο in the fit. 
Second, I showed that the results of the fit of the return map and the his­
togram were in agreement. Note that for the histogram I fix one of the parameters 
to the value from the return map fit (see Methods): when I find \a\ < \b\ in the 
return map fit, I fit о and Q from the histogram, otherwise I fit α and b. For the 
parameter a, the agreement was excellent, with correlations in the range 0.87-
0.99. For the parameter b, the agreement was even better, with the correlations 
in the range 0.9-0.99. For the parameter Q I find lower correlations in the range 
0.69-0.96. This is probably because the return map fit overestimates the noise 
when the system is close to the bifurcation. Especially the phase values off the 
attractor cause this high noise estimate. 
Having obtained α and b from the fits I can calculate the mean phase with 
eqs. 3.14 and 3.15, provided that \a\ < \b\ (i.e. that there exists a fixed point). 
The correlations between this predicted mean phase and the measured mean 
phase for each subject are in the range 0.84-0.99. 
Likewise, based on o, 6 and Q from the fits I can determine the angular 
deviation with eq. 3.20, provided that \a\ < \b\. The correlation between predicted 
and measured angular deviation for each subject are in the range 0.82-0.94. 
A non-trivial result is that the inverse of the relaxation time correlates signif­
icantly with the local stability measure A. We cannot expect these correlations 
to be very large because the frequency manipulation has no significant influence 
on relaxation time (see fig. 3-9). I find correlations ranging from 0.17 to 0.65, 
mean 0.38. Half of these correlations are significantly different from zero at a sig­
nificance level of 5%. For a graphical impression of this correlation see fig. 3-14, 
where I have made scatterplots of the inverse of relaxation time versus λ for all 
subjects. The connection between A, obtained on the basis of fitting the return 
map and hence incorporating only temporally contiguous phase values, and re­
laxation time, obtained on the decay of relative phase over multiple time units 
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Figure 3—14 Scatterplot of the correlation between inverse of relaxation time 
and the local stability measure λ as calculated from the return map fit. The 
six panels are for six different subjects. The solid lines denote the best fit of a 
linear regression. 
shows that the fitted dynamics correctly characterises the dynamic properties of 
the system. 
A final result is that the winding number correlates significantly with the 
global stability measure 7. I find correlations ranging from 0.58 to 0.92, mean 
0.8. All of these correlations are significantly different from zero at a significance 
level of 5%. For a graphical impression of this correlation see fig. 3-15, where 
I have made scatterplots of the winding number versus 7 for all subjects. The 
high correlation is partly caused by the fact that the sign of a correlates highly 




















Figure 3-15 Scatterplot of the correlation between winding number and 
the global stability measure 7 as calculated from the return map fit. The six 
panels are for six different subjects. The solid lines denote the best fit of a 
linear regression. 
winding number is usually zero for a range of global stability values around zero 
(especially clear for subjects CG and CK). The relation between winding number 
and the parameters of the sine-circle map is not known for the noise levels we 
observe5. From simulations I have the impression that the observed correlations 
are in the range of what can be expected. 
5It is an interesting unsolved problem to calculate the winding number of the stochastic 
sine-circle map. 
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3.5 Discussion 
I reported the results of experiments on visually induced postural sway. My 
focus was on the coordination patterns between stimulus movement and postural 
response. To characterise this relationship I measured the relative phase between 
sway movement and the sinusoidal movement of the visual scene. This provided 
me with a time series characterising the temporal evolution of this relationship. 
I manipulated the frequency of the stimulus, keeping constant the mean absolute 
velocity. This allowed me to explore the limits of the Schöner-model. In general, 
I found the linear model, where the postural control system is modeled as a 
passive system, to be a bad approximation of the data. Instead, I obtained 
evidence for active generation of postural sway at three levels of analysis: (1) the 
phenomenology of observed coordination patterns, (2) the frequency dependence 
of measures of temporal order, and (3) the estimated underlying dynamics of 
relative timing, using the stochastic sine-circle map. 
In relation to the observed patterns of coordination of sway and visual motion, 
I found a rich variety of patterns, which can be described using the vocabulary 
of von Hoist [82]. For the middle frequencies (0.2-0.3 Hz) we observed almost 
exclusively absolute coordination, i.e. stimulus movement and postural response 
were phase locked. This type of coordination was also observed for low (0.05-
0.1 Hz) and high (0.4-0.5 Hz) frequencies. I found relative coordination, where 
the stimulus clearly influences the response but the influence is not sufficiently 
strong to establish phase locking, occasionally at the higher frequencies. During 
relative coordination, the system remains locked at relative phase values ±π/2 
for periods of time with little systematic change (slow dynamics). Occasionally, 
locking is lost and phase wrapping is observed (fast dynamics), until the system 
is again caught into a locked state near ±π/2. Finally, we also observed absence 
of coordination, during which there is no observable influence of the stimulus on 
the response in terms of relative timing (but in terms of movement amplitude 
and frequency). This pattern was occasionally observed at the low and high fre­
quencies. Both relative coordination and absence of coordination cannot arise 
in a passively driven system. Such systems always respond with the driving fre­
quency and thus are phase locked. Observing these patterns is therefore evidence 
that the postural control system is actively generating postural sway, a nonlin­
ear process in dynamic terms. The existence of relative coordination indicates 
that such actively generated sway is dynamically coupled to the time structure of 
the stimulus. Thus preferential relative timing may arise, but when the system 
cannot follow the stimulus time structure it wraps rapidly and then tries to lock 
again. 
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The dependence of mean phase difference between stimulus and response on 
frequency was similar to that reported by Lestienne et al. [43] and van Asten et 
al. [76]. In contrast to these studies much smaller amplitudes of visual motion 
(relevant for posture in a resting visual world) were used in the present study 
(the amplitudes employed by Lestienne et al. and by van Asten et al. might be 
relevant for tasks such as walking.) Talbott's [72] study on standing dogs used 
more comparable amplitudes. These results have conventionally been interpreted 
as supportive of the notion that the posture control system can be described by 
a second order linear (and hence, passive) system. Our results reveal that this 
might not be a valid conclusion. Mathematically, driven nonlinear oscillators may 
behave similar to a driven linear system in terms of the mean relative phase. 
Hints at nonlinear behaviour are obtained from the dependence of the angular 
deviation of relative phase on frequency. Its increase towards higher and lower 
frequency points at a decrease of relative timing stability which is not predicted 
by the Schóner-model. Relaxation time, the time it takes the system to establish 
phase locking after a perturbation, did not change with frequency. This would 
hint at constant stability of relative timing independent of frequency. However, 
this result as well as the weak correlation of the two stability measures, relaxation 
time and angular variance of relative phase, could be due to underestimation 
of relaxation time for states of lower stability. Corroborating evidence for the 
decrease of stability at higher and lower frequencies comes from the increase in 
the number of nonlocked trials at these frequencies. 
I investigated a dynamical model of the relative phase time series based on 
the sine-circle map. This model contains all observed coordination patterns as 
qualitatively different solutions: absolute coordination in terms of a stable fixed 
point, relative coordination when the fixed point attractor is close to a tangent 
bifurcation and absence of coordination sufficiently far beyond the bifurcation. 
Our attempts to directly determine the dynamics of relative phase underlying 
the action-perception coupling were highly successful. I was able to reliably fit 
the parameters (a, b, and Q) of the dynamical model both on the basis of the 
return map as well as on the basis of the relative phase histogram with convergent 
results. Moreover, I was able to predict further measurables from the estimated 
dynamics. I found, for instance, that the inverse of relaxation time could be 
predicted from the local stability measure λ as obtained from a fit of the return 
map. 
At the level of the estimated model parameters, the fact that these parameters 
indicate a bifurcation at increasing frequency is evidence for the active, nonlinear 
nature of the postural control system. As mentioned earlier, linear relative phase 
dynamics cannot display such bifurcations. Additional evidence comes from the 
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details of the frequency dependence of the model parameters. The parameter о 
which can be interpreted in terms of the difference between the eigenfrequency of 
the postural system and the driving frequency, shows roughly the same behaviour 
as the mean phase. Eigenfrequency is higher than driving frequency at low driving 
frequencies and reversely at high driving frequencies. However, if the frequency 
difference predicted by the linear model is fitted to the model parameter α as 
obtained at each frequency, a bad fit (around a mean eigenfrequency of 0.18 Hz) 
is obtained. This suggests that the eigenfrequency is not a constant, but that it 
is adapted to the driving frequency. The parameter 6 which can be interpreted 
as the coupling strength between visual motion and postural response shows an 
increase in absolute value with frequency. 
An interesting open question is why subjects display such a great variety of 
dynamical behaviours at the extreme frequencies. Some subjects show all three 
types of coordination for different repetitions of the same frequency condition. I 
tried to relate the behaviour in a trial to the driving frequency of the preceding 
trial (testing for some kind of hysteresis) but never found an effect. Presumably, 
if there is such a form of adaptation at all, it has already taken place in the first 
20 s of each trial which was not recorded. It would be an interesting experiment 
to switch frequency within a trial and see how subjects adapt. In view of the 
theoretical results it is important to keep in mind, that near the bifurcation, 
small changes in the parameters of the underlying dynamics (which might occur 
spontaneously even at constant frequency in the form of parametric fluctuations) 
lead to large and even qualitative differences in the resulting solutions. In this 
respect it is remarkable, that even as the types of solutions vary, the estimated 
model parameters change continuously (cf. Figures 3-12 and 3-13). 
In summary, from my results I conclude that temporally structured postural 
sway is actively generated. The largely periodic temporal structure of postural 
sway reflects perceived or adapted-to parameters of visual motion. Coupling to 
visual motion is used to generate phase locked postural sway that minimises mo­
tion relative to the visual world. Phase locking to visual motion is not, however, 
a prerequisite to postural sway with a significant amplitude. 
Chapter 4 
Perception of 3D shape from 
ego- and object-motion 
abstract 
I investigated whether ego-motion information (knowing where and how fast you 
are moving) is used directly in the perception of 3D shape. I compared the perfor-
mance of curvature detection in large field and small field views of 3D spheres and 
planes in three conditions. (1) Observer movement, where the observer moved 
parallel to the screen and the object was simulated by feedback of the eye posi-
tion. (2) Object translation, where the observer was stationary and the object 
moved the same relative to the observer as in the previous condition. (3) Object 
rotation, where the observer was also stationary and the object rotated in depth 
generating the same image on the optic array as in the observer movement con-
dition. I found performance for detecting the presence of curvature (disregarding 
the sign) to be the same in the observer movement and object rotation conditions 
indicating that ego-motion information is not used directly in shape perception. 
Subjects performed well in the object translation condition with large field stim-
ulation, but were at chance level with small field stimulation. This indicates that 
ego-motion information may be used to stabilise the image of the object on the 
retina. I found a depth ambiguity for small field presentation of rotating objects, 
when subjects reported the sign of curvature at random. As no such ambiguity 
was found for the other conditions, I concluded that ego-motion information helps 
to disambiguate the sign of curvature. 
This chapter is an expanded version of the paper "Perception of 3D shape from ego- and 
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4.1 Introduction 
A new field of research in the computer graphics and computer vision commu-
nities is devoted to active vision i.e vision by an actively moving observer [1]. 
Within computer vision active vision is seen as a means for a robot to extract 3D 
information from the environment by using ego-motion information from non-
visual sources in the evaluation of visual information. However, it is unclear 
whether and to what extent human observers use nonvisual information in this 
direct way. So far only a few psycho-physical studies have been performed in 
this field and very few comparisons between the perceptual effects of active and 
passive vision have been made. 
The relationship between active movements and 3D shape perception has 
been pioneered by Rogers and Graham [61] who simulated a corrugated surface 
on an oscilloscope screen. The spatial pattern consisted of a Julesz-pattern. 
The motion of the dots in the Julesz-pattern was linked to the movements of 
the observer (subject movement): some horizontal lines of dots moved with the 
observer and some other lines moved in opposite direction, creating a compelling 
view of a surface with vertical corrugations. They also did the experiment with 
movement of the oscilloscope and linked the motion of the dots to the oscilloscope 
movement (object translation). They found that the perceived depth of a surface 
is about 15% higher when the motion parallax is generated by active movements 
of the observer rather than by movement of the stimulus presented to a stationary 
observer. 
A good interpretation of the decreased performance in the object-translation 
condition is difficult for three reasons. First, head movements in the active con-
dition were not stored. Therefore, the movement of the stimulus relative to the 
head might have been different in the subject-movement and object-translation 
conditions. Second, it is known [23] that the fixation of a point of the stimulus 
is better in the subject-movement condition than in the object-translation con-
dition. Also, the otolitho-ocular reflex might contribute to a better retinal image 
stabilisation during ego-motion [10]). This leads to two possible explanations 
for the finding that perceived curvature is higher for subject-movement than for 
object-translation. One explanation might be that subjects make use of propri-
oceptive information in the subject-movement condition, which is unavailable in 
the object-translation condition, in the evaluation of the afferent visual informa-
tion. An alternative explanation, advanced by Cornilleau-Pérès and Droulez [14], 
might be that there is more retinal slip in the object-translation condition, which 
object-motion: comparison between small and large field stimuli" by Tjeerd Dijkstra, Valerie 
Cornilleau-Pérès, Stan Gielen and Jacques Droulez, to be submitted to Vision Research. 
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makes curvature detection harder. Thus it is of interest to add a condition where 
the retinal slip is reduced by combining the object translation with a rotation 
around the observer's eye, mimicing a perfect retinal stabilisation through eye 
movements. The resulting object movement is a rotation in depth. Third, there 
was no fixation point in the stimuli of Rogers and Graham. This is of importance 
since it has been demonstrated recently that performance in detection of the sign 
of curvature is dependent on fixation [28]. 
Therefore, Cornilleau-Péres and Droulez [14] have compared the sensitivity 
for the detection of curvature of a moving surface for the conditions of subject-
movement and object-movement. They constructed the experiment so that the 
relative movement between the object and the observer was identical in all con-
ditions. They tested three experimental conditions: 1) in the subject-movement 
condition the observer moved his head sinusoidally in left/right direction, viewing 
a stationary 3D object, 2) in the object-translation condition the subject's head 
was fixed and the object translated sinusoidally by the same amount in left/right 
direction, 3) in the object-rotation condition the subject's head was fixed and the 
object rotated in depth. This last condition was obtained from the previous one 
by adding a rotation of the object around the observer's eye to the motion of the 
object. This extra motion is devoid of any depth information for the observer. 
The resulting movement of the object is a rotation in depth around the fixation 
point. The movement involves the same relative movement between observer and 
object as in the two other conditions, but no eye movements are needed to sta-
bilise the image of the object. The stimuli, with a diameter of 8 deg, were either 
planar or convex with a fixed curvature and the observer's task was a forced 
choice between planar and convex. The results showed that curvature sensitivity 
is much higher in the subject-movement condition than in the object-translation 
condition, and that the object-rotation condition yielded the best performance. 
To explain their findings, the authors invoked the global image motion which 
results from different oculomotor behaviour in the three conditions, as the main 
factor which determines the performance. This explanation is based on the fact 
that global image motion is known to impair the visual sensitivity to differential 
velocity [51], and that the detection of surface curvature from motion is likely to 
be mediated by the processing of the spatial variations in image velocity [12]. 
The optic flow field plays a double functional role in visual perception: it pro-
vides an observer with exteroceptive information about the structure (distance, 
slant and curvature) and motion (velocity and rotation-rate) of objects in the 
environment as well as with proprioceptive information about the movements of 
the observer in the environment (velocity and rotation rate). From theoretical 
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studies on optic flow processing it is known that the parameters of the relative 
motion between observer and object cannot be separated from the recovery of the 
structure of the object (see the next chapter). Hence, the visual system could take 
advantage of self-motion to improve its ability to solve the problem of structure 
from motion. 
The first goal of the present experiment is to investigate whether propriocep-
tive ego-movement information (knowing where and how fast you are moving) 
is used directly in the perception of shape. Self-motion is processed both from 
non-visual information such as efference copies and vestibular signals and from 
visual information. Although different variables interact in the perception of 
self-motion, the size of the stimulus is one of the major factors which influences 
vection or the control of stance (for a review see [83]). In particular, when a 
lamellar flow field due to the frontal translation of a plane is presented in central 
vision, Stoffregen [69] finds that compensatory body sway is very small for a stim-
ulus width of 20 deg, and increased much as this width reaches 40 deg. Similarly, 
Post [56] shows a large reduction of circular vection when the stimulus size was 
30 deg wide, rather than full-field. Therefore, the small stimuli (8 deg diameter) 
used by Cornilleau-Pérès and Droulez were poor in terms of visual information 
about self-motion. In order to create a stronger impression of self-motion I ex-
tended the experiment of Cornilleau-Pérès and Droulez to large field stimuli (90 
deg visual angle). 
Since I found that proprioceptive information is not used in a direct way in the 
perception of shape, it is natural to ask whether the ego-movement information 
is not used at all. A possible use for this information may be to assist in fixating 
a certain point on the object. This is important because detection of differential 
image motion is known to deteriorate for common image motion [51]. Moving 
observers can use both the otolitho-ocular reflex and the optokinetic nystagmus 
to maintain a stable fixation. Stationary observers viewing a translating object 
can only use optokinetic nystagmus (OKN). Since the gain of OKN is known 
to depend on the field of view [80] (the gain is closer to 1 for a larger field of 
view) I have tested the performance for shape perception in the three conditions 
mentioned above for stimuli with a large diameter (90 deg) and small diameter 
(8 deg). If stimulus size improves fixation, a smaller difference in performance 
between different movement conditions is expected for large-field stimuli than for 
small-field stimuli. This leads to the second goal of the present experiment: is ego-
motion information used to stabilise the image, thereby improving the detection 
of shape? If ego-motion information is used, then we expect performance for 
ego-motion and object-translation to be about equal for a large field of view 
(OKN-gain is close to 1) whereas we expect performance for ego-motion to be 
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higher than for object-translation for a small field of view (OKN-gain is lower 
than 1). 
In the object-rotation condition, I noticed an ambiguity between concave 
and convex spheres. This ambiguity was already reported by Hayashibe [28] 
and Rogers and Rogers [64]. Rogers and Rogers find that both perspective and 
non-visual information about self-motion contribute to raise this ambiguity. The 
third goal of this paper was thus to compare the efficiency of self-motion and 
perspective information in raising a depth ambiguity. Hence, instead of asking 
the subject to report only the presence of absence of surface curvature, I also 
required that he reported the sign of curvature. 
4.2 Methods 
Wide-field and small-field experiments were performed in different laboratories. 
I therefore start with a separate description of each of the set-ups. 
4.2.1 Experimental set-up for large-field stimulation. 
The set-up is described extensively in section 2.2.1. The only thing that was 
different is that the stimuli were viewed monocularly. Thus, the stimuli were 
green (phosphor p53) and had a luminance of 0.5 Cd/m 2. 
4.2.2 Experimental set-up for small-field stimulation. 
The stimuli were presented on the monitor of a Silicon Graphics workstation (res­
olution 1280x1024 pixels, frame rate 60 Hz). The stimuli were white (phosphor 
p22), had a luminance of 1.4 Cd/m2 and were presented at a rate of 30 Hz (each 
frame is displayed twice). 
The subject was sitting at a distance of 72 cm from the monitor with one eye 
covered. He had a light-weighted helmet on his head on top of which was fixed a 
mobile bar. The weight of the bar was sufficiently small so as not to hamper head 
movements. It was mobile in a pulley with very low friction, and could therefore 
translate along itself. The pulley could rotate around the vertical and horizontal 
axes passing through its centre. Three potentiometers delivered analog signals 
linearly or sinusoidally related to each of the translations of the head (up-down, 
left-right and backwards-forwards). These signals were converted to digital by 
a microcomputer and were then sent to the workstation through an RS232 bus 
at a rate of 9600 baud. The workstation was programmed to generate a video 
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image of a 3D shape, viewed from the current position of the eye. The delay in 
the feedback-loop was 55 ms. 
The microcomputer was used to calibrate the three head translation signals. 
Repeated calibrations performed on 105 points lying within a parallelepiped cen-
tred on the median subject's head position (30 cm in horizontal, 20 cm in vertical, 
6 cm in depth) showed that the mean error on head position is 1.7 mm, with a 
maximum of less than 5 mm. A restricted calibration was performed prior to 
each experiment, in order to estimate the potentiometer offsets and gains that 
could vary in time. 
4.2.3 St imuli 
Because of different technical constraints, the parameters of the large-field stimuli 
(hereafter LF) and small-field stimuli (hereafter SF) are not precisely the same. 
However, as shown in table 4-1, they are generally sufficiently similar so that the 












































Table 4—1 Comparison of some experimental parameters and movement char-
acteristics for large-field and small-field stimulation. 
Stimuli were curved or flat surfaces covered with 300 (LF) or 400 (SF) random 
dots, each of diameter 0.2 deg (LF) or 0.02 (SF) deg. The distribution on the 
surface was such, that the density of dots was uniform per solid angle. This was 
done to minimise the possibility to use the local density of dots as a feature to 
estimate the curvature of the surface. The large-field stimulus covered a range 
between 2 and 45 degrees of visual eccentricity (field of view 90 deg), and had 
a fixation cross of 2 by 2 deg at the centre. The small-field stimulus covered a 
range between 0 and 4 degrees of visual eccentricity (field of view 8 deg), and 
had a bright fixation dot of diameter 0.05 degrees at the centre. The shape of 
the large-field stimulus was a section of a sphere which could have a curvature 
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of -0.67 m - 1 , -0.33 m - 1 , -0.17 m"1, 0 m - 1 , 0.17 m - 1 , 0.33 m"1 or 0.67 m ' 1 . 
The shape of the small-field stimulus was a section of a sphere which could have 
a curvature of -5 m - 1 , -4 m - 1 , -2.85 m - 1 , 0 m - 1 , 2.85 m _ 1 , 4 m _ 1 or 5 m _ 1 . 
Negative curvatures denote concave sphere segments, curvature 0 denotes a plane 
and positive curvatures denote convex sphere segments. It should be noted that 
the rim of the stimulus is a planar curve which has the same projection for all 
curvatures and hence cannot be used as an artifactual cue. 
The stimuli were shown for 6 s in a dark room and on a dark background. 
The fixation point was the point in the centre of the simulated surface and was 
straight in front of the subject at the beginning of a trial. The distance from the 
eye to the fixation point was chosen randomly between 40 cm and 60 cm (LF) 
or between 75 cm and 85 cm (SF). This made it difficult for the subject to use 
the mean retinal velocity as a cue for the shape (see subsection about control 
experiments). At the start of each trial the tangent plane at the fixation point 
was fronto-parallel. Due to the head-movements the viewing distance and the 
orientation of the tangent plane changed in the course of a trial. 
I compared thresholds of curvature detection in three conditions: a subject-
movement condition, an object-translation condition and an object-rotation con-
dition (see fig. 4-1. In the subject-movement condition subjects moved in left/right 
direction at a frequency of 0.33 Hz (LF, SF) or 0.5 Hz (SF) and with an amplitude 
of 10 cm. Pilot results and a control experiment on subject VCP have shown the 
effect of frequency to be very small. A metronome helped the subjects to maintain 
a constant frequency. The frequency and amplitude of movement were trained 
at the beginning of each session by giving the subject feedback about his move-
ment. Subjects could readily perform this with a relative standard deviation in 
amplitude of movement of about 10% (Table 4-1). I stored a time series of the 
translation of the eye together with the positions of the random dots relative to 
the eye on disk. This information was used later in the two object-movement 
conditions to generate the same projections on the optic array. 
In the object-translation condition the head of the subject was fixed using a 
chinrest and the stimulus translated with the translation of the head previously 
recorded in the subject-movement condition. Thus the subject had to make 
tracking eye movements in order to fixate the fixation point. 
In the object-rotation condition the head was also fixed but the motion of 
the stimulus was a pure rotation in depth. This rotation was calculated from the 
previous translation by adding a simulated eye rotation so that the stimulus on 
the optic array of the subject is the same as in the subject-movement condition. 
The torsion component of rotation was set to zero: the torsion of the head was 
negligible and the torsion of the eye was not measured but is known to be small 
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Figure 4—1 Schematic illustration of the different movement conditions. 
for eye orientations of up to 10 deg [50]. 
4.2.4 Protocols 
Shape detection 
This protocol was used both for large-field and small-field stimulation. My main 
conclusions are based on the results of this protocol. The stimulus could be either 
a concave, planar or convex surface with equal probability. The subject's task 
was to detect curvature in a forced choice between concave, planar or convex. No 
feedback on performance was given. 
Each experiment consisted of 5 sessions that lasted approximately 45 min 
each. Each session consisted of two subsessions. Each subsession consisted 
of 6 blocks in fixed order: for the left eye subject-movement, object-rotation, 
object-translation, then for the right eye subject-movement, object-translation 
and object-rotation. Each block consisted of 18 stimuli: 2 repetitions for each of 
the 6 curvatures and 6 repetitions for the plane in random order. So in all sessions 
together there were 40 repetitions per movement condition and per curvature, 20 
for the left eye and 20 for the right eye. For the plane these numbers are three 
times as high. 
Shape discrimination 
This protocol was used only for large-field stimulation. I used this protocol to 
check the result of the detection protocol that the different movement conditions 
do not lead to a significant difference in performance. The subject was shown a 
pair of stimuli one of which was planar. The other was concave or convex with 
equal probability. The stimuli were shown one after the other. The subject's task 
was to discriminate which of the two stimuli seemed most convex. No feedback on 
performance was given. With this protocol I obtained a complete psychometric 
function (see figs. 4-4 and 4-5). The advantage of the discrimination protocol 
over the detection protocol is that the subject does not have to have an internal 
reference to separate the stimulus categories. The disadvantage is that the tech-
nique cannot cope with ambiguities as found for object rotation with small-field 
stimulation. 
Each experiment consisted of 10 sessions that lasted approximately 30 min 
each. Each session consisted of 6 blocks in fixed order: for the left eye subject-
movement, object-rotation, object-translation, then for the right eye subject-
movement, object-translation and object-rotation. Each block consisted of 12 
pairs of stimuli: 2 repetitions for each of the 6 curvatures. So in all sessions 
together there were 40 repetitions per movement condition and per curvature, 20 
for the left eye and 20 for the right eye. 
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I analysed the data by fitting a normalised errorfunction to the data1. The 
normalised errorfunction is the integral of a gaussian distribution with mean μ 
and standard deviation σ. From this fit I obtained a measure for the point of 
subjective planarity μ and a measure for the discriminability σ [45]. For fitting, 
I used both the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [57] and the routine CNLR of 
SPSS for Windows, release 5.01 [53]. 
With the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm I minimised the x2-measure. I 
estimated the standard deviation of each data point by assuming an underlying 
binomial distribution: when the subject responded "convex" a fraction p t out of 
N, trials (N, is always 40 in this experiment), I estimated the standard deviation 
by: 
<Ji = v W l - Pt)/Ni 
I estimated the errors in the fitted parameters from the covariance matrix. 
With routine CNLR I derived a maximum likelihood estimate of the unknown 
parameters. Estimates of the errors in the fitted parameters were obtained by the 
so-called bootstrap method [46]. We found the values of the fitted parameters 
to differ little with either fitting method. The estimates of the errors in the 
fitted parameters were usually higher with the bootstrap method than with the 
covariance matrix method, consistent with [46]. Therefore, I will use the results 
of routine CNLR. 
4.2.5 Subjects 
Three subjects participated for each field of view in the detection protocol, one 
of the authors (TD) was tested for both SF and LF stimulation. Three subjects 
were naive as to the purpose of the experiment (MG, PS and OV). Two subjects 
participated in the discrimination protocol, one of which was naive as to the 
purpose of the experiment (JW). All subjects had normal vision or corrected to 
normal vision wearing contact lenses. 
4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Shape detect ion 
In figure 4-2 I show the results for large-field stimulation for two subjects, the 
results for the remaining subject are similar (see table 4-2). In general the stim­
uli with the largest curvature (both convex and concave) could be perceived with 
1This work was done in collaboration with Peter Werkhoven. 
almost 100% accuracy. For smaller curvatures, the probability of a correct re­
sponse decreased gradually. The percentage of planar responses generally peaks 
at zero curvature and decreases when absolute curvature becomes higher. The 
general features of these curves are roughly the same for each movement condi­
tion. This is also the message from table 4-2 where I compare the performance 
in detection of absolute curvature for the different movement conditions. The 
percentage correct responses (PCR) for large-field stimulation does not differ sig­
nificantly between the three movement-conditions. Subjects always perceived a 
rigid shape and found the object-translation condition more difficult than the 

































































Table 4-2 Comparison of the performance of absolute curvature detection 
(disregarding sign) expressed in percentage correct responses (PCR) of the 
three movement conditions (SM subject-movement, ОТ object-translation, OR 
object-rotation, ch chance level) for large-field and small-field stimulation. The 
PCR is averaged over all curvatures. 
In figure 4-3 I show the results for small-field stimulation for two subjects, 
the results for the remaining subject are similar (see table 4-2). One subject 
(TD) was also tested for large-field stimulation (see Fig 4-2). The results for the 
three movement conditions are very different from one another. The curves for 
the subject-movement condition are qualitatively the same as for large-field stim­
ulation, albeit that performance is somewhat lower for subject TD. The curves 
for the object-translation condition are close to chance level, which is very differ­
ent from the large-field result. In this condition only the percentage of concave 
responses at a curvature of-5 m _ 1 for subject OV is clearly different from chance 
level. For object-rotation the percentage of planar responses shows the normal 
profile with a peak at zero curvature. The width of this curve, which is a measure 
for the performance of detection of absolute curvature, is smaller in the object-
rotation condition than in the subject-movement condition. The other two curves 
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Figure 4-2 Response curves for subjects TD and PS for large-field stimulation 
in each of the three movement conditions. X: percentage of concave responses, 
O: percentage of planar responses, *: percentage of convex responses. Left col­
umn: subject TD, right column: subject PS Upper panels: subject-movement 
(SM), middle panels: object-translation (ОТ), lower panels: object-rotation 
(OR). The horizontal dotted line indicates chance level. 
did not converge to 100% for the extreme curvatures as for large-field stimula­
tion. Since the number of false positives for planar surfaces is very low for the 
larger curvatures, this indicates that subjects had no problem in distinguishing 
a planar or curved surface but had difficulties in detecting the sign of curvature. 
Table 4-2 shows that performance in the detection of absolute curvature is best 
in the object-rotation condition, and that the subject-movement condition yields 
slightly worse performance than the object-rotation condition. The differences 
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between the three conditions are significant to the level ρ < 0.05, and perfor­
mance in the object-translation condition does not, in general, differ from chance 
to the level of ρ < 0.1. 
-5 0 5 
curvature in 1/m 
-5 0 5 
curvature in 1/m 
-5 0 5 
curvature in 1/m 
ОТ 
-5 0 5 
curvature in 1/m 
-5 0 5 
curvature in 1/m 
-5 0 5 
curvature in 1/m 
Figure 4-3 Response curves for subjects TD and OV for small-field stimu­
lation in each of the three movement conditions. For details see the legend of 
fig. 4-2. 
In order to compare the performance in large-field stimulation with the perfor­
mance in small-field stimulation I calculated that the response curves of large-field 
stimulation need to be scaled in curvature by somewhat more than a factor 10 to 
be comparable with the response curves of small-field stimulation. For subject 
TD, the only subject tested in both set-up's, the factor is 17 for the percentage 
of planar responses in the object-rotation condition. 
Subjects perceived the shape always rigid in the subject-movement condition 
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with small-field stimulation. They found the object-translation condition with 
small-field stimulation to be very difficult, which is reflected in their performance 
being near chance level. Subjects sometimes perceived the shapes as being hyper­
bolic i.e. of negative gaussian curvature. In that case they reported the sign of 
the largest absolute curvature. Subjects frequently reported apparent deforma­
tions of the stimulus for the object-rotation condition with a small field of view. 
This is reflected in the large number of errors in the sign of the curvature for 
object-rotation. The percentages of curvature-inversions for this condition were: 
TD 40.0%, VCP 24.2% and OV 29.2%. Prom the response curves in the lower 
panels of figure 4-3 one can even see a more surprising fact: the percentage of re­
versals does not decrease with increasing absolute curvature2. Thus, on one hand 
performance for detection of absolute curvature becomes better with increasing 
curvature, because the percentage of planar responses becomes smaller for larger 
absolute curvatures. On the other hand the percentage of convex responses for 
concave stimuli is seen not to decrease with decreasing curvature. The same 
holds true for the percentage of concave responses for convex stimuli. This effect 
was also noticed by Braunstein and Tittle [8] who reported an increase in depth 
ambiguity as motion parallax and the amount of perceived depth increase. 
In summary, the main results are that the performance for curvature detec­
tion in the three movement conditions is roughly constant for large-field stimuli 
but shows great differences for small-field stimuli. Small-field stimuli give a rea­
sonably good performance for the subject-motion condition and a performance 
near chance level for the object-translation condition. Although the distinction 
between a planar or curved surface could be made very well in the object-rotation 
condition, ambiguity between convex and concave surfaces was present for the 
small-field stimuli. 
4.3.2 Shape discrimination 
In figures 4-4 and 4-5 I show the results for large-field stimulation for two sub­
jects. First of all, it is clear that the errorfunction is a good approximation of the 
data. From this we can conclude that it is curvature itself that is extracted and 
not, say, the logarithm of curvature. This is also confirmed by another fit where 
we fitted a normalised errorfunction based on an unknown power of curvature. 
The fitted exponent of curvature did not differ significantly from 1. 
In table 4-3 I show the resulting parameters and their estimated errors. In 
general, the parameter μ does not differ significantly from 0 (the only exception 
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Figure 4-4 Response data (denoted by *) and fitted psychometric function for 
subject TD for large-field stimulation in each of the three movement conditions. 






















Table 4-3 The parameters of the psychometric functions (in m - 1 ) in the 
three movement conditions (SM subject-movement, ОТ object-translation, OR 
object-rotation). 
being subject T D in the subject-movement condition). Because μ gives the point 
of subjective planarity we can conclude that subjects perceive planes as planes. 
subject motion object translation object rotation 
li : — ι 1 
0 1 - 1 0 1 - 1 0 I 
curvature in 1/m curvature in 1/m curvature in 1/m 
Figure 4-5 Response data (denoted by *) and fitted psychometric function for 
subject JW for large-field stimulation in each of the three movement conditions. 
The errorbars denote the estimated standard deviation. 
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For parameter σ, which gives the discriminability there is a difference be­
tween the movement conditions. For subject TD there is a significant difference 
between the object-translation condition on one hand and the subject-movement 
and object-rotation on the other. Although performance is also lowest in the 
object-translation condition for subject JW, the difference with the other con­
ditions is not significant. I speculate that this small difference is caused by a 
slightly larger retinal slip in the object-translation condition (see discussion). 
4.3.3 Control exper iments 
First I performed a control session with the set-up of the large-field stimulation 
but using the same field of view as in the small-field stimulation, using the mon­
itor of the SUN4. In this session I took the curvatures precisely 10 times as 
high as in the large-field stimulation, thus covering a larger range of absolute 
curvatures than the small-field stimuli. This gave essentially the same results as 
I found for small-field stimulation. The only difference was a clear above chance 
level performance with no depth reversals for the larger curvatures in the object-
translation condition. This shows that the differences in set-up are unimportant 
in a comparison of the results of large-field and small-field stimuli. 
Our experiment is based on the assumption that the subjects really report on 
the 3D structure that they have perceived. The need for verifying that no other 
cue incidently related to surface curvature is used by the subjects, has recently 
been underlined in a series of papers [9, 68]. There are two main cues that could 
be used as artifactual cues by the subjects in experiments on the perception of 
surface curvature from motion: 1) the spatial variations of dot density that occur 
in the extreme positions reached by the object relative to the observer (recall 
that the dot density was uniform per solid angle for the median position), 2) the 
magnitude of the image velocity of the moving dots relative to the observer. 
In the object-rotation condition the position of the dots relative to the eye is 
exactly the same as in the other two conditions, if a perfect stabilisation of the 
image occurred (if the subject kept fixating the fixation point). Therefore we can 
assume that if the subject based his responses on any of the above artifacts, then 
he could do it particularly well in the object-rotation condition for which image 
stabilisation is the easiest. So I restrict the discussion to this latter condition. 
For large-field stimulation I did a control experiment in which subject TD 
was shown the extreme positions of the object for 3 s each. Otherwise the stimuli 
were equal to the large-field stimuli of the experiment. The responses did not 
significantly differ from chance level. I conclude that there is little evidence that 
the static variations in dot density are used as a cue for curvature. 
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In order to test whether the mean velocity magnitude of dots on the retina 
of the subject is used as an artifactual cue, I calculated it for each trial for 
large-field stimulation. The mean retinal flow i.e. the spatial and temporal 
mean of the retinal velocity is plotted in the upper panels of figure 4-6 for two 
subjects. As one can see there is a large overlap in mean retinal flow for each 
of the curvatures. There is still a noticeable trend of mean flow with curvature, 
especially the sphere with curvature 0.67 m - 1 leads to a higher retinal flow. Note 
that the flow is relatively small for the concave spheres, which are on average 
closer to the subject and is relatively high for the convex spheres which are on 
average farther away. This is because retinal flow depends both on distance from 
the subject and on the 3D velocity. The latter is higher at a given eccentricity 
for a convex sphere than for a concave sphere. From the data in figure 4-6 I have 
calculated response curves based on the assumption that the subject used mean 
retinal flow for curvature detection. To that purpose I have subdivided the mean 
retinal flow from each trial in 8 categories with the smallest 45 mean flow values 
in the first category, etc. I counted the percentage of concave, planar and convex 
responses in each of these categories. In the lower panels of figure 4-6 I have 
plotted these percentages vs the mean of the 45 flows in each of the categories. 
Clearly, the results are very different from the results reported in figure 4-2. 
Although there is a tendency of the percentage of concave (convex) responses 
to decrease (increase) with mean retinal flow, the effects are much smaller than 
in figure 4-2. I also did the above analysis with the maximum retinal flow and 
found essentially the same. I conclude that there is little evidence that subjects 
used retinal flow as an artifactual cue for curvature detection. 
For small-field stimulation Cornilleau-Pérès and Droulez [13, 14] performed 
control experiments which showed that the mean retinal velocity and the spatial 
variations of dot density in individual images were not used as artifactual cues 
in experiments involving the discrimination between convex spherical surfaces 
and planes. Another argument against the use of mean retinal velocity as a 
bias for the detection of curvature with small-field stimulation is provided by the 
high number of curvature inversions (lower panels of figure 4-3) in the object-
rotation condition. Since the mean dot velocity is a monotonous function of 
sphere curvature, the use of this velocity as an artifactual cue should result in a 
better discrimination between convex and concave spheres, than between spheres 
and planes, which is the opposite of what is observed. 
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Figure 4—6 Results of calculation to show that subjects do not use mean 
retinal flow as an artifactual cue for curvature detection. X: percentage of 
concave responses, O: percentage of planar responses, *: percentage of convex 
responses. Left column: subject TD, right column: subject PS. Upper panels: 
mean retinal flow vs curvature for every trial. The solid line indicates the 
average mean flow for each curvature. Lower panels: response curve if the 
subject would use mean flow for detection. 
4.4 Discussion 
I have conducted experiments in which I tested the performance of detection of 
curvature of 3D objects with three different movement conditions and two differ­
ent sizes of the field of view. All movement conditions resulted in the same infor­
mation on the optic array of the observer. The difference between the conditions 
was the amount of extra-retinal information available. In the subject-movement 
condition the subject moved his head left/right and was shown a simulated seg­
ment of a sphere or plane. In the object-translation condition the head of the 
subject was stationary but the stimulus translated left/right. In the object-
rotation condition the head of the subject was also stationary but the stimulus 
rotated in depth. 
The first conclusion that emerges from our experiments is that the accuracy 
in discriminating between planar and non-planar surfaces is not increased by 
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proprioceptive ego-motion information. This is borne out by the fact that the 
performance in the object-rotation condition, where the subject cannot use any 
proprioceptive ego-motion information, is the same (large-field stimulation) or 
better (small-field stimulation) than in the subject-movement condition, where 
the subject can use all available ego-motion information. For small-field stimu-
lation this result was already reported before by Cornilleau-Pérès and Droulez 
[14]. Our results suggest that proprioceptive ego-motion information is not used 
directly in the perception of curvature of 3D shapes. 
Second, our results suggest that proprioceptive ego-motion information is used 
in the stabilisation of the retinal image of the object, thereby enhancing the sen-
sitivity to detection of curvature. Stabilisation of the retinal image is important 
because it affects the sensitivity to detection of differential motion [51] and this 
is thought to be used in the detection of 3D shape [12, 39]. Both our findings for 
small-field stimulation and for large-field stimulation corroborate the hypothesis 
that proprioceptive ego-motion information is used for the stabilisation of the 
retinal image. For small-field stimulation we found performance in the detection 
of absolute curvature to be highest in the object-rotation condition, we found 
intermediate performance in the subject-movement condition and the worst per-
formance in the object-translation condition. It is known [24] that stabilisation 
of gaze is better with a stationary observer than with an observer rotating his 
head. With a small target of 0.2 deg Ferman et. al [24] found a mean retinal slip 
velocity of 0.4 deg/s, whereas they found a mean retinal slip velocity of 0.7 deg/s 
for subjects rotating their heads at 0.33 Hz. In another study, van den Berg and 
Collewijn [80, ρ 1216, table 1, discarding subject CE.] found a retinal velocity of 
1.25 deg/s for a small translating target of 0.15 deg. The results of these studies 
cannot be directly applied to our experiment because the stimulus characteristics 
are somewhat different from ours. In particular, we expect a larger retinal slip 
in the object-translation condition because the translation of the subject is not 
purely horizontal, but contains some vertical movement (this depends on how the 
subject moved his heads in the subject-movement condition). But we expect the 
ordering in the amount of retinal slip to hold in our experiment also. Thus, we ex­
pect that retinal slip is smallest in the object-rotation condition, intermediate in 
the subject-movement condition and largest in the object-translation condition. 
For large-field stimulation we found performance in all conditions to be roughly 
equal. I could not find any studies comparing retinal slip for a large field of view 
in our different movement conditions. For stimulus characteristics comparable to 
my large-field stimulation, van den Berg and Collewijn found a retinal slip veloc­
ity of 0.55 deg/s for a target moving together with a large field. This shows that 
retinal slip is probably quite small in our object-translation condition, compared 
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to the retinal slip for small-field stimulation. The retinal slip is probably not 
much smaller in the other two movement conditions, which is consistent with our 
finding that performance is equal in the different movement conditions. A final 
point which might influence performance is the fact that subjects always had a 
part of the stimulus in central vision in large-field stimulation, whereas they had 
more trouble in fixating the stimulus for the object-translation condition with 
small-field stimulation. In this last case the stimulus was not always in central 
vision. 
Further, I have evidence that ego-motion information is helpful in disam-
biguating the sign of curvature, at least when perspective information is not 
strong enough to disambiguate the curvature of the surfaces. Rogers and Rogers 
[64] found that both ego-motion information and perspective information can 
disambiguate the curvature sign. They used stimuli that were far above the 
threshold of curvature detection with a depth extent of 3 cm and a field of view 
of 17 deg. For large-field stimulation all movement conditions in our study led to 
unambiguous percepts of the sign of curvature. The depth range present in our 
stimuli, for a curvature of 0.4 m _ 1 , is 6.5 cm. For small-field stimuli, the subject-
movement condition led to unambiguous percepts of the sign of curvature and 
the object-rotation condition to many reversals of the sign of curvature. Thus 
full proprioceptive ego-motion information was enough to disambiguate the sign 
of curvature whereas the small amount of perspective information (0.52 cm for a 
curvature of 4 m - 1 ) in the object-rotation condition was not enough. Whether 
the information from tracking eye movements alone is sufficient to disambiguate 
the sign of curvature, is not clear from our results but the control session (large-
field set-up with small-field stimuli) seems suggestive that they are. 
As far as object-rotation is concerned, the finding that many ambiguities are 
found for a small field of view but not for a large field of view needs to be ex-
plained. Assessing the respective roles of perspective information (the difference 
between images from concave and convex surfaces increases with the view angle 
in polar projection) and of the field size is difficult because these two variables 
covary in our experiment. However, two findings suggest it is mainly field size 
that influences the ambiguity. First, apparent deformations of the stimulus were 
frequently seen with small-field stimulation but never with large-field stimula-
tion. These deformations indicate that the amount of perspective information 
with small-field stimulation was large enough to make the images of concave and 
convex surfaces visibly different. Second, the amount of perspective information 
increases with surface curvature and I found that the number of errors in detect-
ing the sign of curvature sometimes increased with increasing curvature. Hence, 
I speculate that rigidity of the object plays a more important role for peripheral 
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vision, where most motion is caused by ego-motion and thus objects are moving 
rigidly, than for central vision where we often observe nonrigid motion in natural 
situations. 
The performance in curvature detection in the small-field object-rotation con-
dition can be compared to the results of Norman and Lappin [52]. They found a 
percentage of correct responses of 96.5% for the discrimination between a plane 
and a concave sphere with a curvature of 4 m _ 1 . Their field of view was smaller 
than ours (2 deg vs 8 deg) whereas their amplitudes (35 deg vs 10 deg) and move-
ment frequencies (1.2 Hz vs 0.33 Hz) were higher than ours. Further they gave 
the subjects feedback about their performance. Despite these differences I find a 
comparable performance in detection of absolute curvature of 93% (average over 
our 3 subjects). 
Contrary to Rogers and Graham [61] I find that curvature detection is best 
in the object-rotation condition for small-field stimulation. Besides differences in 
stimulus geometry and field of view there are two important differences. First, 
the subject could see the layout of the experimental room in the set-up of Rogers 
and Graham, and this visual information about ego-motion could be responsible 
for the largest depth being perceived during self-motion. Second, the task of 
the subjects of Rogers and Graham was to estimate the amount of depth of the 
corrugations, whereas our subjects estimated the curvature. 
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Chapter 5 
Extraction of 3D Shape from 
Optic Flow 
abstract 
I show how a scale invariant measure of three dimensional shape can be derived 
from the velocity field generated by a rigid curved surface patch under perspec-
tive projection. I use invariance under rotation of the image plane (the Lie group 
SO(2)) to decompose the second order velocity field in differential invariants. 
From a combination of these invariants I construct an approximation to the ab-
solute value of Koenderink's shape index. I will show that the effect of these 
approximations on the shape index is small, especially under parallel projection. 
Furthermore, I provide an explanation for the psychophysical finding that um· 
bilie shapes are more readily detected than parabolic or hyperbolic shapes. From 
the invariants I can also derive approximations of the principal directions, the 
curvedness, the slant and the tilt. 
This chapter is an edited version of the paper "Extraction of 3D Shape from Optic Flow: a 
Geometric Approach" by Tjeerd Dijkstra, Peter Snoeren and Stan Gielen, which we submitted 
to Journal of the Optical Society of America A. 
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5.1 Introduction 
Almost two decades have passed since Koenderink and van Doom's original article 
on the relation between the geometry of a surface and the induced optic flow was 
published [37]. In this article they relate the geometrical properties of rigid 
objects to invariants of the velocity field generated by the moving object. They 
were quite successful for the first order object properties (e.g. slant), but of the 
second order properties (e.g. curvature) they could only calculate the sign of the 
gaussian curvature. The research initiated by Koenderink and van Doorn has 
taken a more algebraic turn in the work of e.g. [44] and [84]. In a recent paper 
Koenderink and van Doom [39] focused on the second order structure. They 
were able to fully describe the structure but only in terms of a somewhat unusual 
quantity viz. the projected indicatrix of Dupin. In this paper I will go back to 
the geometric approach, based on differential invariants, as in [37] and extend it 
to second order properties. 
Central in my approach to the extraction of structure from motion is the 
use of geometry. Geometrical properties are those properties that are invariant 
when the coordinate system is changed. More specifically, we will study the 
invariance of the velocity field under the group of rotations of the plane (the Lie 
group SO(2)). Because the velocity field is a vector field its invariants are not 
necessarily scalars, but usually vectorlike quantities. Paradoxically, this means 
that the invariants of the velocity field can change when the coordinate system 
is rotated. A definition of invariance of vector fields is beyond the scope of this 
chapter but I will indicate how the invariants of a vector field are calculated 
in section 5.3. For a definition of invariance of non-scalar fields the reader is 
referred to [34] and the references therein. Prom the point of view of machine 
vision rotational invariance allows one to do the calculations independent of the 
orientation of the camera. Moreover, one can view rotational invariance as a 
convenient computational tool: by expressing the relations between unknowns 
and observables in invariants the equations become simpler. Group theory is 
often used for this purpose in mathematics and image processing. From the 
point of view of human vision the use of the group of rotations of the plane 
(corresponding to torsional eye movements or torsional movements of the object) 
is not so easily defended. It would be more natural to study the invariants of 
the velocity field under the full rotation group in three dimensions SO(3). Since 
this is computationally much more complex and since SO(2) is a subgroup of 
SO(3), one can view the current approach as a first step. Group theory has been 
introduced into psychology by Hoffman [31] but it has attracted few adherents 
[20]. Recently, it has been applied successfully in neurophysiology [26]. In the 
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rest of this chapter I will use invariance to mean rotational invariance. The only 
exception is the next section when I introduce the shape index [40], which is a 
scale invariant descriptor of shape. 
Smooth rigid objects have many differential geometric properties, which can 
be classified according to order. The zeroth order property is the distance of the 
object. First order properties can be described by the slant and the tilt. Note 
that distance, slant and tilt of an object will in general change when it moves 
relative to the observer. The second order properties can be described by e.g. 
the two principal curvatures and the direction of maximal normal curvature. My 
focus will be on these properties. Note that the principal curvatures are the 
lowest order properties which do not change when the object moves relative to 
the observer i.e. they are inherent to the object. The third order properties can 
be described by the gradients of the two principal curvatures. I will not deal with 
these although the method presented here could conceivably be used to deduce 
the third order properties from invariants of the velocity field too. 
An important point to keep in mind is that metric information cannot be 
obtained from the velocity field, because the velocity field is derived from a pro-
jection. This means that one cannot obtain the complete 3D translation velocity 
of the observer relative to the object. Neither can one obtain the distance to 
the object nor its curvatures. Of course one can construct combinations of these 
properties that do not depend on metric information e.g. the ratio of the principal 
curvatures or the ratio of the 3D velocity and the distance. Since the principal 
curvatures are the lowest order properties that are inherent, the ratio of the prin-
cipal curvatures (or any function thereof) is the only inherent property of the 
object that can be derived from the velocity field (up to second order). 
My calculations are based on a number of assumptions to make the problem 
manageable. I assume the existence of a dense smooth vector field on a pla-
nar camera, which is generated by a smooth rigid surface patch by perspective 
projection. The assumption of the existence of a dense vector field is probably 
not necessary as algorithms have been proposed to extract first order differential 
invariants directly from the spatio-temporal luminance pattern [86, 19]. These 
algorithms could be extended to include the second order as well. The assump-
tion of a planar camera (equipped with the natural metric) is accurate in machine 
vision but probably not for human vision when wide-field stimuli are employed, 
as in the previous chapter. The assumption of a rigid smooth surface patch is re-
alistic for rigid surfaces away from their contour. Finally, perspective projection 
is the correct way of proceeding. The approximations I will introduce below are 
not necessary under parallel projection. The use of perspective projection will 
allow me to give an indication for the error I make in these approximations. 
" * ^ 
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Finally, I want to point out the usefulness of the current approach to the 
problem of binocular vision. One can view the disparity field as the equivalent of 
the velocity field and use the same relations introduced below. Two of the dif­
ferences between stereo and motion are the possible use of nonvisual information 
in stereo (e.g. vergence angle of the eyes) and the fact that the eyes are usually 
horizontally aligned making my principle of rotational invariance less relevant 
for stereo. Nevertheless, I am able to offer an explanation for some results of 
shape-from-stereo experiments. 
5.2 Description of shape measures 
In this section I will shortly introduce the shape measures to be used in the 
sequel: the shape index and the curvedness [40]. Further I will introduce some 
notation to describe a surface patch up to second order. 
Many descriptors of shape for the purpose of vision and image processing have 
been used, but the descriptors that have been used most often are the principal 
curvatures к
тах
 and Hmm and the gaussian and mean curvature, К and H [5]. 
The principal curvatures are the maximum and minimum of the normal curvature 
к
п
. The normal curvature is obtained as the curvature of the curve one gets when 
one cuts the surface with a plane through the normal of the surface. The relation 
between the normal curvature in direction e
a
 and the principal curvatures is 




2(a - a 0 ) + /cmm sin 2(a - ao), (5.1) 
with ao G [0, π) denoting the direction of maximal curvature. The direction of 
minimal curvature is always orthogonal to the direction of maximal curvature. 
An important thing to note about these descriptors for curvature is that 
they are scale dependent e.g. making a sphere twice as large will change the 
values of all these descriptors. This does not comply with our intuition that 
spheres of different radius have the same shape. Using this intuition and some 
other desirable properties, Koenderink and van Doorn proposed the following 
descriptors [40]: 
S = ( 2 / ^ a r c t a n ( K m a i ^ K m m ) , (5.2) 
С = J"™*+ *"'", (5.3) 
with the shape index S carrying all scale independent information about shape, 
and the curvedness С carrying all scale dependent information. Algebraically one 
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can view the shape index and the curvedness as scaled polar coordinates in the 
Umax, Kmin half-plane (see fig. 5-1). I take Kmax > к
тт
 because interchanging 
Kmax and K
m t n has the same effect as interchanging χ and у (see eq. 5.1 with 










 space By a change of coordinate system 
m this space, objects can also be characterised by an angular coordinate, the 
shape index 5, and a radial coordinate, the curvednes С The shapes drawn 
to illustrate various values of S are to be viewed from below. 
I parametrise a smooth surface patch using the range function Z(X,Y) with 
(X, Y, Z) G R 3 . I write the surface patch up to second order in a Taylor series as 
follows: 
Z(X, У) = Zo + Ζχ Χ + Ζγ Υ + 1/2 Ζχχ Χ2 + Ζχγ ΧΥ + 1/2 Ζγγ Υ2, (5.4) 
where Zo is the distance to the patch, the pair (Ζχ,Ζγ)τ = VZ is the range 
gradient and the remaining three parameters Ζχχ, Ζχγ and Ζγγ denote the 
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second order derivatives of the range function. The range gradient is related to 
the attitude of the surface patch by VZ = tan a(cos r, sin r ) r with σ G [0, π/2] 
denoting the slant and r G [0,2π) denoting the tilt. The slant equals the angle 
between the normal of the surface and the line of sight (I take the direction of the 
normal always towards the viewer). For a fronto-parallel plane we have σ = 0, 
for a plane viewed edge on we have σ = π/2. The tilt equals the angle between 
the normal of the surface when projected on the image plane, and the X-axis. 
The relation between normal curvature and the second order derivatives of 
the range function depends also on the first order derivatives. Taking a fiducial 
direction e
a
 in the tangent plane (which has angle a with the X-axis) one can 
show [54, ρ 221]: 




Д _|_ z2 + Z2 i 1 + ^x)cos 2 Q + 2ZxZycosQsina-l-(l + Z £ ) s i n 2 a ' 
Expressing the first order derivatives in terms of slant and tilt we find: 




 (a) = Ζχχ cos α + 2Ζχγ cos a sin a + Ζγγ sin a. 
cosa 
This expression can be simplified by introducing the angles ζ and μ defined by 
[39]: 
cos ζ = cosay 1 + tan 2 acos 2 (a — τ), 
cos μ = l / γ ΐ + tan2CTC0S2(a — r ) . 
These angles describe the geometry of the normal of the surface patch relative 
to the plane (denoted by Γ) determined by the fiducial direction e
a
 and the line 
of sight ez (see fig. 5-2). The angle between the normal and the plane Γ is ζ. 
Projecting the normal onto Γ we obtain μ as the angle between this projection 
and e 2 . Using these angles, we find: 
λ = /c
n
/(cos ζ cos3 μ) = Ζχχ cos2 a + 2Ζχγ cos α sin a + Ζγγ sin2 a, (5.5) 
where I have introduced A as a new curvature measure. In contrast to /c
n
, which 
only depends on curvature, A also depends on the attitude of the tangent plane 
and on the fiducial direction. Later I will show that it is impossible to obtain κ
η 
directly from the velocity field, but that A can be obtained directly. Note that 
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Figure 5-2 The geometry of the normal η to the surface patch Σ relative to 
the fiducial plane Г. Γ is the plane through the fiducial direction e
a
 and the 
direction of looking e
z
. ζ denotes the angle between η and Γ. μ denotes the 
angle between the projection (n') of η on Γ and e
z
. 
the last equation has the same structure as Euler's formula (eq. 5.1). One can 
easily show that for: 
tan(2 an) = 2ZXY/{ZXX - ZYY), (5.6) 
one obtains the maximal and minimal Л. од gives the direction of maximal Л. 
The maximal and minimal λ are given by: 
A(max,mm) = Φ(ΖΧΧ + ZYY)± 1/2 y/z%x + ΑΖχγ + Ζγγ - 2ΖΧΧΖγγ. (5.7) 
When the tangent plane is fronto-parallel, we have σ = 0. In that case A
m a i and 
A
m






. Also, when the 
slant is not too large, cos ζ and cos μ will be close to 1 and thus A
m a z
 and Am¿n 
will not deviate very much from «Wr and Km¿„ (see section 5.5). 
5.3 Invariant decomposition of the second order ve-
locity field 
In this section I will decompose the second order velocity field in differential 
invariants. The complete decomposition of the zeroth and first order velocity field 
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was already done by [37] and leads to four differential invariants: translation of 
order zero and divergence, rotation and deformation of order one. For reference, I 
give the expressions of the first order differential invariants in terms of derivatives 
of the velocity field. I denote the divergence by V · v, the rotation by V χ ν and 
the deformation by V о v. We have [37]: 
V v = νζ + ν*, 
V x v = -ύζ + νΐ, 
V o v = /4-1* \ 
with e.g. Vy denoting the first order derivative in the у direction of the χ com­
ponent of the velocity field. It will be an easy exercise to show with the methods 
introduced below that these are actually invariant. In fig. 5-3 I have plotted 
some examples of the vector field generated by these invariants. Discussing these 
will give me a chance to introduce the concept of the weight of an invariant. 
The weight captures the symmetry properties of the invariant under rotation: 
2π divided by the weight is the smallest angle over which one has to rotate the 
invariant so that it becomes equal to itself again (except for weight zero). The 
translation has weight 1, meaning that a rotation over 2π maps the vectorfield 
onto itself. The divergence and rotation have weight zero, meaning that every 
rotation maps the vectorfield onto itself. Thus they are scalare. The deformation 
has weight 2, meaning that a rotation over π maps the vectorfield onto itself (see 
fig. 5-3). 
The importance of invariance under a rotation stems from the fact that we 
do not have a preferred direction in the image plane. This is a natural approach 
because the shape measures listed in the previous section were also constructed 
so as to be independent of the choice of coordinate system. A nice bonus of 
calculating invariants is that invariants have weights and these correspond di­
rectly to geometrical properties of the observables. Only linear combinations of 
invariants of the same weight are invariants. It is important to realise that in­
variance does not mean that an observable does not change its value when the 
coordinate system is rotated. One can already observe this from the zeroth order 
invariant: rotating the coordinate system over θ rotates the translation over —Θ. 
The observables that do not change value when the coordinate system is rotated 
are called scalar invariants in this context. Examples are the divergence and the 
rotation (they have weight zero). The construction of invariants proceeds as fol­
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Figure 5-3 Flow fields generated by pure differential invariants. Top row: 
the zeroth order invariant, translation in direction (1, 1). Middle row: the first 
order invariants, divergence, rotation and the deformation in direction (1, 0). 
Bottom row: the second order invariants, all in direction (1, 0). In the flow 
field of the double deformation I have drawn two lines of equal length, with an 
angle 2π/3 between them. 
We then rotate the coordinate system over an infinitesimal angle 1 . The observ­
ables relative to the new coordinate system will be a linear transformation of the 
observables relative to the old coordinate system. Denote this transformation by 
T. We now call our set of observables invariant when Τ is a (complex) diagonal 
matrix. My notion of invariance is perhaps best illustrated by an example of a 
quantity t h a t is not invariant (and thus variant). Examples of variants are the 
'For the special case of SO(2) this angle does not have to be infinitesimal. 
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spatial derivatives in a cartesian coordinate system. Because I will come back to 
it later, I take the spin variation in the direction of the χ axis SV(0) = v%
x
 as an 
example of a variant. Rotating v\
x
 over an arbitrary angle θ we find: 












xy + Ууу) + sinÖ(2^y + ν*χχ). (5.11) 
Clearly, when we rotate the coordinate system over an arbitrary angle, v\
x
 trans­
forms in a very complicated way. The transformed v^
x
 does not only depend 
on the original v\
xi but also on all other second order spatial derivatives. Thus 
the transformation Τ is not a complex diagonal matrix. This is different for the 
invariants: a transformed invariant depends only on the original invariant, not 
on the others. 
The image plane is two dimensional and has the nice property that rotations 
commute i.e. the result of two rotations is independent of the order in which they 
are performed. Because of this one can show that all invariants are necessarily 
complex numbers [34], with the exception of the invariants of weight 0, which 
form a pair of real numbers. Because the group of rotations in the plane (SO(2)) 
is also easily denoted by a complex number of unit length I will construct the 
invariants using a complex number notation. I denote the velocity field by v(ztz) 
with ζ = χ + iy and the complex conjugate ζ = χ — гу. г; is now a mapping from 
the complex plane to the complex plane. I write the second order development 
of the velocity field as: 
v(z, z) = 1/2 vzz z 2 + vzz zz + 1/2 vzz z2, 
with vzz the velocity field differentiated twice with respect to ζ and with similar 
notation for the other derivatives. Now vzz, vzz and v¡z are observables of our 
velocity field which we measure relative to some coordinate system. To make 
these observables independent of our choice of coordinate system we rotate it 
with an arbitrary angle and see what happens. As we will see below, it will turn 
out that vzz, vzz and vzz are already invariant! This actually means that I have 
been cheating by starting with a very favourable representation from the outset. 
I denote an arbitrary rotation by U{9) = ехр(гп0) with U(0) e SO{2), θ e S1 
and an arbitrary integer n, as the weight. Rotating v(z, z) over θ we find: 
υ(θ)ν{υ-1(θ)ζ,υ-1{θ)ζ) = exp(m0){l/2v„(exp(-m0)z) 2 + 
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This results in: 
v(z, z) = 1/2 ехр(-гп ) vzl z2 + exp(mö) vz¡ zz + 1/2 ехр(Згпо) v¡¡ ζ2. 
Thus we have three differential invariants of second order: vzz is an invariant of 
weight -1 , vZz is an invariant of weight 1 and v¡¡ is an invariant of weight 3. The 
sign of the weight has to do with symmetry under reflection in the χ axis and 
need not concern us here. One can change the sign of an invariant by complex 
conjugation. The differential invariants are not unique: linear combinations of 
invariants with the same weight are also invariant. 
By rewriting the differential invariants in real coordinates we can get a better 
picture of them. As before I will use upper indices to denote the components of 
the velocity field v, e.g. vx denotes the χ component. I will use lower indices to 
denote spatial derivatives, e.g. v*y denotes the χ component twice differentiated 
in the y direction. The reader can easily verify the following relations: 
2{vzt+vzz) = (SXlVjy) =V(V-v), (5.12) 
\ "xy f vyy J 
2i{vzz-vti) = (lSytSX) =V(Vxv), (5.13) 
Here I have introduced the three second order differential invariants of the velocity 
field. The gradient of the divergence V(V · v) and the gradient of the rotation 
V(V x v) were already introduced in [37]. The double deformation V о V ο ν is 
the remaining differential invariant. 
In fig. 5-3 (bottom row left panel) I have plotted the vector field of a pure 
gradient of the divergence. In the next section I will show this invariant to 
depend both on the second and lower order terms of the geometry of the surface. 
Although the dependence on the curvature is the most important, we can use 
the first order term to get an intuitive idea of the vector field generated by 
this invariant (see eq. 5.16 below): imagine a plane rotating around an axis 
in the plane. Then part of the plane comes towards the observer (leading to 
positive divergence) and part goes away from the observer (leading to negative 
divergence). For the flow pattern of fig. 5-3 (bottom row, left panel) the rotation 
would be around a vertical axis. Note that the vector field thus generated does 
not lead to a pure gradient of divergence but also to a nonzero gradient of rotation 
(see below). Thus the divergence changes with position and we have a gradient. 
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The gradient of the divergence has weight 1, thus it is a normal vector: only 
rotation over 2π transforms it into itself. 
The vector field of a pure gradient of the rotation is plotted in fig. 5-3 (bottom 
row middle panel). Just as for the gradient of the divergence this invariant 
depends both on the second and lower order terms of the geometry of the surface, 
with the second order term being the important one. Again, we can get an idea of 
the vector field generated by this invariant by considering a rotating plane: in the 
part moving towards the observer the velocity field will not only be oriented away 
from the axis of rotation but will also be slightly curved inward. On the other side 
of the axis of rotation the velocity field will be slightly curved outward. Thus, the 
direction of rotation is different at opposite sides of the point of fixation, leading 
to a gradient in the rotation. This is harder to imagine than for the gradient of 
divergence because the non-curvature dependent terms are three times as small 
for the gradient of rotation (see eq. 5.17 below). The gradient of the rotation has 
weight 1, thus it is a normal vector. 
In fig. 5-3 (bottom row right panel) I have plotted the vector field of a pure 
double deformation. In the next section I will show that this invariant only 
depends on the shape of the object: it is zero when the object is not curved. The 
double deformation has weight 3, and a rotation over 2π/3 transforms it into 
itself. As this is difficult to see directly I have drawn two additional lines under 
an angle of 2π/3 in the plot of the double deformation. 
The tools I have introduced above are very powerful: it is easy to see that the 
invariants of third order have weights -2, 0, 2 and 4. One should be able to identify 
the invariants of weight -2 and 2 with the deformation of the gradients of rotation 
and divergence respectively. The invariant of weight 4 could be identified with 
the triple deformation. Finally, the pair of scalar invariants of weight zero could 
be identified with the divergence or rotation of the gradient of the divergence or 
rotation. 
5.4 Extraction of shape descriptors from optic flow 
In this section I will calculate the velocity field generated by a moving rigid 
surface patch under perspective projection, and calculate the invariants of the 
velocity field. From these invariants we will obtain the shape index and some 
other properties related to shape. 
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The velocity field and the second order invariants 
The expression of the velocity field on a planar camera is derived in many studies 
e.g. [44, 84]. I consider a moving observer viewing a stationary object. I locate 
the origin of the coordinate system at the vertex of perspective projection and 
the positive Z-axis along the line of sight. Representing the patch by Z(X, Y) 
and subjecting the observer to a translation V = (Vх ,VY ,VZ)T and rotation 
Ω = (Ω*, Ω,γ ,ΩΖ)Τ we find for the velocity field on a planar camera at unit focal 
distance from the point of projection: 
/ V \ _ ( Vz /Ζ χ -Vх /Ζ + ΩΧ xy - Ωγ (1 + χ2) + ΩΖ y\ , _ „ . 
[ У )-{vz/Zy-VY/Z + ílx(l + y2)-nYxy-nzx ) ' [ЬЛЬ) 
with χ = Χ/Ζ, у = Υ/Ζ cartesian coordinates on the camera. Here I have 
introduced the 3D translation V and the 3D rotation Ω as independent to keep 
the results general. In the simulation section below I will assume fixation. Now, 
using the definition of the surface patch in eq. 5.4 we approximate 1/Z in camera 
coordinates [71]: 
Z-\x, y) = (1 - Ζχ χ - ZY y)/Z0 -1/2 Ζχχ x2 - ZXY xy -1/2 ZYY у1 + Ол(х, у). 
Substituting this relation in eq. 5.15 and then using eqs 5.12 to 5.14, we get for 
the second order differential invariants: 
V|, + 3J Ω|| - 3V±/ZQ VZ, (5.16) 
JV^-íi^-VJZo JVZ, (5.17) 
) 
where I have used the notation ц = (VX,XY)T for translation parallel to the 
camera and V± for translation orthogonal to the camera and identical notation 
for Ω. The matrix: 
= ( : . ' ) • 
denotes a rotation over π/2. The first two expressions were already derived in 
[37] albeit in a spherical coordinate system. Note that the gradients of divergence 
and rotation depend both on curvature of the patch and on lower order terms 
and that the double deformation only depends on curvature. 
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The shape index 
The double deformation is related in an interesting way to the curvature of the 
surface patch. To see this we will calculate the length of the double deformation 
and the angle between double deformation and Vu : 
|VoVov | = ^ / ( Z x x - Z y y ) 2 + 4Z2




_™ • (5-20) 
These relations are easily understood from eqs. 5.6 and 5.7. We have: 
| V o V o v | = | A
m o i - A m i n | | V | | | , (5.21) 
Z(V||, V o V o v ) = - 2 o 0 . (5.22) 
Geometrically the operation of the double deformation on ц can be viewed as a 
rotation over — 2с*о followed by a scaling with size A
m a i — Am t n. For slants that 
are not too large, cos ζ and cos μ are close to 1 and it follows from eq. 5.5 that 
λτηαχ and ATOtn are close to Umax and к т ш (see simulation section). Looking back 
at the definition of the shape index (eq. 5.2) we see that we also need the sum 
of the two principal curvatures. This can be found from a linear combination of 
the gradients of divergence and rotation. We define [37]: 
β = V(V • v) + J V(V χ v) = v
xx
 + v
v y . 
This is actually the differential invariant vz¡ used before. We get: 
zxx + ZyY ^ о ^ \
 V | | + 2J щ _ 2VJZo v z ( 5 2 3 ) 
• ( 
Neglecting the last two terms for the moment (which is exact under parallel 
projection, see below), we have 
|/3| = | А т а х + А
т ш
| | | | |. 
Geometrically the operation of β on ц can be viewed as a scaling with size 
Amo* + A
m m
. Now, we can extract the absolute value of the shape index by: 
15.1 = 2/π a r c t a n ( | V o ^ o v | ) . (5.24) 
The sign of the shape index can be obtained from the relation between /3 and 
VII. Because β is always parallel to м, I give S
e
 a positive sign when β and 
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V|| point in the same direction and I give S
e
 a negative sign when the angle 
between β and ц is π. So, all we need is an estimate of the direction of ц. 
Unfortunately, this cannot be obtained from second order optic flow when we 
neglect the non-curvature dependent terms. This can be seen geometrically by 
introducing the sister of β (called a) which we define by: 
a = M (V(V · v) - J V(V χ ν ) ) , 
with M a reflection in the χ axis (at is the differential invariant vzz used before). 
We neglect the non-curvature dependent terms, just as we did for /3, but it should 
be noted that they are twice as large as for β. It is easy to show that the operation 
of α on Vu can be viewed as a rotation over 2QO followed by a scaling with size 
λτηαχ - A
m
i„. Thus one could also construct an estimate of the shape index from 
α and β at the expense of some extra approximations. More interestingly, we 
find the axial direction of ц as the bisector of a and V о V о v. Unfortunately, 
we do not know which direction to take on the bisector, leaving the sign of ц 
undetermined. For now, we will assume that we obtained the direction of ц 
by some other means, but I will come back to this below. We obtain a signed 
estimate of the shape index from: 
S
e
 = sign(/3 • ν,,) 2/π arctan( Jff ). (5.25) 
It turns out to be possible to derive the shape index directly from the velocity 
field, without having to calculate any other parameter, not even the absolute 
value of the 3D translation velocity. It is important to realise that S
e
 is only 
defined for curved surfaces and does not signal the presence of any significant 
curvature. Thus, the shape index is not relevant for tasks where curved surfaces 
have to be discriminated from planar ones, like in the previous chapter. 
The direction of maximal curvature and the curvedness 
In the derivation above we have also found another shape characteristic: the 
direction of maximal curvature с*о (see eq. 5.6). Because β and ц are parallel, 
we obtain an estimate of c*o by: 
2a
e
 = Z(V о V о v, sign(/3 · ц) β). 
Thus, we can also find the direction of maximal curvature directly from the 
velocity field. Note that when we do not know the direction of ц we can only 
obtain the orientation of the principal curvatures, but we do not know which 
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orientation is the direction of maximal curvature and which of minimal curvature. 
Below I will show that this ambiguity is connected with the sign ambiguity of the 
shape index. 
Furthermore, it is easy to derive the following estimate for the velocity scaled 





 = Ce |V||| = 1/2 y/\VoVov\* + \ß\*. 
As I stated already in the introduction, it is impossible to obtain metric infor-
mation from the velocity field. Here we obtain the curvedness scaled with the 
absolute value of the 3D velocity parallel to the camera. 
The slant and the tilt 
In order to find relations for the attitude we need the first order differential 
invariants. We have from eq. 5.15 and eqs 5.8 to 5.10: 
V v = l / Z 0 ( V Z - V | | + 2Vj.), (5.26) 
V x v = 1/Z0(VZ- 7 ц) + 2 П
х
, (5.27) 
V o v = l/Zo(Z¿ " ¿ K ) v „ , (5.28) 
Just as for the double deformation it is interesting to look at the length of the 
deformation and its angle with ц: 
| V o v | = l / Z o ^ + Z» |V | | | = l / Z 0 t a n a | V | | | , g ) 
/ ( V o v , VH) = Z(VZ, e x ) = r. 
The first of these equations gives the velocity scaled slant. We obtain an estimate 
of the tilt from: 
T, = Z(Vov,8ign(/9.V,|)/9). 
Note that when we do not know the direction of ц we can only obtain the axis 
to which τ is restricted: both r and π + τ lead to the same estimate of the tilt. 
Below I will show that this ambiguity is connected with the sign ambiguity of the 
shape index. 
The velocity field under parallel projection 
In the derivation of a linear estimate for the shape index we had to make the 
assumption that the non-curvature dependent terms in β are small and that we 
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can obtain the direction of ц. I also indicated an ambiguity in the shape index, 
the orientation of the principal curvatures and the tilt when the direction of ц 
is unknown. I will show that the assumption that the non-curvature dependent 
terms in β are zero is identical to using parallel projection in the derivation of 
the velocity field. From the velocity field under parallel projection it is easy to 
understand the ambiguities. 
The expression of the velocity field of a rigid moving second order surface 
patch under parallel projection is derived in [39]. Because it is important to my 
argument I will give a summary of this derivation. Representing the patch by 
Z(X,Y) and subjecting the observer to a translation V = (Vх,VY,VZ)T and 
rotation Ω = (Ωχ ,ΩΥ,ΩΖ)Τ we find for the velocity field on a planar camera 
under parallel projection: 




-ÜY Z + nz y 
+ Ω* Ζ - Ωζ χ 
Note that the roles of V and Ω are reversed when we compare this velocity 
field with the velocity field we obtained under perspective projection: under 
parallel projection Ω generates information about the structure of the object, 
under perspective projection V generates this information. Introducing polar 
coordinates r, a in the image plane, we can write this succinctly as: 
ν(τ,α) = -V| | - n±Jea г + Jíl\\Z. 
Now, substituting the Taylor development of Ζ (eq. 5.4) and the expressions 
for the attitude and principal curvatures (eq. 5.5) and rewriting them in polar 
coordinates we find: 
v(r,a) = -V| | + jn | |Zo + ( - n j . J e
e
 + (VZ,e„) J O | | ) r + 
. . 1 + t a n 2 a cos2(a - r)
 Τ Λ
 , .„ 
*n a) i -7Ω|, г2/2. 
cos σ " 
It is now easy to calculate the second order invariants as in eqs. 5.16 to 5.18. They 
have only the curvature dependent terms, but are otherwise similar. Further, one 
can easily show that the zeroth order disappears when the observer fixates and 
that the first order and second order velocity field v(r, a) do not change when we 
make the following substitutions: 
Ω|| -» - Ω | | , 
«η (α) -» -«η (α), 
Τ —• 7Г + τ . 
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The change of the tilt by 180 deg is equivalent to a change of the sign of VZ. Be­
cause of Euler's formula (eq. 5.1), the substitution κ
η
(α) —» —/Cn(a) is equivalent 
to: 
l^max y ~ lamini 
'
c
rmn * " t m a i i 
αο -+ π/2 + αο· 
Thus, the velocity field of a surface patch under parallel projection is ambiguous 
in exactly the same way as we found before when we neglected the non-curvature 
dependent terms in β and a. This should come as no great surprise as I have 
shown that the second order invariants under parallel projection only contain 
curvature dependent terms. The ambiguities are easily imagined one by one: 
the concave/convex ambiguity is easily understood for rotating spheres with a 
fronto-parallel tangent plane, the interchange of the directions of maximal and 
minimal curvature in easily understood for a rotating symmetric saddle with a 
fronto-parallel tangent plane and the tilt ambiguity is easily understood with a 
rotating plane. 
As I showed above, the ambiguities can be lifted once we know the direction 
of V||. A detailed discussion of how this direction can be obtained is beyond the 
scope of this paper. There are two possibilities how the information about the 
direction of V|| could be obtained. The first is the use of extra-retinal signals, like 
the knowledge that your left eye is on the left of your right eye in stereo vision, 
or knowledge of movement direction in active vision, as in the previous chapter. 
The second possibility is to use a third view, as described in [38]. 
5.5 Simulations 
In deriving the various estimates related to shape I made some approximations. 
In this section I will show the effects of these approximations to be generally 
small. I will not give analytic expressions for the effect of the approximations 
because they tend to get unwieldy but I will rely on computer simulations instead. 
In this section I will assume fixation and zero torsion i.e. I take: 
Ω,, = -JV | | /Zo, (5.30) 
Ωχ = 0. (5.31) 
Further, I will take quadratic surface patches. It should be noted that these 
patches generally do not have a constant shape index: except for the parabolic 
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(cylinder-like) patches, shape index varies with position. This is not a big problem 
though, as long as the field of view is small. Further, for parallel projection to 
be reasonable, I also need a small field of view. To make a comparison with 
experimental results I took most of the parameters from [78]: a square field of 
view of 6 by 6 degrees, a distance of 2.5 m, slant zero, a curvedness of 5 m _ 1 , 
direction of maximal curvature in the χ direction and a velocity of 1 m/s in the 
χ direction. When I take a non-zero slant, I will always take zero tilt (and thus 
rotate the tangent plane around a horizontal axis). I will use this set of parameters 
in all simulations reported below, unless otherwise noted. I took a square grid of 5 
by 5 in the image plane and calculated the velocity in each grid point. I fitted the 
velocity field with a polynomial up to second order, using a linear least squares 
algorithm. From the fitted parameters I calculated the differential invariants and 
from there the estimates of the shape index S
e
, the velocity scaled curvature Г
е 
and the angle between direction of maximal curvature and the χ axis, a
e
. In 
the experiment of van Damme et al. [78], the subject was shown many views of 
the object and was actively moving. Thus, we can assume the subject knows the 
direction of movement and we take the correct direction of ц in the simulations. 
The vector β enters in all shape measures. Therefore, it is important to show 
the effect of the non-curvature dependent terms in β. Substituting eq. 5.30 in 
eq. 5.23, we find: 
β = (Ζχχ + Ζγγ + 2/Z„) ц - 2(VJZ0) VZ. (5.32) 
There are two terms in this equation which I previously neglected. A zeroth order 
term 2/Zo, which I assumed to be small relative to Ζχχ + Ζγγ, and a first order 
term 2(Vj_/Zo) VZ, which I assumed to be small relative to (Ζχχ + Ζγγ) ц. 
Note that the zeroth order term only changes the length of /3, never its direction. 
The first order term has a more complicated influence on /3, depending on the 
tilt (which gives the direction of VZ) and ц. When VZ and ц are parallel the 
first order term only changes the length, not the direction of β. When VZ and 
V|| are orthogonal the first order term not so much influences the length as the 
direction of β. 
The shape index 
First, I will show the effect of neglecting zeroth order term in eq. 5.32 on the 
estimate of the shape index S
e
. In fig. 5-4 I have plotted the bias in shape index 
(difference between the estimated shape index and the shape index in the fixation 
point) for several values of the curvedness. Note that we would have obtained the 
same curves for different values of ZQ: keeping the curvedness constant at 5 m _ 1 
" 5 ^ 
Il 
Figure 5—4 The bias (difference between the estimated shape index and the 
shape index at the fixation point) as a function of shape index at the fixation 
point. The different curves are for different values of the curvedness: 5, 10, 15 
and 30 m - 1 . 
and ZQ equal to 15, 7.5, 5 and 2.5 m results in the same curves. The bias is zero 
at the extremes of the shape index scale and increases towards the middle. One 
can show that the effect that the bias is zero for the spherical shapes, is caused by 
the vanishing of the double deformation at the extremes of the shape index scale. 
The bias is smaller for higher values of the curvedness. Incidently, one can also 
see the problems one would have for a series development of the bias: the lowest 
curve (for the highest value of curvedness) dips below zero for S around -0.9 
indicating that one would have to go to fourth order in this series development 
(this effect is even stronger for higher values of curvedness). The effect that the 
bias is slightly larger for cylindrical and hyperbolical shapes than for elliptical 
shapes is precisely the effect reported experimentally in [78, 15]. Also, increasing 
the curvature decreases the bias, a weak effect that was also reported. Finally, 
note that the bias is slightly larger for concave than for convex surfaces [78]. 
Second, I will show the effect of neglecting the first order term in eq. 5.32 on 
the estimate of the shape index Se. In fig. 5-5 I have plotted the bias in shape 
index for different values of the slant and of the sign of V±. The middle curve 
is for zero slant and is the same as the upper curve in the previous figure. We 
see that when V± > 0 i.e. when the observer is moving towards the surface, the 
bias decreases with increasing slant because the zeroth and first order terms have 
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Figure 5—5 The bias in shape index as a function of shape index at the 
fixation point. The different curves are for different combinations of the slant 
and Vi. The two solid curves labelled 30 and 20 are for slant 30 and 20 degrees 
with Vj. = 1, the remaining solid curve is for slant zero (VI does not matter). 
The dashed curves are for slant 30 and 20 degrees with V± = - 1 . The other 
parameters are: curvedness 5 m - 1 , tilt zero, distance 2.5 m and ц = (1,0) 
m/s. 
different signs. When Vj_ < 0 we see the opposite effect. These are the best and 
worst case situations: when VZ and ц are not parallel we find intermediate 
values of the bias. The sharp discontinuity in the bias around shape index -0.9 
will be discussed in the next paragraph. 
A third approximation I made in deriving S
e
 was to neglect the slant i.e. I 
assumed A
m a i and A m m to be close to ктах and « m l n . In fig. 5-6 I have plotted 
the bias in shape index for different values of the slant. This shows the effect 
of slant to be very small for the cylindric shapes and somewhat larger for the 
hyperbolic and spherical shapes. The sharp discontinuity in the bias around 
shape index -0.9 is caused by a change of the sign of the double deformation. 
Also the bias cannot be negative there because the shape index cannot become 
smaller than -1. Still, the bias does not exceed 0.1 around shape index -0.9. Even 
for a slant of 30 degrees there is not much influence of the slant on the shape 
index, a result reported in [16]. 
To illustrate the stability of my estimate of the shape index against noise I 
added 10% multiplicative gaussian white noise to the velocity field (independent 
for the ι and y direction). I ran 250 simulations for each value of the shape 
^ # * -
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Figure 5-6 The bias in shape index as a function of shape index at the 
fixation point. The different curves are for different values of the slant: 0, 10, 
20 and 30 degrees. The other parameters are. curvedness 5 m - 1 , tilt zero, 
distance 2.5 m and V = (1,0,0) m/s. 
index and calculated the mean and standard deviation of S
e
. In fig. 5-7 I have 
plotted the difference between the mean of 5
e
 and the shape index in the fixation 
point. Because I used the term bias for the deterministic difference I denote this 
difference as the statistical bias. In fig. 5-7 I have also plotted the bias in shape 
index from the noiseless simulation. Except for S = ± 1 the statistical bias does 
not deviate from the bias, showing my estimate to be statistically unbiased. The 
deviation at S = ± 1 is caused by the arctan function in the shape index, which 
is very nonlinear close to S = ± 1 . The standard deviation seems to be larger for 
concave surfaces than for convex ones. I performed some more simulations with 
noise (multiplicative and additive), which showed my estimate of the shape index 
to be highly resistant against noise. Variations of slant, the direction of ц and 
the curvedness had negligible influence beyond the deterministic bias. Only when 
I added a large movement orthogonal to the camera (Vj. φ 0) in combination with 
multiplicative noise the estimates became very noisy, because the velocities are 
high in the periphery and so is the noise. 
The direction of maximal curvature and the curvedness 
In fig. 5-8 I have plotted the bias in the direction of maximal curvature (difference 
between a
e












Figure 5-7 The bias in shape index as a function of shape index at the 
fixation point. The thick curve gives the bias without noise, the thin curve 
gives the mean bias of 250 simulations with 10% multiplicative gaussian white 
noise. The error bars denote the standard deviation. The other parameters 
are: curvedness 5 m - 1 , slant zero, distance 2.5 m and V = (1,0,0) m/s. 
velocity in the y direction (and Vj_ > 0). I showed that at can be calculated 
from the angle between β and the double deformation. When either of these 
becomes very small the angle cannot be determined accurately. Therefore, I did 
not calculate a
e
 when the smaller of β and the double deformation was less than 
10% in length than the larger of the two. This happens around S = ±1,0 which 
is why the curves shown are discontinuous at these values of S. For S = ± 1 this 
is not a problem as Qo is not defined. That the direction of maximal curvature 
is hard to determine for hyperbolic shapes is an interesting prediction from my 
theory. The horizontal curve is for slant zero, the broken line is for slant 30 degrees 
and VY < 0, the solid line is for slant 30 degrees and VY > 0. In discussing the 
effects of neglecting the zeroth and first order terms in β we already noted that 
only the first order term can change the direction of β, when VZ and ц are 
not parallel. I have chosen VZ and ц orthogonal (the worst case) and still the 
difference does not exceed 13 degrees. 
In fig. 5-9 I have plotted the estimate of velocity scaled curvedness Г
е
 for 
different values of the slant. The value I used for the simulation was 2.5 s _ 1 . 
The figure shows Г
е
 to be quite sensitive for slant. For higher values of the slant 
Г
е
 leads to a considerable overestimation of the true value. Further Г
е
 increases 
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Figure 5-8 The bias in direction of maximal curvature relative to the χ 
axis in degrees as a function of shape index at the fixation point. The middle 
curve is for slant zero, the dashed discontinuous curve for slant 30 degrees and 
V = (0, — 1,1) m/s and the solid discontinuous curve for slant 30 degrees and 
V = (0,1,1) m/s. The other parameters are: curvedness 5 m - 1 , tilt zero and 
distance 2.5 m. 
with S for slant zero. One can easily show this to be caused by the zeroth order 
term in β. 
5.6 Discussion 
We found that we can obtain the shape index, a scale independent descriptor of 
3D shape, directly from the velocity field generated by a curved patch moving 
rigidly relative to a planar camera. I have tried to strike a middle ground between 
human perception and machine vision. With the results I am able to explain 
some of the outcomes of psychophysical experiments (see below). I think my 
model is relevant for machine vision for those cases where one does not know 
the movement of the camera through 3D space e.g. for imaging techniques with 
portable ultrasound sensors. 
Comparison with psychophysical findings 
The shape index and curvedness have been used in a number of psychophysical 
experiments, employing both optic flow [78,79] and stereo vision [15,16]. In these 
Vy<0 Vy>0 
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Figure 5-9 The velocity scaled curvature Г
е
 as a function of the shape index 
at the fixation point. The correct value is 2.5 s _ 1 . The different curves are for 
different values of the slant: 0, 20 and 30 degrees. The other parameters are: 
curvedness 5 m - 1 , tilt zero, distance 2.5 m and V = (1,0,0) m/s. 
experiments it was established that human observers can use the shape index 
and curvedness quite iadependently from one another. In a detection experiment 
[78, 15], where subjects were asked to classify a surface patch of unknown shape 
index in one of eight shape index categories, it was found that subjects could more 
readily classify the elliptical shapes. Performance was lower for the cylindrical 
and hyperbolical shapes. Performance increased only slightly with increasing 
curvedness. Furthermore, it was remarked [78] that the velocity of the subject did 
not seem to have a significant influence. In another experiment [16] subjects where 
shown two patches and their task was to detect which one was the reference patch. 
Using this paradigm and stereo vision, it was established that the discrimination 
of shape index is independent of the slant of the surface patch for slants up to 
30 deg. All these results are in qualitative agreement with the results of the 
simulations in the previous section. 
Comparison with Koenderink and van D o o m ' s approach 
As stated in the introduction my approach is close to Koenderink and van Doom's 
[37, 39]. I improved on their 1975 paper by introducing the remaining invariant 
of the second order velocity field: the double deformation. I showed this invariant 
to be proportional to the difference of the maximal and minimal curvature. From 
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this I was able to construct the shape index directly from the velocity field. 
In their original approach they could only calculate the sign of the gaussian 
curvature, which would be the equivalent of calculating whether the absolute 
value of the shape index is smaller or larger than 0.5. 
My approach is somewhat different from the approach of [39]. First Koen-
derink and van Doom employed parallel projection. I used both perspective and 
parallel projection, which allowed me to estimate the difference. For parallel pro­
jection we found the same expressions for the second order differential invariants 
except for the gradients of divergence and rotation, which retained only the cur­
vature dependent term. In particular, β had no zeroth order term. But it was 
precisely the influence of this term that allowed me to explain the experimental 
results of van Damme et al. [78] and de Vries et al. [15]. A second difference is 
that the approach of Koenderink and van Doorn results in the projected indica-
trix of Dupin, scaled by the slant and the 3D velocity, whereas some of my shape 
measures (the shape index and the orientation of the principal curvatures) are 
independent of both. 
Comparison with spin variation theory 
A recent theory on the perception of curvature from optic flow is based on the 
concept of spin variation [12, 21] i.e. the bending of lines in the image. The 
spin variation is not a geometrical object like the differential invariants, but it 
is defined independent of a coordinate system. Therefore, it can be expressed in 
differential invariants as follows. The spin variation in the direction of the x-axis 






By rotating this over an arbitrary angle θ we obtain the spin variation function 
(see eq. 5.11). Because we know that the spin variation depends only on second 
order spatial derivatives of the range function we construct differential invariants 
that have this property too. The double deformation already has this property: 
it depends only on second order spatial derivatives of the range function. We 
define: 
i = V(V-v) + 3 J V ( V x v ) , 
as a second differential invariant only dependent on second order derivatives of 
the range function. Using eq. 5.11, it is easy to show that: 
SVW = -V4 V о V ο ν J ( ~ J J ) -1/« , J ( 21 ) - (5.33) 
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This shows again nicely the invariance of V о V ο ν (weight 3) and 6 (weight 1). 
Spin variation theory has been compared with the findings of psychophysical 
experiments where human subjects had to discriminate cylinders and planes. A 
central prediction of spin variation theory was the asymmetry in detection thresh­
olds depending on the axis of the cylinder relative to the direction of movement 
of the observer. Movement parallel to the cylinder axis leads to lower detection 
thresholds than movement orthogonal to the cylinder axis. This effect has indeed 
been observed both in studies employing optic flow [12, 52] and employing stereo 
vision [63]. 
From the expression of the spin variation in differential invariants (eq. 5.33) 
it easy to see that this asymmetry for cylinders must be due to 6, because the 
double deformation is symmetric (take Ζχγ = 0 in eq. 5.18). The vector field 6 is 
indeed asymmetric as can be seen by substituting eqs 5.16 and 5.17. We obtain: 





 + Ζγγ ) ν ι ι · 
By taking Ζχγ = 0 and ц = (1,0) we find that for a horizontal cylinder (Ζχχ = 
0) δ is three times larger than for a vertical cylinder {Ζγγ = 0). The measures 
I proposed for curvedness, Г
е
 and Re are constructed from the symmetric vector 
fields β and V о V о v. Thus, assuming that this effect can be explained on the 
level of the velocity field, my curvedness measures cannot be relevant for this 
particular aspect of human perception. Precisely because of their symmetry they 
might be interesting for machine vision though. 
Thus, the spin variation theory is not so different from the current approach 
in its mathematics. The difference is more in the emphasis. Where spin variation 
theory stresses more the computational aspects and the detection of curved vs 
planar surfaces, my emphasis is more on geometry and on the detection of shape 
as given by the shape index. Beyond that my formulation solves a few of the 
problems that are in the spin variation theory: the shape index is almost inde­
pendent of 3D velocity and slant, whereas the spin variation function depends on 
both. 
Comparison with discrete algorithms 
I have employed the velocity field as input to my calculations i.e. I assumed a 
small disparity between two views of a rigid curved surface patch. The discrete 
algorithms of structure from motion do not make the assumptions of small motion 
and of a smooth surface patch. Two recent studies in this field are [35, 85]. For 
several reasons it is hard to compare my results directly to the results of these 
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studies. First, the discrete algorithms start with the calculation of the velocity 
and rotation of the camera and given these calculate the 3D position of the points. 
They do not calculate an explicit structure of the environment, although one 
could do this in an extra step by fitting a model to the 3D points. This contrasts 
with my approach where I directly calculate the structure of the environment. 
Second, the discrete algorithms employ a two step approach: in the first step 
they use a linear algorithm to estimate the velocity and rotation of the camera. 
Because this estimate is statistically biased they use this estimate as starting 
point for an iteration, which minimises the discrepancy between fitted image 
points and observed image points. In contrast to this, my approach is linear in 
the parameters. Notwithstanding these differences there is an interesting point in 
the study by Weng et al. ([85], Fig. 16), where they did some simulations for small 
image motion. Using parameters comparable to theirs, I found the statistical bias 
in the estimates to be small, generally of the order of a few percent. This contrasts 
with their estimate of the bias in the velocity, which can be of the order of 100%, 
for small image motion. 
Consequences of the theory 
From my approach I am able to derive new hypotheses that could be tested in 
psycho-physical experiments. Most of them are related to the approximations I 
used to calculate the estimates of shape index, orientation of the principal curva­
tures, velocity scaled curvedness and tilt. These approximations are reasonable 
for many real-life situations but could cause a breakdown of shape perception in 
experimental situations. Especially the effects of the zeroth and first order term 
in β lead to testable predictions. 
ambiguit ies I showed that my way of calculating shape amounts to using par­
allel projection. This introduces ambiguities in ц, the shape index, the 
direction of maximal curvature and the tilt. In contrast, the curvedness 
and the slant can be extracted without ambiguity. In particular, this means 
that the difference between a planar and a curved surface can be extracted 
unambiguously from a two frame motion sequence. This is relevant since 
most psycho-physical studies searching for an effect of sequence length have 
used the curvedness in their tasks (e.g. [74] and the references therein). 
For a two-frame motion sequence I would predict ambiguities in ц, the 
shape index, the direction of maximal curvature and the tilt but not in 
the curvedness and slant. These ambiguities could be lifted by employing 
longer sequences. 
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shape index In the calculation of the absolute value of the shape index I ne­
glected the non-curvature dependent terms in β. Especially the first order 
term is interesting because it would predict a slant dependent influence of 
movement orthogonal to the camera (Vj_) on the shape index. More specif­
ically, I would predict no influence of Vj_ for zero slant and an increasing 
influence with increasing slant depending on the sign of Vj_. For V± > 0 
and for VZ and ц parallel, I would predict a decreasing bias with increas­
ing slant because the zeroth and first order terms have different signs. For 
Vj. < 0 I would predict the opposite effect (see fig. 5-5). 
principal directions The principal directions could be recovered from the angle 
between β and the double deformation. When either of these is small, the 
angle is hard to determine. The double deformation is small for spheres 
which is not a big problem as the principal directions are not defined for 
spheres (all directions have the same curvature). The prediction that the 
principal directions are also hard to determine for hyperbolic surfaces, where 
β is small and where the two curvatures are of opposite sign, is a surprising 
consequence of my theory. 
Since the zeroth order term does not change the direction of β, only its size, 
I would predict the estimate of the principal directions to be independent of 
3D velocity, curvedness and distance. Just as for the shape index I predict 
a slant dependent influence of movement orthogonal to the camera (Vj.). In 
this case I expect this effect to be strongest when VZ and ц are orthogonal 
(see fig. 5-8). 
velocity scaled curvedness I already discussed that the velocity scaled curved­
ness is a symmetric quantity and thus cannot be used to explain the asym­
metry found in the detection of curvature of cylinders. Still, it could be 
used by human observers for the detection of symmetric surfaces. An inter­
esting prediction of the theory is that the velocity scaled curvedness would 
be overestimated for slanted objects and that this overestimation would 
depend on shape index (see fig. 5-9). 
tilt The tilt of the tangent plane could be recovered from the angle between β 
and V о v. I would predict the pattern of dependencies to be the same as 
for the principal directions. 
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Introductie en samenvatting 
Dit is een volledige vertaling van de engelse versie, echter met weglating van een 
aantal technische zaken zoals referenties. 
Introductie 
Wat betekent het om "te zien"? Een voor de hand liggend antwoord is: om 
te weten "wat waar is" door te kijken. Dit lijkt triviaal, omdat we altijd zien: 
het kost ons over het algemeen geen bewuste moeite om te zien. Maar overweeg 
eens wat er eigenlijk gebeurt: licht wordt weerspiegeld door Objekten, treedt ons 
oog binnen en wordt gefocusseerd op het netvlies. Daar wordt het licht gede-
tekteerd en vervolgens worden de neuronen (de informatie verwerkende cellen) 
van het netvlies aktief. Deze aktiviteit plant zich voort naar de visuele hersen-
schors, waarvan men tegenwoordig denkt dat deze uit meer dan 50 funktioneel 
verschillende gebieden bestaat. 
Op een zelfde manier kunnen we ons afvragen: wat betekent het om "te 
bewegen". Wederom is een voor de hand liggend antwoord: om iets (of ons 
zelf) van plek te veranderen door beweging. En alweer lijkt dit triviaal omdat we 
steeds bewegen zonder er ook maar een moment bij stil te staan. En net zoals voor 
de waarneming vinden er vele processen plaats: signalen van centrale gebieden 
in de hersenen aktiveren de motorische hersenschors en van daar worden onze 
spieren geaktiveerd en uiteindelijk veroorzaken de krachtgenererende eiwitten in 
de spieren een beweging. 
Ik heb waarnemen en bewegen bewust tegenover elkaar gezet in de vorige 
alinea's. Het is duidelijk dat deze twee niet onafhankelijk zijn: we moeten een 
doel zien om ernaar te kunnen bewegen en we maken bewegingen om een doel 
beter te kunnen zien. In het oog springende voorbeelden van deze wederzijdse 
afhankelijkheid van waarnemen en bewegen worden gegeven door het gedrag van 
baby's. Baby's van een paar maanden oud gebruiken visuele waarneming om de 
grootte van hun armbewegingen te regelen. Omgekeerd, dat visuele waarneming 
afhangt van bewegen is aangetoond in experimenten met katjes: als katjes vanaf 
hun geboorte niet zelf aktief kunnen bewegen, dan kunnen ze zien maar veel 
slechter dan katjes die vanaf hun geboorte vrij kunnen bewegen. Het lijkt erop 
dat je zelf moet kunnen bewegen om te leren zien. 
Een belangrijke vraag in de onderzoeksvelden van de visuele waarneming en 
van de controle van bewegingen is hoe het brein zijn doelen bereikt. Dit is 
een oude vraag die al door filosofen in de klassieke oudheid is gesteld maar een 
tevredenstellend antwoord is er nog niet, ondanks de veel grotere kennis die we 
nu hebben. Er is vooruitgang geboekt in de gedachte dat het brein op vele nivo's 
beschouwd kan worden en dat elk nivo vanuit vele gezichtspunten bekeken kan 
worden. Men kan het brein beschouwen op het nivo van atomen en molekulen, 
b.v. de natuurkunde van zenuwgeleiding of de generatie van kracht door de 
eiwitten in de spieren. Men kan het brein beschouwen op het nivo van enkele 
cellen, b.v. door de aktiviteit van een neuron te meten wanneer het visueel 
gestimuleerd wordt. Men kan het brein beschouwen op het nivo van groepen van 
cellen of van gebieden van de hersenschors, b.v. door hersenscans te maken. En, 
op het hoogste nivo, kan men het brein beschouwen op het nivo van het gedrag 
dat door het brein gegenereerd wordt b.v. door visuele patronen aan menselijke 
waarnemers te laten zien en hun reponsies vast te leggen. Het laagste nivo is 
het gebied van de natuur- en scheikunde, de middelste nivo's van de fysiologie 
en het hoogste van de psychologie. Elk nivo heeft weer vele gezichtspunten. Zo 
is er het gezichtspunt van de theoreticus en van de experimentator, van degene 
die geïnteresseerd is in normaal gedrag en van degene die geïnteresseerd is in 
afwijkend gedrag. Verder, en vaak vergeten, is er het gezichtspunt van de gewone 
mens. 
Het nivo van gedragsobservaties dat ik heb gebruikt, is het meest abstrakte in 
de klassifikatie van de vorige alinea. Mijn gezichtspunt is wiskundig van aard: ik 
heb getracht om de systemen die ik bestudeerd heb te modelleren met expliciete 
wiskundige modellen. De poging om dit soort abstrakte modellen van complexe 
systemen te maken is geenszins nieuw. Deze benadering ontstond na de tweede 
wereld oorlog onder de naam cybernetica. De toepassing ervan op biologische 
systemen stamt uit de zestiger jaren. Bij deze benadering neemt men een meet-
bare stimulus (b.v. de grootte van de visuele stimulus op het netvlies) en een 
meetbare responsie (b.v. een beweging van de waarnemer als responsie op de 
stimulus). Meestal zijn stimulus en responsie tijdreeksen en is de stimulus onder 
controle van de experimentator. De kracht van de cybernetica is dat men de re-
latie kan leggen tussen stimulus en responsie op een bijna automatische manier. 
Het idee is dat men door het aanbieden van een ruisstimulus van voldoende lengte 
alle mogelijke patronen aanbiedt, omdat in de ruis alle patronen wel eens voor 
komen. Dus door bet gebruiken van een ruisstimulus kan men de responsie op 
alle patronen meten en kan men het systeem volledig beschrijven. 
Mijn benadering (de dynamische) verschilt fors van de cybernetische benade-
ring, hoewel ik sympathie heb voor de nadruk die cybernetica legt op het maken 
van wiskundige modellen. Om het verschil tussen mijn benadering en de cyber-
netica te kunnen begrijpen, moeten we even stilstaan bij een centrale aanname 
van de cybernetica, nl. dat de eigenschappen van een systeem niet veranderen 
wanneer het aan een ruisstimulus wordt blootgesteld. In ons alledaagse leven wor-
den we normaliter niet aan ruisstimuli blootgesteld (een house party is misschien 
een uitzondering), maar we ervaren een langzaam veranderende, gestruktureerde 
omgeving. Ons gedrag is hierop afgestemd. Een belangrijk aspekt dat de cyber-
netica verwaarloosd is iets wat ik breed zal aanduiden als "de toestand van het 
brein". Dit is het idee dat waarneming niet alleen bepaald wordt door de huidige 
stimulus, maar dat b.v. ook de vorige stimuli of de verwachtingen en de aandacht 
van de waarnemer belangrijk zijn. Het equivalent voor motor controle is dat de 
bewegingen niet alleen afhangen van het huidige motor commando, maar ook 
van de vorigen of van aangeleerd gedrag. Menselijke waarnemers zullen proberen 
een stimulus te begrijpen, ze zullen een intern model van de stimulus maken. 
Menselijke waarnemers gebruiken dit interne model om de stimulus beter te zien 
b.v. door van gezichtspunt te veranderen. Er vind dus een complexe interaktie 
tussen stimulus en waarnemen plaats. Door het gebruik van ruisstimuli probeert 
de cybernetica van de effekten van deze interaktie af te komen. Maar juist daar-
door gooit het als het ware het kind met het badwater weg: een groot aantal 
effekten worden verwaarloosd die van belang zijn voor waarnemen en bewegen in 
natuurlijke situaties. 
Uiteraard zijn deze overwegingen over de tekortkomingen van de cybernetica 
niet nieuw, maar ze werden beschouwd als onbelangrijk en als belemmerend voor 
wiskundige modellering. Gebruik makend van nieuwe ontwikkelingen in de theo-
rie van dynamische systemen, zijn er nieuwe richtingen voorgesteld, waarbij men 
probeert meer recht te doen aan de complexiteit van biologische organismen. Het 
succes van mijn benadering in het modelleren van de controle van lichaamshou-
ding laat zien dat deze ideeën gebruikt kunnen worden voor de relatief abstrakte 
taak van het rechtopstaan. Het succes van de cybernetische benadering is voor-
namelijk gelegen in het modelleren van perifere systemen, waarschijnlijk omdat 
we de eigenschappen van ons gedrag niet kunnen beïnvloeden op een laag nivo. 
Wanneer er bijvoorbeeld licht op ons netvlies valt dan zullen er neuronen in onze 
visuele hersenschors aktief worden, ongeacht wat we doen (vooropgesteld dat we 
geen drastische dingen doen). In het algemeen, naarmate we dichter bij de peri-
ferie komen, des te moeilijker wordt het om een bewuste invloed te hebben op het 
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gedrag. De vraag, welke benadering de beste is moet in de praktijk beslist wor-
den: beiden hebben hun voordelen en afhankelijk van het bestudeerde systeem is 
de een meer geschikt dan de ander. 
Visuele controle van lichaamshouding 
In de hoofdstukken 2 en 3 van dit proefschrift bestudeer ik het probleem van de 
visuele controle van de lichaamshouding (rechtopstaan). Mensen hebben maar 
twee benen en dus is de rechtopstaande houding mechanisch niet stabiel. Zonder 
enige controle zouden we omvallen. We gebruiken veel informatiebronnen omtrent 
de oriëntatie van ons lichaam ten opzichte van de zwaartekracht om onze hou-
ding te stabiliseren. Het inzicht dat we meerdere bronnen gebruiken is tamelijk 
recent. Na de ontdekking van het evenwichtsorgaan in het binnenoor, dacht men 
dat alleen dat orgaan verantwoordelijk was voor de controle van het evenwicht. 
Recentelijk heeft men aangetoond dat ook de visuele waarneming een belangrijke 
bijdrage levert aan deze stabilisatie. Wanneer we bewegen, bewegen de beelden 
van objecten in onze omgeving over ons netvlies. Omdat het evenwichtsorgaan 
versnelling meet, kan het geen langzame bewegingen of bewegingen met een kon-
stante snelheid meten. Dit probleem voor de houdingscontrole is opgelost door 
het brein door aan te nemen dat de visuele omgeving zelf niet beweegt. Als een 
gevolg hiervan hebben we het idee dat we zelf bewegen wanneer de visuele omge-
ving over ons netvlies beweegt. Voorbeelden hiervan zijn grootbeeldbioscopen en 
de illusie van de vertrekkende trein: als de trein op het spoor naast ons vertrekt, 
denken we vaak dat het onze trein is die vertrekt. Deze illusie laat tevens het nut 
van meerdere informatiebronnen zien: de informatie van één bron kan misleidend 
zijn, maar dat alle bronnen verkeerde informatie leveren is onwaarschijnlijk. In 
het geval van de vertrekkende trein zou het evenwichtsorgaan, dat versnelling 
meet, ons in staat stellen te detekteren dat het niet onze trein is die vertrekt. 
In mijn experimenten heb ik een opstelling met een bewegende kamer gebruikt 
om houdingsreponsies bij menselijke proefpersonen op te wekken (zie figuur 1). 
Wanneer mensen worden blootgesteld aan visuele beweging van de hele omgeving, 
nemen ze aan dat ze zelf bewegen (hetgeen in het normaliter correct is, behalve 
in mijn opstelling). Ik heb geen echte kamer gebruikt maar een bewegende muur 
gesimuleerd met een computer. In deze simulatie mat ik de positie van de ogen 
van de proefpersoon en gebruikte deze om een geometrisch correcte projectie van 
de muur op het scherm te maken. Het voordeel van stimuli die met de computer 
gemaakt zijn, is dat ik een grote controle over de timing en het patroon had. Het 
nadeel was dat de stimuli er niet erg realistisch uit zagen: mijn computer kon 
slechts 140 kleine lichte stipjes behappen. Het stippenpatroon was alles wat de 
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Figuur 1 De bewegende kamer. Wanneer de kamer nadert, dan zwaait de 
proefpersoon naar achter omdat deze het idee heeft dat hij voorover valt. 
proefpersonen zagen, de rest was donker, omdat er anders een aanwijzing voor 
de proefpersonen kon zijn over hun bewegingen. 
Zoals ik tevoren heb gezegd, heb ik geprobeerd om het systeem dat de hou-
ding controleert te modelleren met dynamische systemen. Aangezien dit niet 
een standaard benadering is, heb ik een aantal methoden en wat software zelf 
ontwikkeld. Mijn methode is veel algemener toepasbaar dan de analyse van een 
bewegende visuele stimulus en de houdingsresponsie van proefpersonen. Daarom 
zal ik de methode apart bespreken van de resultaten van mijn experimenten. De 
methode is geschikt om de tijdsrelaties te onderzoeken tussen twee tijdreeksen 
van oscillerende data. De ideale data voor mijn methode zijn twee tijdreeksen 
die niet zozeer eikaars amplitude beïnvloeden als wel eikaars tijdsgedrag. Als de 
twee tijdreeksen erg precies hetzelfde gedrag vertonen dan heeft mijn methode 
geen voordeel ten opzichte van de cybernetica. Vele verschijnselen in de biolo-
gie en de fysiologie zouden geanalyseerd kunnen worden met mijn methode. De 
methode zou ook geschikt kunnen zijn voor andere wetenschapsgebieden b.v. de 
economie. Vele verschijnselen vertonen een periodiek gedrag (b.v. economische 
groei en inflatie) en beïnvloeden elkaar wederzijds maar vertonen niet exact het-
zelfde gedrag. Het zou interessant zijn om de methode die ik ontwikkeld heb voor 
houdingscontrole toe te passen op dit soort gegevens. 
Als inleiding in de methode die ik gebruikt heb zal ik de tijdsrelatie tussen 
de ademhaling en de stapcyclus gedurende het hardlopen beschouwen: de ampli-
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Figuur 2 Voorbeeld ал twee tijdreeksen met een hoge temporele stabiliteit. 
De banen van de twee tijdreeksen zijn getekend op de bovenste rij, de hiervan 
afgeleide tijdreeks van de relatieve fase op de onderste rij. Om het effect van 
ruis duidelijk te maken, voeg ik deze pas toe na de verstoring. 
tude van beiden is waarschijnlijk al maximaal (anders kun je sneller rennen) en 
het tijdsgedrag is de plaats waar alle interessante dynamica plaatsvindt. Ik ren 
meestal vier stappen op één ademhaling. Natuurlijk ren ik niet precies vier stap-
pen: van ademhaling naar ademhaling is er wat variabiliteit. Wanneer ik moe 
word, neemt deze variabiliteit toe. Verder, wanneer ik begin met hardlopen dan 
kan ik gemakkelijk hindernissen vermijden: als ik mijn ritme moet veranderen 
b.v. om over een plas heen te springen, dan herstel ik mijn ritme snel. Wanneer 
ik moe word, is dit herstel van ritmeveranderingen trager. Hiermee hebben we 
twee maten ontdekt van temporele stabiliteit: de variabiliteit van de lengte van 
de stapcyclus vergeleken met de ademhalingscyclus en de snelheid van herstel 
na een ritmeverandering. Deze twee grootheden staan centraal in hoofdstuk 2. 









ten. Hieruit volgt dat we verwachten dat beide grootheden covariëren wanneer 
er een bepaalde parameter varieert (b.v. mijn conditie). Wanneer ik doorren dan 
word ik nog vermoeider en af en toe zet ik vijf stappen in een ademhalingscyclus. 
Natuurlijk zal ik proberen om 4 op 1 vast te houden maar af en toe lukt dat niet 
en ga ik naar 5 op 1. De vaste tijdsrelatie, (wanneer ik nog fit ben) wordt ab-
solute coördinatie genoemd en de variabele relatie met veranderingen van ritme 
wordt relatieve coördinatie genoemd. Tenslotte, als ik aan mijn grenzen ben (en 
hopelijk het einde al kan zien) dan is er geen sterke relatie meer tussen de ritmes 
van ademhalen en rennen, hetgeen afwezigheid van coördinatie wordt genoemd. 
Dit verdwijnen van een vaste tijdsrelatie tussen twee ritmes staat centraal in 
hoofdstuk 3. 
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Figuur 3 Voorbeeld van twee tijdreeksen met een lage temporele stabiliteit. 
Met behulp van de figuren 3 en 2 kan ik de maten van temporele stabiliteit 
duidelijk maken1. In figuur 3 bovenste rij zien we de tijdreeksen van twee ritmes. 
'ik heb de data m deze figuren gegenereerd met de computer. 
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Ze vertonen één op één tijdsgedrag, omdat ze beide hetzelfde aantal perioden 
hebben. Ergo, deze reeksen beschrijven niet mijn hardlopen (dat is 4 op 1), maar 
meer het springen van een kangoeroe. Deze verandering is onbelangrijk. Verder 
is een van de twee reeksen erg regelmatig (neem deze als de ademhaling) en een 
is ruizig (het springen). In de eerste 12 seconden laat ik een deterministische 
tijdsrelatie zien. Beide reeksen zijn precies in fase. Het is duidelijk dat het 
tijdsgedrag eenvoudig te karakteriseren is in dit geval. Op tijdstip 12 seconden is 
er een plotselinge verandering van de ademhaling en daarna zien we een ruizige 
tijdsrelatie: soms loopt het ademen voor op het springen, soms loopt het achter. 
In de onderste rij van figuur 3 heb ik deze tijdsrelaties getekend. Positief betekent 
dat het springen voorloopt op het ademen, negatief betekent het omgekeerde. 
Verder, direct na de plotselinge ritmeverandering zien we dat het springen enorm 
achterloopt op het ademen. Onze elektronische kangoeroe heeft een paar seconden 
nodig om het oude in fase gedrag te herstellen. In figuur 3 laat ik de kangoeroe 
in een fitte toestand zien: de tijdsrelatie fluktueert niet veel en de kangoeroe 
herstelt snel van de verstoring, dus de temporele stabiliteit is hoog. In contrast 
hiermee staat figuur 2 waar ik de kangoeroe in vermoeide toestand laat zien. Hier 
fluktueert de tijdsrelatie fors en is het herstel na de verstoring ook trager, dus de 
temporele stabiliteit is laag. 
Beide figuren 3 en 2 laten absolute coördinatie zien, omdat beide tijdreeksen 
hetzelfde aantal perioden hebben. In figuur 4 laat ik relatieve coördinatie zien. 
In dit geval ademt onze elektronische kangoeroe sneller dan hij kan springen. In 
de onderste rij van figuur 4 wordt dit getoond doordat de curve verdwijnt aan 
de onderkant en opnieuw verschijnt bovenaan. Merk op dat de twee tijdreeksen 
een voorkeur hebben voor een bepaald vast tijdverschil. Wanneer ze dit verschil 
hebben, is de frekwentie van het springen bijna gelijk aan de frekwentie van het 
ademen: een lang interval van dit gedrag treedt op rond tijdstip 20. Daarna kan 
het springen het snellere ademen niet meer volgen (bij ongeveer tijdstip 25) en 
mist het springen een paar perioden ten opzichte van het ademen. 
Na deze introduktie van de methode die ik ontwikkeld heb voor de analyse van 
houdingsresponsies, zal ik nu de resultaten beschrijven van mijn experimenten. 
In het eerste experiment (hoofdstuk 2) heb ik de gemiddelde afstand tussen een 
muur en de proefpersoon veranderd. Het is duidelijk dat afstand invloed heeft 
op de houdingsstabiliteit: voor een gegeven zwaaiamplitude van de proefpersoon 
zullen objecten die dichtbij zijn sneller over het netvlies bewegen dan objecten die 
ver weg staan. Bijvoorbeeld, constructiewerkers die op een hoog gebouw werken 
zwaaien veel meer, omdat de dichtstbijzijnde visuele objecten b.v. aangrenzende 
gebouwen ver weg zijn. In het experiment bewoog ik de muur periodiek met een 
kleine amplitude (4 cm) en een lage frekwentie (0.2 Hz) in voor/achter richting. 
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Figuur 4 Voorbeeld van twee tijdreeksen met relatieve coördinatie. 
Dit is zo langzaam dat de beweging van de muur nauwelijks werd opgemerkt door 
de proefpersonen. De proefpersonen zwaaiden mee met de muur en meestal in 
fase, en gedroegen zich dus als onze elektronische kangoeroe van de vorige alinea. 
Uit de data berekende ik de zgn. tijdreeks van relatieve fase die de tijdverschillen 
tussen de beweging van de muur en van de proefpersoon aangeeft. Deze tijdreeks 
van relatieve fase is niet konstant maar fluktueert rond de gemiddelde waarde. De 
grootte van deze fluktuaties wordt gekwantificeerd door de hoekdeviatie, hetgeen 
één van de twee maten voor temporele stabiliteit is. Af en toe veranderde ik de 
bewegingsrichting van de muur (zie figuur 2): hierdoor raakten de proefpersonen 
uit fase en het kostte hen tijd om hun in fase gedrag te herstellen. De tijd die dit 
kost wordt de relaxatietijd genoemd en is de tweede van de maten voor temporele 
stabiliteit. Mijn experimentele manipulatie was de variatie van de afstand tot de 
muur. Ik vond dat de temporele stabiliteit hoog is wanneer de muur dichtbij staat 
en dat de stabiliteit laag is wanneer de muur ver weg staat. Bovendien vond ik 
een grote mate van covariatie tussen de twee maten van temporele stabiliteit, 
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de hoekdeviatie en de relaxatietijd. De resultaten lieten zien dat een lineair 
dynamisch systeem (dit wordt beschreven in sektie 3.2) de tijdsaspekten van 
houdingscontrole in een visuele omgeving goed weergaf. Een detail van het model, 
de responsamplitude, werd niet goed weergegeven. Daarom heb ik een tweede 
experiment verricht, dat ik in de volgende alinea zal beschrijven. 
In het tweede experiment (hoofdstuk 3) heb ik de frekwentie van de oscille-
rende muur gevarieerd, waarbij ik de snelheid konstant hield. Er zijn een aantal 
redenen waarom het veranderen van de frekwentie interessant is. Ten eerste is 
het evenwichtsorgaan een hoog doorlaat filter, d.w.z. het signaleert alleen relatief 
hoge frekwenties (dit is één van de redenen waarom de treinillusie optreedt, het-
zelfde met vertrekkende vliegtuigen zou waarschijnlijk niet werken). Ten tweede 
is het mechanisch moeilijk om hoge frekwenties voort te brengen, omdat de hou-
ding voornamelijk vanuit de enkels geregeld wordt (althans wanneer men op een 
stevige ondergrond staat). Het belangrijkste resultaat van dit experiment is dat 
we vonden dat houdingscontrole niet uit alleen compensatie van de huidige waar-
genomen beweging bestaat. Het leek erop dat proefpersonen op de een of andere 
manier de dynamica leerden (dit is iets waarmee de cybernetica problemen zou 
hebben). Met leren bedoel ik hier dat proefpersonen de beweging van de omge-
ving waarnemen en deze dan zelf aktief produceren. Voor de hogere frekwenties 
vond ik dat de proefpersonen het ritme niet konden volgen. Het is interessant 
dat ze dan niet gewoon opgaven maar bleven proberen het snelle ritme te volgen 
hetgeen tot relatieve coördinatie leidde, zonder dat ze zich daarvan bewust waren. 
Het onderzoek dat ik in deze twee hoofdstukken gerapporteerd heb zou op 
vele manieren uitgebouwd kunnen worden. In het onderstaande geef ik een aan-
tal ideeën die mij veelbelovend lijken. Ten eerste zou men kunnen proberen om 
de methode die ik gebruikt heb toe te passen in de medische diagnostiek. Even-
wichtsstoornissen kunnen zowel door ziekten van het binnenoor als na amputatie 
van een deel van een been optreden. In dit laatste geval moeten de patiënten 
opnieuw leren lopen met hun prothese. Deze oefening vind plaats in het zieken-
huis, waar de omgeving veilig en voorspelbaar is. Het is gebleken dat een aantal 
patiënten nog steeds problemen met lopen heeft nadat men naar huis is terugge-
keerd. Een deel van dit probleem wordt waarschijnlijk veroorzaakt door de grove 
diagnostiek die de medici ter beschikking staat. Er zijn een aantal evenwichts-
tests die de zwaaiamplitude meten, maar dit is niet noodzakelijkerwijs een goede 
indicatie voor stabiliteit. Mijn concept van stabiliteit is waarschijnlijk een betere 
indicator, omdat het de stabiliteit omvat als er iets onverwachts gebeurt (nl. in 
de relaxatietijd). 
Een tweede idee is om de struktuur van de visuele omgeving te veranderen. 
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Dit was het originele idee voor mijn projekt, maar ik ben er nooit aan toegekomen 
(sorry, Stan). Ik heb altijd een muur gebruikt omdat deze een vaste afstand tot 
de proefpersoon heeft (i.t.t. een tunnel) en dit is eenvoudiger in de wiskundige 
modellen. Een proefpersoon neemt alleen een bewegend beeld van de omgeving 
waar en moet hieruit de beweging van de omgeving extraheren. De proefpersoon 
zou van differentiaal invarianten gebruik kunnen maken (zie hoofdstuk 5) en men 
zou stimuli kunnen bedenken om te testen welke gebruikt worden. 
Een derde idee is om de hypothese dat proefpersonen de dynamica leren uit te 
werken. Dit zou men kunnen testen door stimuli te gebruiken die van frekwentie 
veranderen en niet zoals in mijn experiment van fase. Wanneer proefpersonen de 
dynamica beter geleerd hebben, zijn ze misschien sneller in de aanpassing aan de 
nieuwe frekwentie. 
Visuele waarneming van vorm 
In de hoofdstukken 4 en 5 van dit proefschrift beschouw ik het probleem van 
de visuele waarneming van een drie-dimensionaal (3D) oppervlak. Menselijke 
waarnemers gebruiken vele informatiebronnen om de vorm van een onbekend drie-
dimensionaal oppervlak waar te nemen. Een belangrijke bron is de beweging van 
het beeld van het objekt op ons netvlies wanneer we bewegen ten opzichte van het 
objekt. De verdeling van snelheden die door deze beweging veroorzaakt wordt, 
is verschillend voor verschillende Objekten. In het linker paneel van figuur 5 heb 
ik een bol bedekt met stippen getekend (de bol zelf is onzichtbaar b.v. van glas). 
Ook heb ik de projektie van de bol op het beeldvlak getekend. Deze projektie ziet 
eruit als een stippenwolk. De stippen volgen een kort pad wanneer de bol roteert. 
De verzameling paden noemen we het snelheidsveld (zie het rechter paneel van 
figuur 5). In figuur 6 heb ik dit snelheidsveld opnieuw getekend vanuit een frontaal 
gezichtspunt. Als we alleen naar het veld van snelheden kijken, is het moeilijk om 
te zien welke vorm het objekt heeft dat dit veld veroorzaakt. Echter, wanneer ik 
de kleine vektoren van het snelheidsveld aan waarnemers zou laten zien op een 
computer scherm, dan zouden ze allemaal de vorm van het objekt nauwkeurig 
detekteren. Ergo, ons brein is in staat om de vorm van een objekt nauwkeurig te 
achterhalen uit een snelheidsveld. 
Het probleem van de visuele waarneming van 3D vorm, hetgeen ik in de hoofd-
stukken 4 en 5 beschouw is complementair aan het probleem dat ik in de hoofd-
stukken 2 en 3 beschouw. Daar onderzoek ik hoe visuele beweging de waarneming 
van zelfbeweging beïnvloed. Deze twee problemen laten duidelijk de dubbele rol 
van visuele beweging zien: het kan veroorzaakt worden door zelfbeweging en in 
dat geval zou men o.a. de richting van zelfbeweging willen weten en het kan 
Figuur 5 Het snelheidsveld. In het linker paneel is een bol en zijn projektie 
getekend. Wanneer de bol draait zoals in het rechter paneel dan onstaat een 
veld met snelheden in het projektievlak. 
veroorzaakt worden door voorwerpen en in dat geval zou men o.a. de vorm van 
het voorwerp willen weten. 
Hoe zou het brein de vorm van een object kunnen achterhalen uit een veld 
van snelheden? Als we het snelheidsveld van figuur 5 nader beschouwen, dan 
valt ons op dat de verdeling van snelheden glad is, d.w.z. elke vektor lijkt op 
zijn buur. Wanneer we een ruisverdeling van snelheden zouden waarnemen (b.v. 
de snelheden van sneeuwvlokjes in een sneeuwstorm) dan zouden we geen en-
kele vorm zien (hetgeen ook klopt voor een sneeuwstorm). De gladheid van het 
snelheidsveld wordt veroorzaakt door de gladheid van het object: als het randen 
heeft (b.v. een kubus) dan is het snelheidsveld discontinu (in de eerste afgeleide). 
Ik beperk me hier tot gladde Objekten, voornamelijk omdat deze eenvoudiger zijn 
vanuit wiskundig oogpunt. 
Hiermee hebben we het wiskundige probleem geïsoleerd dat het brein oplost 
bij de waarneming van vorm. De oplossing gaat uit van een gladde verdeling van 
snelheden en geeft als antwoord de vorm van het objekt. Dit probleem staat be-
kend als het vorm-uit-beweging probleem. Naast de vorm van het objekt zijn er 
nog een aantal grootheden die in de wiskundige beschrijving voorkomen, hetgeen 
het probleem aanmerkelijk compliceert. Ten eerste beweegt het objekt met een 
onbekende snelheid ten opzichte van ons. Ten tweede staat het op een onbekende 
afstand en verder zien we het objekt misschien onder een hoek (hetzelfde als het 
bekijken van een schilderij onder een scheve hoek). Het brein heeft een aantal mo-
gelijkheden om deze extra complicaties op te lossen. Misschien berekent het brein 
deze grootheden ook uit de verdeling van snelheden. Een direkte oplossing van 
het vorm uit beweging probleem met al deze grootheden is nogal gecompliceerd 
en het lijkt onwaarschijnlijk dat het brein het zo zou doen. Een andere moge-
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Figuur 6 Het snelheidsveld van een draaiende bol vanuit een frontaal gezichts-
punt. 
lijkheid is om vormbeschrijvingen te gebruiken die direct uit het snelheidsveld 
berekend kunnen worden. Deze benadering neem ik in hoofdstuk 5. Tenslotte 
zouden we ook gebruik kunnen maken van andere, niet-visuele informatie. Bij-
voorbeeld, wanneer we zelf bewegen zouden we de kennis van onze eigen snelheid 
kunnen gebruiken om de vorm van Objekten te detekteren. Deze kwestie toets ik 
experimenteel in hoofdstuk 4. 
De eerste vraag die ik beschouw in de visuele waarneming van vorm is of 
proefpersonen informatie over hun zelfbeweging direct gebruiken in de vorm-
waarneming. Als*waarnemers dit zouden doen dan is de oplossing van het vorm 
uit beweging probleem eenvoudig (aangenomen dat het objekt zelf niet beweegt): 
de verhouding tussen snelheid van de waarnemer en de snelheid op het netvlies 
van het objekt geeft de afstand tot het objekt en door alle afstanden te weten 
kunnen we de vorm achterhalen. Ik heb dit getoetst door platte en gekromde 
oppervlakken (bolsegmenten) aan zelf bewegende waarnemers te laten zien. De 
waarnemers bewogen links/rechts voor een groot scherm. De Objekten werden 
gesimuleerd door een computer met terugkoppeling van hoofdpositie, net zoals 
in de experimenten over houdingscontrole. De Objekten waren bedekt met punt-
jes net zoals in figuur 5. Het was de taak van de proefpersoon om te zeggen of 
het oppervlak plat, hol of bol was. Proefpersonen namen de correcte vorm waar 
wanneer de oppervlakken erg gekromd waren. Als ze niet zo krom waren dan 
namen proefpersonen ze vaak als platte vlakken waar, hetgeen fout is. Wanneer 
de stimuli plat waren dan namen de proefpersonen ze meestal ook als plat waar, 
maar soms ook als hol of bol. Ergo, ik kon het percentage correcte waarnemin-
gen (de score) gebruiken als maat voor de kwaliteit van de waarneming. In de 
conditie waar proefpersonen zelf bewegen, konden ze alle informatie over hun 
zelfbeweging gebruiken die ze ter beschikking hadden. Ik heb de score in deze 
zelfbewegingsconditie vergeleken met de score in andere condities waar de proef-
personen minder of geen informatie hadden over de beweging van het objekt ten 
opzichte van henzelf. 
In de zelfbewegingsconditie heb ik de hoofdbewegingen van de proefpersonen 
gemeten en opgeslagen. Ik heb deze hoofdbewegingen gebruikt om precies de-
zelfde stimulus te maken op het netvlies van een stationaire waarnemer. Dit heb 
ik gedaan door het hoofd met een kinsteun te fixeren en de stimulus als een film 
af te spelen. Ik toonde twee typen stimuli aan de stationaire waarnemers. (1) 
TVanslerende objekten, waar het objekt op precies dezelfde manier ten opzichte 
van de waarnemer bewoog als in de zelfbewegingsconditie en waar de proefper-
sonen oogbewegingen moesten maken om het objekt te fixeren. (2) Roterende 
objekten, waar de beweging op het netvlies dezelfde was als in de vorige condities 
als de fixatie perfekt was en waar proefpersonen alleen recht vooruit hoefden te 
kijken om het objekt te fixeren. In totaal had ik dus drie condities: een zelfbewe-
gingsconditie waar proefpersonen alle informatie over hun eigen bewegingen ter 
beschikking hadden, een translatie conditie waar proefpersonen alleen informatie 
over hun oogbewegingen hadden en een rotatie conditie waar proefpersonen geen 
andere informatie hadden dan die van de visuele stimulus zelf. Uit de resulta-
ten bleek dat de score het hoogst was in de rotatie conditie, waar proefpersonen 
geen informatie over de snelheid van het objekt hadden. Ergo, proefpersonen ge-
bruiken geen informatie over hun beweging rechtstreeks in de vormwaarneming. 
Als ze dat zouden doen dan zou de score het hoogst geweest zijn in de zelfbe-
wegingsconditie. Het leek er eerder op dat de zelfbewegingsinformatie gebruikt 
werd om het objekt beter te fixeren. De resultaten bevatten ook aanwijzingen 
dat proefpersonen de richting van zelfbeweging gebruikten (d.w.z. naar links of 
naar rechts) om vast te stellen of het objekt hol of bol was. Ik zal hier later op 
terugkomen bij de bespreking van het model van hoofdstuk 5. 
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De tweede vraag die ik beschouw in de visuele waarneming van vorm is het 
vorm uit beweging probleem. Ik heb de discussie wat ik bedoel met vorm, of 
preciezer welke grootheden ik gebruik om vorm te beschrijven, uitgesteld. Hier 
kan intuïtie ons helpen: we zijn geneigd om de vorm van zowel een kleine als 
van een grote bol dezelfde te noemen. Ze verschillen alleen in grootte. Zo'n 
grootheid die vorm beschrijft onafhankelijk van de grootte is de vorm index. De 
nieuwheid van mijn benadering is dat ik deze vorm index direct kan berekenen 
uit het snelheidsveld door een aantal redelijke benaderingen te maken. Om te 
begrijpen wat ik onder direct versta, moeten we de volledige oplossing van het 
vorm uit beweging probleem bekijken. De oplossing bestaat uit het opschrijven 
van evenveel vergelijkingen als er onbekenden zijn en vervolgens dit systeem van 
niet-lineaire gekoppelde vergelijkingen op algebraïsche wijze op te lossen. De 
oplossing geeft alle onbekenden als een groot blok. Voor mensen hoeft dit niet 
optimaal te zijn: de verschillende parameters in de vergelijkingen zijn wiskundig 
allemaal gelijk maar ze zijn tamelijk verschillend in de alledaagse waarneming. 
Voor het schatten van de beweging zou de waarnemer ook andere informatie 
kunnen gebruiken: in hoofdstuk 4 heb ik beschreven dat waarnemers de rich-
ting van hun zelfbeweging zouden kunnen gebruiken voor de vormwaarneming. 
Verder verandert de afstand tot het objekt en de oriëntatie van het objekt ten 
gevolge van de beweging, terwijl de vorm inherent is aan het objekt d.w.z. niet 
verandert. Wat betreft mijn benadering, onder directe berekening versta ik dat 
ik geen andere, niet aan vorm gerelateerde parameters, bereken. De sleutel van 
mijn benadering is het idee van invariantie onder rotaties van het beeldvlak. Bij 
invariantie gebruikt men het feit dat er geen voorkeursrichting in het beeldvlak 
bestaat. Dus ik schrijf al mijn vergelijkingen zodanig dat ze niet van de oriëntatie 
van het coördinatensysteem in het beeldvlak afhangen. 
Het snelheidsveld dat door een glad object gegenereerd wordt kan ontbonden 
worden naar orde. De nulde orde is een benadering van het snelheidsveld door 
een konstante, hetgeen inhoudt dat alle vektoren van het snelheidsveld parallel 
zijn. Verder kan men aantonen dat de nulde order term zelf al invariant is, de zgn 
translatie. In figuur 7 toon ik de ontbinding in invarianten van het snelheidsveld 
van de draaiende bol van figuur 5, waarbij iedere rij een andere orde voorsteld. 
Op de bovenste rij ziet men de translatie die de gemiddelde snelheid weergeeft. 
Deze invariant van het snelheidsveld hangt samen met de afstand tot het objekt: 
wanneer het objekt twee keer zo ver weg is, dan is de translatie twee keer zo klein. 
Natuurlijk hangt de translatie ook van de snelheid ten opzichte van de waarnemer 
af, maar dat doen alle invarianten, alleen de afhankelijkheid van de afstand is 
verschillend. De eerste orde bestaat uit vier grootheden: de lineaire spatiele 
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Figuur 7 De ontbinding in invarianten van het snelheidsveld van een draai-
ende bol. Voor de duidelijkheid heb ik de invarianten niet op eenzelfde schaal 
getekend. 
verticale richting en de lineaire spatiele variaties van de verticale component van 
het snelheidsveld in de horizontale en verticale richting. Deze vier grootheden 
zijn afhankelijk van het coördinaten systeem. Als je de pagina een kwart slag 
draait dan wordt horizontaal verticaal en vice versa. Ergo, mijn beschrijving van 
de lineaire spatiele variaties is niet invariant (dus hij is variant maar niemand 
gebruikt die term). Het blijkt dat bepaalde combinaties van de lineaire spatiele 
variaties wel invariant zijn. Deze zijn getekend op de middelste rij van figuur 7. 
Van links naar rechts hebben we de divergentie, de rotatie en de deformatie. De 
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divergentie is gelijk aan een expansie/contraktie, de rotatie aan een draaiing om 
een as loodrecht op het beeldvlak en de deformatie aan een expansie in de ene 
richting en een contraktie in de andere loodrechte richting. Op eenzelfde wijze 
kunnen we de kwadratische variaties van het snelheidsveld ontbinden. De tweede 
orde invarianten zijn de gradiënt van de divergentie, de gradiënt van de rotatie en 
de dubbele deformatie. Deze invarianten heb ik getekend op de onderste rij van 
figuur 7. Het vektorveld van de gradiënt van de divergentie laat een contraktie 
aan de linkerkant en een expansie aan de rechterkant: dus de divergentie is niet 
konstant maar verandert van links naar rechts, hetgeen resulteert in een gTadiënt. 
Het vektorveld van de gradiënt van de rotatie laat een draaiing met de klok 
mee aan de bovenkant en tegen de klok in aan de onderkant zien: de rotatie 
varieert van boven naar beneden, hetgeen resulteert in een gradiënt. De dubbele 
deformatie is moeilijk intuïtief te begrijpen, hetgeen waarschijnlijk de reden is 
dat ik hem als eerste gebruik voor vormwaarneming. 
Ik heb ontdekt dat de absolute waarde van de vorm index berekend kan wor-
den uit de lengte van de dubbele deformatie en van de som van de twee gradiënten 
(gradiënt van de divergentie en gradiënt van de rotatie). Het teken van de vorm 
index (d.w.z. of een objekt hol of bol is) kon ik niet verkrijgen uit het snel-
heidsveld alleen. Het teken zou kunnen komen van beweging van de waarnemer 
zelf. Hiervoor heb ik enig bewijs gevonden in hoofdstuk 4. Verder heb ik ontdekt 
dat een aantal andere karakteristieken, zoals de richting van de maximale krom-
ming, ook uit invarianten afgeleid kunnen worden. In mijn berekeningen moest 
ik een aantal benaderingen maken. Deze benaderingen zijn redelijk voor alle-
daagse waarneming maar kunnen gebruikt worden om de theorie experimenteel 
te toetsen. Verder kan mijn manier om de vorm index te berekenen eenvoudig 
op een computer geïmplementeerd worden en gebruikt worden in de beeldbewer-
king. Men zou dit bijvoorbeeld kunnen gebruiken om de vorm van een objekt 
dat ten opzichte van de camera beweegt te achterhalen in die gevallen waar de 
camerabeweging onbekend is. 
Een succesvolle oplossing van een probleem roept vaak vele nieuwe vragen 
op en mijn onderzoek is daar geen uitzondering op. Ik zie een aantal manieren 
waarop het onderzoek van hoofdstuk 4 uitgebouwd kan worden. Aan de expe-
rimentele kant zou het interessant zijn om oogbewegingen (rotaties van de ogen 
in de oogkassen) te meten gedurende willekeurige hoofdbewegingen. Hoewel dit 
eenvoudig lijkt is het tot op heden nog niet gedaan, voornamelijk vanwege tech-
nische redenen. Door het meten van oogbewegingen zouden de conclusies van 
hoofdstuk 4 aanmerkelijk versterkt kunnen worden omdat mijn verklaring ge-
baseerd is op de hypothese dat de fixatie van het object verschillend is in de 
verschillende bewegingscondities. Uitgaande van de theorie zoals ik die ontwik-
keld heb in hoofdstuk 5 zou men de hypothesen die daar geformuleerd zijn kunnen 
toetsen. Met name is het interessant om Objekten onder een hoek aan te bieden 
en in voor/achter richting te laten bewegen. 
De theorie van hoofdstuk 5 zou men op een aantal wijzen kunnen uitbouwen. 
Men zou kunnen proberen om de aanname van een glad vektorveld te omzeilen 
door de differentiaal invarianten rechtstreeks uit de verdeling van licht over het 
bewegende objekt te schatten. In het dagelijkse leven (ook dat van een robot) zien 
we geen snelheidsvelden zoals getekend in figuur 5 maar we zien de oppervlakken 
van Objekten. Verschillende delen hebben een verschillende helderheid, maar de 
verdeling van licht varieert meestal glad over het objekt. Wanneer het objekt 
beweegt, beweegt de helderheidsverdeling over ons netvlies. Het is niet altijd 
mogelijk om een snelheidsveld uit zo'n veranderende helderheidsverdeling te halen 
omdat het oppervlak effen wit kan zijn. Bovendien is het niet nodig omdat we 
niet geïnteresseerd zijn in het snelheidsveld maar in de differentiaal invarianten 
(omdat we daaruit vorm kunnen bepalen). 
Een andere mogelijkheid om de theorie uit te bouwen zou kunnen zijn om 
derde orde invarianten af te leiden. Deze hangen samen met de krommings-
gradiënten en misschien met de zgn. parabolische krommen op het oppervlak 
(deze krommen scheiden de holle en bolle gedeelten van het oppervlak). Nog een 
andere mogelijkheid zou zijn om receptieve velden in de visuele hersenschors te 
modelleren. Hieraan kleven een aantal interessante wiskundige problemen. Als 
men de vektorvelden van de pure invarianten als receptieve velden zou nemen 
dan zit men met het probleem dat b.v. de detektor van de gradiënt van de 
divergentie (rechts onder in figuur 7) reageert op een pure translatie (boven in fi-
guur 7). Dit wordt veroorzaakt door het feit dat de vektorvelden van de nulde en 
tweede orde niet loodrecht op elkaar staan. Algemeen geldt dat alle invarianten 
van dezelfde orde loodrecht op elkaar staan en dat alle invarianten van even orde 
loodrecht staan op alle invarianten van oneven orde. Echter, de invarianten van 
verschillende even en verschillende oneven orden staan niet loodrecht op elkaar. 
De uitdaging is dus om een andere ontbinding in invarianten te vinden zodanig 
dat alle invarianten onderling loodrecht zijn. 
Een zeer interessante uitbreiding van beide studies over waarneming zou het 
zijn om een dynamisch model van vormwaarneming te maken: dit zou een brug 
zijn tussen het onderzoeksveld van de visuele waarneming en de ideeën achter 
de modellen van hoofdstuk 2 en 3. Zo'n dynamisch model van vormwaarneming 
zou een grote tekortkoming van het model in hoofdstuk 5 opheffen nl. dat het 
instantaan is: de oplossing geldt alleen voor het huidige snelheidsveld. Wanneer 
we een bewegend objekt zien dan verandert het snelheidsveld in de tijd. Waar-
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nemers kunnen (en doen dat ook) informatie van meerdere tijdstippen gebruiken 
om een beter idee van de vorm van het objekt te krijgen. Er zijn vele ideeën 
uit de dynamica die men op de waarneming zou kunnen toepassen. Een belang-
rijk concept uit de dynamica is stabiliteit. Dit concept is ook van belang voor 
de waarneming omdat we weten dat sommige waarnemingen stabieler zijn dan 
andere. De kubus van Necker (een lijntekening van een kubus) kan op twee ma-
nieren gezien worden: welke zijde de voorzijde is ligt niet vast en het is aan de 
waarnemer om deze informatie toe te voegen. Wanneer men de kubus van Necker 
bekijkt gedurende een lange periode dan ervaart men veelal een aantal sprongen 
tussen de twee mogelijkheden: de waarneming is niet stabiel. Door andere in-
formatie toe te voegen, b.v. arcering kan men de kubus veel minder instabiel 
maken en de waarnemer ervaart dan slechts zelden een sprong. Men zou dus het 
aantal sprongen per tijdseenheid kunnen gebruiken als een maat voor de stabili-
teit, vergelijkbaar met de fluktuaties in de relatieve fase die ik als stabiliteitsmaat 
heb gebruikt in mijn onderzoek naar de houdingscontrole. Deze uitbreiding zou 
enorm zijn omdat men nieuwe concepten gaat toevoegen aan een theorie. 
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Kata pengantar dan ringkasan 
Ini adalab terjemahan lengkap dari versi yang berbahasa inggris, dengan menghi-
langkan bal-hal tehnis seperti referensi. 
Kata pengantar 
Apa artinya "melihat"? Jawabnya adalah mengetahui dengan melihat apa dan 
dimana. Hal ini tampaknya mudab saja karena proses melihat kita lakukan tanpa 
kita sadari. Tetapi bayangkan apa yang sebenarnya terjadi dalam proses melihat: 
sinar cahaya yang dipantulkan oleh obyek masuk ke mata kita dan terfokus pada 
lapisan retina. Disini terjadi interaksi dengan pigmen-pigmen foto, dan mem-
bangkitkan aktivitas neuron-neuron pada retina tersebut. Aktivitas neuron ini 
tersebar ke kortex visuil yang terdiri dari sekitar 50 bagian dengan fungsi yang 
berlainan. 
Dalam arti yang sama timbul pertanyaan: apa artinya "bergerak"? Jawab-
nya adalah: perpindahan posisi seseorang atau suatu obyek dengan melakukan 
suatu gerak. Hal ini tampaknya juga mudah karena proses bergerak yang kita 
lakukan setiap saat ini tidak kita sadari. Sehubungan dengan penerimaan signal 
tersebut berbagai proses terjadi, yaitu signal-signal dari pusat otak mengaktif-
kan sel-sel dari korteks motor. Dari sini otot-otot diaktifkan, protein-protein yang 
terkandung dalam otot menghasilkan gerakan. 
Saya sengaja mengemukakan proses penerimaan informasi melihat dan proses 
bergerak. Kedua proses tersebut jelas berkaitan satu sama lain, kita harus me-
lihat suatu tujuan untuk bergerak dan kita melakukan suatu gerakan agar kita 
mendapatkan sudut pandang yang lebih baik dan tentunya dapat melihat dengan 
lebib baik pula. Contoh yang jelas tentang berkaitannya antara penerimaan visuil 
dan kontrol gerak ini misalnya pada bayi. Bayi yang berumur beberapa minggu 
Pemisahan kata-kata dalam terjemahan ini tidak selalu seperti yang diinginkan, karena 
memakai programma komputer dengan tata bahasa belanda. 
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telah mempergunakan penglihatannya untuk mengatur gerakan kedua lengannya. 
Dengan daya visuilnya bayi mengatur besar ayunan gerakan kedua lengannya. Se-
dangkan bukti bahwa daya visuil tergantung pada kemampuan dalam bergerak 
terlihat dari percobaan dengan anak kucing. Anak kucing yang se jak lahir tidak 
aktif bergerak sistem visuilnya tidak sebaik dibanding dengan anak kucing yang 
dibebaskan dan aktif bergerak. Jadi sepertinya kita aktif bergerak agar dapat 
belajar melihat. 
Pertanyaan penting dalam bidang persepsi visuil dan kontrol gerak adalah 
bagaimana otak kita dapat melakukannya untuk mencapai tujuan tersebut, me-
lihat dan bergerak. Pertanyaan ini bukan hal baru karena para filosof kuno telah 
mengemukakan hal tersebut. Walaupun pengetahuan kita tentang hal itu sudah 
banyak tetapi jawaban yang memuaskan belum didapat. Dengan kemajuan ilmu 
pengetahuan dapat diketahui bahwa otak dapat dilihat dari berbagai tingkatan 
yang berlainan. Dan setiap tingkat dari otak ini dapat dianalisa sudut pandang-
nya. Kita dapat melihat otak dari tingkat yang terdiri dari molekul-molekul, 
misalnya fisika dalam penghantaran signal dari syaraf atau daya generasi pro-
tein dalam otot. Kita dapat juga melihat otak dari tingkat yang terdiri dari 
sel-sel, misalnya dalam pengukuran aktivitas dari neuron pada saat daya visuil 
di stimulasi. Kita dapat melihat otak dari tingkat kelompok sel-sel neuron atau 
kelompok yang terdiri dari bagian-bagian, misalnya dalam pembuatan scanning 
pada lapisan otak. Juga pada tingkat yang lebih tinggi kita dapat melihat kerja 
otak dari sikap yang dibangkitkan otak, misalnya dengan memperlihatkan pola-
pola visuil dalam penglihatan dan menetapkan respon-responnya. Tingkat yang 
terendah dari kerja otak adalah dalam ilmu fisika dan kimia, tingkat menegah 
adalah dalam ilmu fisiologi dan tingkat yang tertinggi biasanya dalam ilmu psiko-
logi. Setiap tingkat tersebut terdapat lagi berbagai sudut pandang, yaitu sudut 
pandang teoritis, sudut pandang praktis lalu sudut pandang patologi dan sudut 
pandang non-patologi. Serta juga yang sering terlupakan sudut pandang orang 
yang awam. 
Tingkat observasi yang saya pergunakan dalam klasifikasi diatas adalah ting-
kat observasi yang paling abstrak. Sudut pandang saya adalah ilmu pasti. Saya 
mencoba membentuk suatu model dari sistem yang saya pelajari dengan mem-
pergunakan formula ilmu pasti yang eksplisit. Usaha untuk membentuk model 
abstrak dari sistem yang kompleks bukanlah hal baru. Metode ini sudah ada se-
jak masa perang dunia kedua, yaitu kibernetika. Penerapan metode kibernetika 
dalam biologi telah dimulai pada tahun enampuluhan. Dalam metode ini dipilih 
input yang bisa diukur (misalnya besarnya stimulus visuil pada retina) dan di-
pilih juga output yang bisa diukur (yaitu gerakan sebagai respon dari stimuli). 
Biasanya stimulus dan respon ini berupa deretan waktu dan stimulusnya dibawah 
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pengawasan peneliti. Kelebihan dari kibernetika adalah dapat ditentukannya hu-
bungan antara input dan output secara otomatis. Idenya adalah: dengan stimuli 
gemerisik (stimuli yang tidak jernih atau tidak teratur) yang panjang dapat mem-
berikan berbagai kemungkinan pola. Karena dalam stimuli yang gemerisik itu 
terdapat berbagai macam pola. Jadi dengan menggunakan stimuli yang gemeri-
sik kita dapat mengukur respon dari semua pola stimuli. Dengan sistem ini hal 
tersebut di atas dapat diterangkan dengan lengkap. 
Metode yang saya pergunakan yaitu metode dinamika, jauh berbeda dengan 
metode kibernetika, meskipun saya menghargai prinsip-prinsip kibernetika ini 
yang menggunakan model-model ilmu pasti. Untuk memahami perbedaan an-
tara kedua metode tersebut kita perhatikan pada dasar-dasar kibernetika, bahwa 
dari suatu sistem tidak terpengaruh oleh stimuli yang gemerisik. Dalam kehi-
dupan sehari-hari umumnya kita tidak terpengaruh oleh stimuli yang gemerisik 
(kecuali bila ada suatu "house party"), tetapi kita mengalami perubahan secara 
perlahan-lahan, lingkungan yang berstruktur. Tingkah-laku kita disesuaikan den-
gan input tersebut. Aspek yang penting yang disisihkan dalam kibernetika adalah 
sesuatu yang dalam arti lúas seperti "keadaan dari otak". Pendapat ini mengata-
kan bahwa persepsi bukan hanya dispesifikasi oleh stimuli yang terahir melainkan 
juga dari stimuli yang terdahulu atau stimuli yang kita harapkan serta yang juga 
dianggap penting, yaitu perhatian kita dalam menatap. Demikian pula sama 
halnya dalam motor-kontrol, bergerak bukan saja tergantung pada instruksi mo-
tor yang terahir tetapi juga tergantung dari instruksi yang terdahulu atau dari 
sifat-sifat yang telah dipelajari. Daya pandang pada manusia mempergunakan 
model intern ini untuk dapat melihat stimuli dengan lebih baik, misalnya dengan 
merubah sudut pandang, dengan kata lain merubah posisi dalam melihat. Den-
gan demikian terjadilah interaksi yang kompleks antara stimuli dan daya melihat. 
Stimuli yang gemerisik ini dipergunakan dalam kibernetika untuk melepaskan diri 
dari dampak interaksi tersebut di atas. Tetapi banyak juga dampak yang me-
narik yang ada hubungannya dengan persepsi manusia dan motor-kontrol dalam 
ikatannya dengan alam. 
Kekurangan dari kibernetika dalam pembentukan model dari tingkah-laku 
manusia ini bukanlah sesuatu yang baru, tetapi dianggap sebagai sesuatu yang 
tidak penting dan menghambat pembentukkan model-model dalam ilmu pasti. 
Pemakaian teori-teori dalam sistem dinamika yang modern merupakan arah baru, 
yang lebih memusatkan perhatiannya pada kompleksnya organisme biologi. Ke-
berhasilan dari metode saya dalam pembentukkan model-model dari kontrol sikap 
badan, menunjukkan bahwa ide-ide yang saya sebut terdahulu dapat diterapkan 
dalam proses abstrak bersikap tegak. Keberhasilan kibernetika terutama dalam 
pembentukkan model dari sistem perifer, hal ini disebabkan oleh ciri-ciri tingkah-
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laku kita tidak dapat dipengaruhi dalam tingkatan yang rendah. Misalnya, bila 
sinar jatuh pada retina, neuron-neuron dari korteks visuil di otak akan menjadi 
aktïf, tanpa terpengaruh oleh apapun yang sedang kita lakukan (asal saja kita 
tidak melakukan hal-hal yang drastis). Secara garis besar dapat kita katakan 
bahwa semakin kita dekat ke sistem perifer, maka semakin sulit kita mempen-
garuhi tingkah-laku kita. Persoalannya sekarang adalah pendekatan mana yang 
baik dan yang kita pilih dalam praktek, keduanya mempunyai kekurangan dan 
kelebihan. Tergantung dari sistem yang sedang kita pelajari, suatu metode akan 
lebih сосок dari metode yang lain. 
Kontrol visuil dari sikap badan 
Pada bagian 2 dan 3 dalam disertasi ini saya mempelajari persoalan dalam pen-
garuh kontrol visuil pada sikap badan (sikap berdiri tegak). Manusia hanya 
mempunyai dua kaki dan oleh karena itu sikap berdiri tegak pada manusia se­
cara mekanis tidak stabil. Tanpa suatu daya kontrol kita akan jatuh. Kita 
mempergunakan berbagai sumber informasi sehubungan dengan orientasi badan 
kita terhadap gaya berat untuk menstabilkan sikap kita. Bahwa kita memper­
gunakan berbagai macam sumber informasi dalam hal ini, merupakan suatu hal 
yang baru. Sejak diketahuinya organ keseimbangan di dalam tubuh kita di ba­
gian dalam dari organ pendengaran, dianggap bahwa hanya organ tersebut yang 
bertanggung-jawab mengatur keseimbangan badan kita. Pada saat-saat belak-
angan ini terbukti bahwa persepsi visuil merupakan hal yang penting dalam 
keseimbangan tubuh. Apabila kita bergerak, bayangan dari obyek-obyek yang 
berada di sekeliling kita juga akan bergerak pada jaring-jaring retina. Karena 
organ keseimbangan hanya mengukur peningkatan kecepatan suatu gerak maka 
organ ini tidak dapat mengukur gerakan yang lambat ataupun gerakan yang kon­
stan. Persoalan dalam kontrol sikap ini terpecahkan dengan adanya otak, dengan 
beranggapan bahwa visuil disekitar kita itu tidak bergerak. Sebagai akibatnya 
adalah bila visuil di sekitar kita bergerak pada retina maka kita merasa seakan-
akan kita yang bergerak. Contohnya adalah film-film pada layar yang besar di 
bioskop dan ilusi tentang kereta-api yang berangkat. Bila kereta-api lain yang 
berdampingan dengan kereta-api kita bergerak, kita menyangka bahwa kereta-api 
yang kita tumpangi yang bergerak. Ilusi ini memperlihatkan pentingnya berbagai 
sumber informasi dalam melihat: hanya dengan satu sumber informasi kita bisa 
keliru atau salah, tapi dengan berbagai sumber informasi kemungkinan untuk 
salah atau keliru adalah sangat kecil. Pada contoh kereta-api yang bergerak tadi, 
organ keseimbangan kita yang mengukur kecepatan, akan mendeteksi bahwa yang 
berangkat itu bukan kereta-api yang kita tumpangi. 
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Gambar 1 Ruangan yang bergerak. Apabila mangan mendekat, subyek akan 
berayun ke belakang karena subyek beranggapan akan jatuh ke depan. 
Dalam penelitian saya ini, dipergunakan kamar yang bergerak untuk mem-
bangkitkan respon sikap pada subyek manusia (lihat gambar 1). Kalau subyek 
dihadapkan pada suatu lingkungan visuil yang bergerak, maka subyek itu men-
ganggap babwa dia sendiri yang bergerak (kenyataannya ini benar adanya, tapi 
pada penelitian saya tidak). Kamar yang saya gunakan dalam penelitian sama se-
kali tidak bergerak, yang saya gunakan adalah stimuli yang bergerak-gerak yang 
dipantulkan ke dinding dengan pertolongan komputer. Pada stimuli ini saya 
ukur posisi mata dari subyek untuk menentukan koreksi proyeksi geometris din-
ding pada layar. Keuntungan dari stimuli yang diproduksi oleh komputer adalah 
bahwa saya dapat mengawasi waktu dan polanya. Sedangkan kerugiannya adalah 
stimuli ini terlihat tidak begitu nyata: komputer saya hanya dapat memproduksi 
140 titik-titik sinar. Subyek hanya melihat suatu pola yang berupa titik-titik 
ini, selebihnya semuanya gelap-gulita. Disekitar subyek tidak ada seberkas sinar 
sekalipun karena hai ini akan mempengaruhi subyek untuk bergerak. 
Telah saya sebutkan sebelumnya bahwa saya mencoba membentuk suatu mo-
del untuk mengontrol sikap dengan sistem dinamis. Karena hai ini bukan pen-
dekatan standard maka untuk keper luán ini saya merancang suatu metode dan 
perangkat lunak sendiri. Metode saya ini dapat diterapkan lebih umum diban-
dingkan dengan menganalisa dari suatu gerak visuil dan respon sikap dari subyek. 
Oleh karena itu saya akan membicarakannya tersendiri dengan lebih lanjut, den-
gan hasil-hasil dari penelitian saya. Metode ini tepat untuk meneliti hubungan 
waktu antara dua deretan waktu dari data oskilasi. Data yang ideal untuk me-
tode saya adalah dua deretan waktu yang tidak terlalu saling mempengaruhi 
secara amplitude melainkan saling mempengaruhi dalam karakter waktu. Bila 
kedua deretan waktu tersebut sangat berkaitan satu sama lain, dalam arti kedu-
anya menunjukkan karakter yang hampir sama, maka metode saya sama sekali 
tidak lebih baik daripada kibernetika. Fenomena-fenomena dalam biologi dan 
fisiologi dapat dianalisa dengan menggunakan metode saya ini. Metode ini dapat 
juga diterapkan dalam bidang lain seperti ekonomi. Banyak fenomena menun-
jukkan karakter yang periodik (seperti perkembangan ekonomi dan inflasi) dan 
saling mempengaruhi satu sama lain, tetapi keduanya tidak menunjukkan karak-
ter yang persis sama. Akan sangat menarik bila metode yang saya ciptakan dan 
kembangkan ini diterapkan dalam data-data tersebut diatas. 
Sebagai pendahuluan dalam pembagian dari metode yang saya pcrgunakan 
ini, saya mengambil contoh: relasi waktu antara bernafas dan langkah-langkah 
dalam berlari, amplitude dari keduanya rupanya sudah maksimal (kalau tidak 
maksimal, berarti kita masih bisa lebih cepat berlari) dan waktu dalam berlari 
adalah dinamikanya. Biasanya saya berlari empat langkah dalam satu kali nafas. 
Tentu saja tidak persis empat langkah dalam satu nafas: dari satu nafas ke na-
fas yang berikutnya terdapat variabilitas. Apabila saya capai maka variabelnya 
akan meningkat. Selanjutnya, bila saya sudah mulai berlari, akan mudah untuk 
menghindari hambatan-hambatan: apabila ritme saya harus berubah karena mi-
salnya harus melompati genangan air, maka saya akan mudah memperbaiki ritme 
saya kembali seperti semula. Kalau saya kemudian menjadi capai, maka memper-
baiki ritme seperti semula ini akan lebih lambat. Disini kita menemukan apa yang 
dinamakan stabiütas temporal: variabilitas dari panjangnya siklus melangkah di-
banding siklus bernafas dan kecepatan dalam proses memperbaiki ritme yang 
berubah ke ritme semula. Kedua kesatuan tersebut adalah pokok pembicaraan 
pada bagian 2 dalam disertasi ini. Dan yang terpenting adalah kedua kesatuan 
tersebut yang mengukur stabilitas temporal. Dari sini kita harapkan kedua ke-
satuan itu saling berkovariasi bila suatu parameter tertentu (misalnya kondisi 
badán saya) bervariasi. Bila saya terus berlari maka saya menjadi tambah capai 
lagi dan kadang-kadang saya mengambil lima langkah dalam satu kali bernafas. 
Tentu saja saya akan tetap berusaha berlari empat langkah dalam satu kali ber-
nafas jadi 4 banding 1, tapi kadang-kadang tidak bisa dan saya akan berlari lima 
langkah dalam satu kali bernafas yaitu 5 banding 1. Hubungan waktu yang tetap 
ini (bila saya masih "fit" ) disebut ¡coordinasi mutlak dan hubungan variabel den-
gan perubahan ritme disebut ¡coordinasi relatif. Ahirnya, apabila saya hampir 
mencapai batas (dan sudah bisa melihat finish) maka tidak ada hubungan yang 
erat lagi antara ritme dari bernafas dengan berlari, ini disebut koordinasi ab-
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G ámbar 2 Contoh dati dua deretan waktu dengan stabilita^ temporal yang 
tinggi. Jalur-jalur pada dua deretan waktu ini digambarkan pada baris tera-
tas, dari sini diperlihatkan pada baris terbawah deretan waktu dari fase rela-
tif. Untuk memperlihatkan dampak dari gemerisiknya dengan lebih jelas, saya 
tambahkan gemerisik ini setelah terjadi gangguan/hambatan. 
sensi. Menghilangnya hubungan waktu antara dua ritme tersebut adalah pokok 
pembicaraan pada bagian 3 dari disertasi ini. 
Dengan pertolongan gambar 2 dan 3 dapat jelas terlihat ukuran-ukuran dari 
stabilitas temporal1. Pada gambar 2 baris paling atas tertera deretan waktu 
dari dua ritme, yang menunjukkan perbandingan satu banding satu karena ke-
duanya itu mempunyai jumlah periode yang sama. Jadi dua deretan ini bukan 
memperlihatkan bagaimana saya berlari ( 4 banding 1) tetapi memperlihatkan 
lompatan seekor kangguru. Perubahan ini tidak penting. Kemudian terlihat juga 
bahwa satu dari dua deretan itu sangat teratur (anggap ini sebagai nafasnya) 
dan yang gemerisik atau tidak teratur (anggap ini dalam melompat). Dalam 12 
'Data pada gambar ini saya buat dengan bantuan kompilier. 
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Gambar 3 Contoh dari dua deretan waktu dengan stabilitas temporal yang 
rendan. 
detik pertama saya perlihatkan hubungan waktu yang tertentu. Kedua deretan 
itu berada tepat dalam suatu fase. Jelas bahwa hubungan antara keduanya mu-
dah ditentukan. Pada hitungan ke 12 detik terjadi perubahan mendadak dari 
bernafas, kemudian terlihat hubungan waktu yang gemerisik atau tidak teratur: 
kadang-kadang dapat terlihat bernafas terjadi sebelum melompat dan kadang-
kadang bernafas sesudah melompat. Pada deretan paling bawah dari gambar 2 
saya gambar hubungan waktu tersebut. Tanda positif (+) menunjukkan lompa-
tan mendahului bernafas dan tanda négatif (-) menunjukkan bernafas mendahului 
melompat. Kemudian setelah terjadi perubahan ritme yang mendadak terlihat 
melompat terjadi jauh setelah bernafas. Kangguru elektronis ini memerlukan 
waktu beberapa detik untuk kembali ke fase semula. Pada gambar 2 terlihat 
bahwa sang kangguru dalam stamina yang baik: hubungan waktunya tidak ter-
lalu banyak berubah dan dapat cepat memperbaiki keadaan semula setelah terjadi 
perubahan, ini berarti bahwa stabilitas temporalnya tinggi. Berlawanan dengan 
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hal ini, pada gambar 3 saya perlihatkan bahwa sang kangguru berada dalam kea-
daan capai. Hubungan waktunya sangat berubah-ubah dan sangat lambat untuk 
kembali ke keadaan semula setelah terjadi gangguan ritme, jadi disini stabilitas 
temporalnya rendah. 
Jalur-jalur dari bernafas dan melompat 
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Gambar 4 Contoh dari dua deretan waktu dengan koordinasi relatif. 
Gambar 2 dan 3 memperlihatkan koordinasi mutlak, karena kedua deretan 
waktunya mempunyai jumlah periode yang sama. Pada gambar 4 saya perli-
hatkan koordinasi relatif. Dalam hal ini sang kangguru elektronis bernafas lebih 
cepat daripada waktu yang diperlukan untuk melompat. Pada baris terbawah 
dari gambar 4 hal ini dapat terlihat, yaitu kurvenya menghilang di bagian ba-
wah dan timbul kembali di bagian atas. Perhatikan bahwa pada kedua deretan 
waktu tersebut cenderung mempunyai selisih waktu yang tertentu. Apabila terli-
hat selisih waktu tersebut maka frekwensi dalam melompat hampir sama dengan 
frekwensi dalam bernafas: kejadian ini mempunyai interval yang panjang, yaitu 
kira-kira 20 detik. Kemudian melompat tidak dapat lagi mengikuti atau menyu-
sul bernafas (dengan waktu kira-kira 25 detik) dan melompat akan tertinggal dua 
siklus dari bernafas. 
Selanjutnya, setelah kata pengantar dari metode yang saya kembangkan ini 
untuk menganalisa respon sikap, akan saya uraikan hasil dari penelitian yang 
saya lakukan. Pada penelitian pertama (bagian 2) saya merubah jarak rata-rata 
antara dinding dan subyek. Sudah jelas bahwa jarak mempengaruhi stabilitas 
sikap: dalam sejumlah ayunan badán dari subyek, obyek yang lebih dekat ke 
subyek akan bergerak lebih cepat pada retina daripada obyek yang letaknya lebih 
jauh. Misalnya pekerja-pekerja bangunan yang bekerja di bangunan yang tinggi, 
pekerja ini akan lebih sering berayun-ayun, karena obyek visuil yang terdekat 
seperti batas dengan gedung yang bersebelahan menjadi jauh. Di dalam peneli-
tian, dindingnya saya gerak-gerakan secara berkala dengan amplitude yang kecil 
(4 centimeter) dan dengan frekwensi yang rendah (0.2 Hz) dengan arah maju 
atau mundur. Gerakan dinding ini sangat perlahan sehingga subyek tidak meny-
adarinya. Subyek berayun-ayun mengikuti ayunan dinding dan biasanya berayun 
dalam satu fase, jadi seperti sang kangguru elektronis yang saya terangkan pada 
alinea sebelumnya. Dari data ini saya hitung apa yang dinamakan deretan waktu 
dari fase relatif, ini dapat terlihat dari selisih antara gerakan pada dinding dan 
gerakan pada subyek. Rangkaian waktu dari fase relatif ini tidak konstan dan 
berubah-ubah pada nilai rata-rata. Besar dari perubahan-perubahan tersebut 
di atas ditentukan dengan mempergunakan deviasi sudut, ini merupakan satu 
dari ukuran-ukuran untuk stabilitas temporal. Kadang-kadang saya rubah arah 
dari gerakan dindingnya (lihat gambar 3): subyek akan berada di luar fase dan 
diperlukan waktu untuk kembali berada dalam fase kembali. Waktu yang diper-
gunakan ini dinamakan waktu relaksasi dan ini merupakan ukuran kedua untuk 
stabilitas temporal. Yang saya manipulasi dalam penelitian saya ini adalah va-
riasi jarak ke dinding. Menurut saya, stabilitas temporal akan menjadi tinggi 
bila dinding terletak lebih dekat ke subyek, dan stabilitas temporal akan rendah 
bila dinding terletak jauh. Selain itu saya temukan jumlah kovariasi yang besar 
antara kedua ukuran stabilitas temporal tersebut, yaitu deviasi sudut dan waktu 
relaksasi. Hasilnya memperlihatkan bahwa model dinamis yang linier (diuraikan 
di bagian 3.2) yang dapat dengan jelas menunjukkan aspek-aspek waktu dari 
kontrol sikap dalam lingkungan visuil. Satu detail dari model tersebut, ampli-
tude responnya, tidak dilaporkan dengan baik. Oleh karena itu saya melakukan 
penelitian kedua yang akan saya uraikan pada alinea berikut ini. 
Pada penelitian kedua (bagian 3) saya ubah-ubah frekwensi dari dinding yang 
beroskilasi, dengan menentukan kecepatan konstannya. Kenapa mengubah-ubah 
frekwensi ini sangat menarik, ada beberapa alasan. Pertama: organ keseim-
bangan badan berupa filter yang hanya mengenal frekwensi-frekwensi yang relatif 
tinggi (ini merupakan satu dari beberapa sebab terjadinya ilusi kereta-api, yang 
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hal ini tidak berlaku pada kapal-terbang). Kedua: sulit secara mekanis mengukur 
frekweosi yang tinggi karena sikap badán sebagian besar diatur dari tumit kaki 
(bila kita berdiri pada dasar yang kuat). Hasil yang terpenting dari penelitian ini 
adalah kontrol sikap terjadi tidak hanya dari kompensasi dari gerakan-gerakan 
yang baru diterima. Sepertinya subyek mempelajari dinamika ini sedemikian 
rupa (ini merupakan persoalan dalam kibernetika). Yang saya maksud belajar 
disini adalah subyek menerima gerakan-gerakan dari lingkungan sekitarnya dan 
selanjutnya subyek menghasilkan gerakan-gerakan ini secara aktif. Subyek ti-
dak dapat mengikuti ritme dalam frekwensi yang tinggi. Yang sangat menarik 
disini karena subyek tidak begitu saja menyerah tapi tetap berusaha mengikuti 
ritme yang cepat tersebut sampai ahirnya terjadi koordinasi relatif, tanpa subyek 
menyadarinya. 
Laporan penelitian yang saya lakukan pada dua bagian pertama di disertasi 
ini, dapat dikembangkan dengan berbagai cara. Di bawah ini saya sebutkan be-
berapa ide. Pertama, metode ini dapat diterapkan dalam membuat diagnose di 
bidang kedokteran. Gangguan pada keseimbangan dapat diakibatkan oleh penya-
kit pada organ keseimbangan dan juga disebabkan karena amputasi dari sebagian 
kaki. Pada amputasi, pasien belajar dari mula lagi untuk dapat berjalan dengan 
bantuan prothese. Latihan berjalan ini dilakukan di rumah-sakit, dalam ling-
kungan yang aman dan dapat diduga oleh pasien. Kenyataannya banyak pasien 
yang mendapat kesulitan dalam berjalan sepulangnya dari rumah-sakit. Sebagian 
dari persoalan ini disebabkan karena diagnostik dalam kedokteran ditentukan se-
cara kasar. Kita mengenal beberapa test untuk mengukur keseimbangan dengan 
mengukur ayunan amplitude, tetapi ini bukan indikasi yang diperlukan untuk 
keseimbangan. Konsep saya mengenai stabilitas merupakan indikator yang lebih 
baik, karena mencakup stabilitas dalam keadaan yang tidak diduga (antara lain 
dalam waktu relaksasi). 
Ide berikutnya adalah untuk merubah struktur dari lingkungan visuil. Se-
benarnya ini adalah ide semula dalam proyek saya, tapi sampai saat ini belum 
dapat saya lakukan (ma'af ya Stan). Saya selalu menggunakan dinding karena 
dinding ini mempunyai jarak yang tetap dengan subyek (berbeda misalnya bila 
menggunakan terowongan) dan ini lebih mudah dalam membuat model-model 
matematika. Subyek hanya menerima satu bayangan yang bergerak dari seki-
tarnya, di sini subyek harus mengira-ngira keadaan sekitarnya. Subyek dapat 
mempergunakan invarian diferensial (lihat bagian 5) dan akan dipilih stimuli 
untuk menguji invarian diferensial yang mana yang dipakai. 
Ide ketiga adalah untuk menguji hipotesa bahwa subyek mempelajari dina-
mika ini. Ini dapat diuji dengan menggunakan stimuli dengan merubah frekwensi, 
dan tidak seperti dalam penelitian saya yang merubah fase. Apabila subyek mem-
pelajari dinamika ini dengan lebih baik maka subyek akan lebih cepat menyesu-
aikan diri dengan frekwensi yang baru. 
Persepsi visuil dari bentuk obyek 
Dalam bagian 4 dan 5 pada disertasi ini, saya membicarakan persoalan visuil 
persepsi dari permukaan dengan tiga dimensi. Persepsi manusia menggunakan 
beberapa sumber informasi dalam menerima obyek tiga dimensi yang tidak di-
kenal. Informasi yang penting adalah gerakan dari bayangan suatu obyek pada 
retina bila kita (dilihat dari obyek tersebut) bergerak. Pembagian kecepatan 
yang disebabkan oleh gerakan ini, berbeda untuk obyek yang satu dan obyek 
yang lain. Di bagian kiri pada gambar 5, saya gambar lingkaran yang dipenubi 
titik-titik (lingkaran itu sendiri tidak terlihat, seperti gelas bening). Saya gam-
bar juga proyeksi dari lingkaran tersebut pada bidang yang datar. Proyeksi ini 
terlihat seperti kabut titik-titik. Dengan gerakan rotasi kabut titik-titik ini akan 
membentuk suatu jalan pendek. Kumpulan dari jalan pendek ini disebut medan 
kecepatan (lihat bagian kanan dalam gambar 5). Dalam gambar 5 kembali saya 
gambar medan kecepatan ini dari sudut pandang frontal. Apabila kita hanya me-
lihat medan dari kecepatan tersebut akan sulit untuk melihat bentuk obyek yang 
dibentuk oleh medan ini. Tetapi bila saya perlihatkan vektor-vektor kecil dari 
medan kecepatan ini pada layar komputer, maka seluruh bentuk dari obyek akan 
terdeteksi. Jadi otak kita sanggup menggambarkan bentuk suatu obyek dengan 
tepat melalui medan kecepatan. 
Gambar 5 Medan kecepatan. Pada gambar kiri digambarkan sebuah bola 
dan proyeksinya. Apabila bola ini berputar seperti pada gambar kanan, maka 
akan terjadi medan kecepatan pada gambar proyeksinya. 
Problem dalam persepsi visuil dari bentuk tiga dimensi yang saya bicarakan 
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pada bagian 4 dan 5, adalah saling mengisi dengan problem yang saya bicarakan 
pada bagian 2 dan 3. Dalam bagian 2 dan 3 saya meneliti bagaimana persepsi 
visuil gerak memperaruhi gerak dari subyek. Kedua persoalan ini memperlihat-
kan peranan ganda dari gerak visuil: hal ini disebabkan oleb gerak subyek yaitu 
subyek ingin mengetahui mïsalnya arah geraknya sendiri, juga hal ini dapat dise-
babkan oleh obyek misalnya ingin mengetahui bentuk obyek itu. 
Gambar 6 Pandangan dari depan suatu medan kecepatan dari bola yang 
berputar. 
Bagaimana otak kita bisa menentukan bentuk suatu obyek melalui medan 
kecepatan? Dengan memperhatikan medan kecepatan pada gambar 5, akan terli-
hat pembagian kecepatannya halus, dengan kata lain arah dari vektor-vektornya 
teratur. Bila medan kecepatan terbagi tidak secara halus (misalnya butir-butir 
salju dalam badai) maka kita tidak bisa melihat suatu bentuk (yang memang 
demikian dalam badai salju). Kehalusan dalam medan kecepatan ini disebab-
kan oleh kehalusan dari obyek itu sendiri: bila pada obyek terdapat tepi (seperti 
pada kubus misalnya) maka medan kecepatannya tidak kontinu (pada deviasi per-
tama). Saya batasi perhatian saya hanya pada obyek-obyek yang halus, karena 
ini lebih mudah dit inj au dari sudut matematika. 
Dengan cara ini persoalan dalam matematika dapat kita sisibkan karena otak 
kita dapat menemukan jalan keluarnya, dengan kata lain otak dapat menerima 
bentuk dari suatu obyek. Persoalan ini dikenal dengan nama persoalan bentuk 
dari gerak. Selain bentuk dari obyek, masih terdapat sejumlah hal-hal lain yang 
membuat persoalan ini semakin rumit. Pertama, obyek bergerak dengan kecepa-
tan yang tidak kita ketahui. Kedua, besarnya jarak juga tidak diketahui, selain 
itu kita melihat obyek tersebut dari sudut tertentu (seperti balnya bila kita me-
lihat sebuah lukisan dari sudut miring). Beberapa kemungkinan bagaimana otak 
memecahkan masalah tersebut di atas. Mungkin otak menghitung dari pem-
bagian kecepatannya. Pemecaban masalah bentuk dari suatu gerak yang secara 
langsung dihitung dari besarnya adalah sangat rumit, dan ini sangat tidak mung-
kin dilakukan otak. Kemungkinan lain dalam melukiskan ukuran-ukuran bentuk 
ini adalah dengan menghitungnya langsung dari medan kecepatan. Cara ini saya 
pergunakan pada bagian 5 dalam disertasi ini. Yang terahir, dapat juga kita 
gunakan informasi lain yang non-visuil. Misalnya apabila kita bergerak, dari 
kecepatan kita dalam bergerak dapat kita deteksi bentuk dari suatu obyek. Hal 
ini saya uji pada bagian 4. 
Persoalan saya yang pertama dalam persepsi visuil dari bentuk adalah apakah 
subyek secara langsung mempergunakan informasi dari gerak yang dilakukannya 
dalam persepsi bentuk. Bila benar begitu maka pemecahan masalah dari bentuk 
suatu gerak akan mudah saja (dengan menganggap bahwa obyek tidak bergerak): 
perbandingan dari kecepatan subyek dan kecepatan obyek pada retina menyata-
kan suatu jarak pada suatu obyek dan dengan menghitung semua jarak ini dapat 
kita ketahui bentuknya. Saya mengujinya dengan mempergunakan bidang yang 
rata dan bidang yang berbentuk cembung yang saya perlihatkan pada subyek. 
Subyek berdiri berhadapan dengan layar yang besar, dan subyek bergerak (be-
rayun) kekanan dan kekiri. Obyek-obyeknya distimulasi oleh komputer dengan 
feedback dari posisi utama, seperti pada penelitian dengan kontrol sikap. Obye-
knya diselubungi dengan titik-titik seperti pada gambar 5. Subyek harus menye-
butkan apakah gambar pada layar tersebut datar, cembung atau cekung. Apabila 
bentuknya sangat melengkung, dalam arti sangat cembung atau sangat cekung 
maka subyek akan memberikan jawaban yang benar. Sedangkan bila bentuknya 
tidak terlalu melengkung, biasanya subyek akan menyebutkan bahwa gambar ter-
sebut datar, dan ini tidak benar. Apabila bentuk gambar datar, makan subyek 
akan menyatakan datar, juga bila bidang tersebut agak cembung atau agak ce-
kung. Jadi saya dapat menggunakan persentasi dari jawaban yang benar (score) 
sebagai ukuran kwalitas persepsi subyek. Dengan kondisi bahwa bila subyek itu 
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sendiri bergerak, maka subyek akan mempergunakan segala informasi dari kece-
patan geraknya sendiri dalam persepsi. Saya membandingkan score dalam kondisi 
subyek yang bergerak dan mendapatkan informasi dari kecepatan geraknya sen-
diri dengan kondisi subyek yang kurang atau tidak mendapatkan informasi ini 
sama sekali. 
Dalam kondisi gerak ini saya telah mengukur dan mencatat gerakan utama 
dari subyek. Gerakan-gerakan utama ini saya gunakan untuk memproduksi sti-
muli yang sama pada retina dari subyek yang tidak bergerak. Ini saya lakukan 
dengan menfiksasi kepala subyek agar tetap diam, dengan pertolongan sebuah 
tongkat, subyek berdiri tegak dan menopang dagunya pada tongkat ini lalu saya 
produksi stimuli pada layar seperti suatu fílm. Saya perlihatkan dua macam sti-
muli pada subyek. Yaitu: (1) obyek-obyek yang ditranslasi, yaitu obyek bergerak 
persis seperti gerakan subyek dalam kondisi gerak dari subyek, dan disini subyek 
barus melakukan gerakan mata untuk menfiksasi obyek. (2) Obyek yang berotasi, 
yaitu suatu gerakan yang pada retina persis sama seperti kondisi sebelumnya bila 
fiksasi berlangsung sempurna, dan subyek banya perlu melihat kedepan untuk 
dapat menfiksasi obyek. Secara keseluruban saya mempunyai tiga kondisi: kon-
disi gerak dari subyek, disini subyek mendapatkan segala informasi dari geraknya 
sendiri, lalu kondisi translasi, disni subyek mendapatkan informasi hanya dari ge-
rakan matanya, dan kondisi rotasi, disini subyek mendapatkan informasi hanya 
dari stimulus visuil itu sendiri. Dari basii penelitian didapat bahwa score yang 
tertinggi didapat dari kondisi rotasi, yaitu subyek tidak mendapatkan informasi 
dari kecepatan obyek. Jadi subyek tidak menggunakan informasi langsung dari 
geraknya sendiri dalam persepsi bentuk. Apabila subyek dapat melakukannya 
maka score yang tertinggi akan didapat dari kondisi gerak dari subyek. Terlihat 
sejak semula bahwa informasi pada gerak dari subyek dipergunakan untuk dapat 
menfiksasi obyek dengan lebib baik. Dari hasil penelitian dapat diketahui bahwa 
subyek cenderung mempergunakan geraknya sendiri (yaitu dengan berayun ke-
kanan dan kekiri) untuk dapat menentukan cembung atau cekung. Saya akan 
membicarakan hal ini kembali pada bagian 5. 
Persoalan saya yang kedua dalam persepsi visuil dari suatu bentuk adalah 
bentuk dari problematika gerak. Saya tunda dulu diskusi mengenai arti bentuk 
atau lebih tepat lagi kesatuan mana yang saya pakai untuk menerangkan suatu 
bentuk. Disini intuisï dapat membantu kita: kita cenderung menamakannya bola 
walaupun bola itu besar atau sangat kecil sekalipun. Jadi perbedaannya hanya 
pada besar atau kecilnya saja. Kesatuan dari suatu bentuk yang tidak tergan-
tung dari besarnya disebut indeks bentuk. Suatu hal yang baru dari cara yang 
saya pakai adalah saya menghitung bentuk indeks ini secara langsung dari me· 
dan kecepatan, dengan membuat beberapa ketentuan. Untuk dapat mengerti 
apa yang saya maksud dengan menghitung secara ìangsung, kita harus meli-
hat sesuatu yaitu dengan melihatnya dari persoalan bergerak. Penyelesaiannya 
adalah: menuliskan sejumlah persamaan-persamaan sebanyak jumlah parameter 
yang belum diketahui, kemudian persamaan-persamaan yang berhubungan non-
liniar ini diselesaikan secara aljabar. Dengan cara penyelesaian ini kita dapatkan 
informasi secara bersamaan dari semua parameter yang tidak diketahui. Pada 
manusia hai ini tidak perlu optimal: dalam matematika parameter-parameter 
yang berlainan pada persamaan tersebut semuanya serupa, tapi akan sangat 
berbeda dalam persepsi sehari-hari. Subyek dapat menggunakan informasi lain 
untuk mengira-ngira suatu gerak: pada bagian 4 saya gambarkan bahwa sub-
yek dapat menggunakan arah geraknya untuk persepsi suatu bentuk. Selan-
jutnya jarak sampai pada obyek dan orientasi dari obyek yang disebabkan oleh 
suatu gerak akan berubah, sedangkan bentuk dari obyek adalah inherent, dengan 
kata lain bentuk dari suatu obyek tidak akan berubah. Kembali ke cara yang 
saya pakai ini, yang saya maksud menghitungnya secara langsung adalah saya 
tidak menghitung parameter-parameter lainnya yang tidak berhubungan dengan 
bentuk. Kunci dari cara perhitungan saya ini adalah konsep invariansi pada rotasi 
bidang bayangan. Pada invariansi tidak digunakan cara dengan memilih arah ter-
tentu pada bidang bayangan. Jadi saya tulis semua persamaan-persamaan saya 
sedemikian rupa sehingga tidak tergantung pada oriantasi dari sistem koordinasi 
suatu bidang bayangan. 
Medan kecepatan yang ditimbulkan oleh suatu gerak dari obyek yang halus, 
dapat dipisah-pisahkan sesuai dengan derajatnya. Derajat nol adalah ketentuan 
dari medan kecepatan dengan suatu konstanta, yang berarti semua vektor pada 
medan kecepatan adalah sejajar atau pararel satu sama lain. Dapat dibukti-
kan bahwa istilah derajat nol itu sendiri adalah invarian, yaitu apa yang disebut 
translasi. Pada gambar 7 saya perlihatkan komposisi invarian yang terpisah-pisah 
dari medan kecepatan dari bola yang berputar. Pada gambar 5, gambar bola ini 
terlihat pada setiap baris mempunyai derajat yang berlainan. Pada baris teratas 
terlihat gerak translasi yang memberikan kecepatan rata-ratanya. Invarian dari 
medan kecepatan ini tergantung pada jarak sampai pada obyek: apabila jarak 
sampai pada obyek diperpanjang dua kali maka gerak translasinya menjadi dua 
kali lebih kecil. Tentu saja gerak translasi inipun tergantung pada kecepatan 
dari subyek, tapi ini berlaku untuk semua invariansi, mereka akan berbeda satu 
sama lain tergantung dari besar jaraknya. Himpunan pertama terdiri dari em-
pat kesatuan: variasi spasiel liniar dari komponen yang horisontal dari medan 
kecepatan, dengan arah yang vertikal dan horisontal dan variasi spasiel liniar 
dari komponen yang vertical dari medan kecepatan, dengan arah yang horis-
ontal dan vertikal. Keempat kesatuan ini tergantung pada sistem koordinasi. 
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Gambar 7 Pemisahan dalam invarian-invarian dari medan kecepatan suatu 
bola yang berputar. Agar lebih jelas saya gunakan skala yang berbeda-beda 
untuk setiap invadan. 
Apabila kita membalik halaman seperempat balikan, maka bidang yang vertikal 
menjadi horisontal dan juga sebaliknya. Jelas dari uraian saya di atas, bahwa va­
riasi spasiel liniar adalah tidak invarian (jadi artinya varian, tapi tidak ada yang 
memakai istilah ini). Kenyataannya memang beberapa kombinasi tertentu dari 
variasi spasiel liniar adalah invarian. Hal ini tergambar pada gambar 7. Dari 
kiri ke kanan kita dapatkan divergensi, rotasi dan deformasi. Divergensi ada­
lah eguivalen dengan ekspansi atau kontraksi, pada rotasi sumbunya tegak lurus 
pada gambar bayangan dan deformasi dengan ekspansi ke suatu arah yang tegak 
lurus dan kontraksi ke suatu arah lain yang tegak lurus dengan arah ekpansi. 
Dengan cara yang sama kita dapat pisah-pisahkan komposisi dari variasi-variasi 
kwadrat pada medan kecepatan. Himpunan kedua dari invariansi adalah gradien 
dari divergensi, gradien rotasi dan deformasi ganda. Invarian-invarian ini saya 
gambarkan di baris terbawah pada gambar 7. Medan vektor dari gradien pada 
divergensi menunjukkan kontraksi pada sisi kiri dan menunjukkan ekspansi pada 
sisi kanan: jadi divergensinya tidak konstan melainkan berubah-ubah dari kiri ke 
kanan, ini menghasilkan suatu gradien. Medan vektor dari gradien pada rotasi 
menunjukkan putaran sesuai dengan arah jarum jam pada bagian atas dan ber-
lawanan dengan arah jarum jam pada bagian bawah: rotasi ini berubah-ubah ke 
atas dan ke bawah, yang menghasilkan suatu gradien. Deformasi ganda susah 
dimengerti secara intuisi, oleh karena itu mungkin sayalah orang yang pertama 
yang mempergunakan deformasi ganda ini dalam persepsi bentuk. 
Saya menemukan bahwa nilai mutlak dari indeks bentuk dapat dihitung dari 
panjang deformasi ganda dan jumlah dua gradien (gradien yang divergen dan 
gradien yang rotasi). Tanda dari indeks bentuk (apakah obyek itu cembung 
atau cekung) tidak dapat saya ketahui hanya dari medan kecepatan. Tanda 
tersebut mungkin bisa didapat dari gerakan dari subyek sendiri. Hai ini saya 
buktikan pada bagian 4. Selanjutnya saya temukan beberapa karakteristik lain-
nya, seperti arah dari lengkungan maksimal, yang juga dapat dijelaskan dengan 
invarian-invarian. Dalam cara perhitungan saya, saya harus membuat beberapa 
ketentuan-ketentuan. Ketentuan-ketentuan ini dapat digunakan untuk persepsi 
sehari-hari tapi juga dapat digunakan untuk menguji suatu teori penelitian. Se-
lain itu cara saya menghitung indeks bentuk mudah diprogramkan dalam kom-
puter dan digambarkan kembali oleh komputer pada layar. Hal ini dapat diper-
gunakan untuk menangkap atau melihat bentuk dari suatu obyek, yang bergerak 
dihadapan kamera, dalam situasi: gerakan kamera tidak diketahui. 
Keberhasilan dalam menemukan pemecahan pada suatu persoalan akan me-
nimbulkan persoalan baru, hal ini berlaku juga dalam penelitian saya. Menurut 
saya ada beberapa cara untuk mengembangkan penelitian saya pada bagian 4. 
Dari sudut penelitian, akan menarik untuk mengukur gerak mata (rotasi mata 
pada lekuk mata) pada gerakan kepala yang tidak tertentu. Walaupun tam-
paknya mudah, tapi sampai saat ini belum pernah dilakukan, hal ini terutama 
disebabkan karena persoalan tehnis. Dengan mengukur gerakan mata akan mem-
perkuat konklusi pada bagian 4, karena pernyataan saya itu berdasarkan hipotese 
berikut, fiksasi dari obyek akan berlainan pada setiap kondisi gerakan mata yang 
berbeda-beda. Teori-teori yang saya kembangkan pada bagian 5 dapat dibuktikan 
dengan menguji hipotese-hipotesenya. Misalnya yang menarik adalah memperli-
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hatkan obyek-obyek pada suatu sudut dan menggerak-gerakannya ke depan dan 
ke belakang. 
Teori pada bagian 5 dapat diperluas dengan berbagai cara. Misalnya dengan 
mencoba menghindari medan vektor yang halus dengan memperkirakan invarian-
invariannya secara langsung distribusi sinar dari suatu obyek yang bergerak. Da-
lam kebidupan sehari-hari (juga kebidupan robot) tidak terlihat medan kece-
patannya seperti yang terdapat dalam gambar 5, melainkan permukaan dari 
obyek-obyek. Setiap bagian dari suatu obyek mempunyai sinar bayangan yang 
berlainan, tetapi kehalusan distribusi sinarnya di setiap bagian berbeda-beda. 
Apabila obyek bergerak maka distribusi sinar dari obyek tersebut juga bergerak 
pada retina kita. Untuk mendapatkan medan kecepatan ini tidak selalu bisa 
dengan distribusi sinar yang berbeda-beda, karena permukaannya mungkin be-
rupa warna putib yang homogen. Dan hal ini tidaklah penting karena kita tidak 
tertarik dengan medan kecepatan melainkan perhatian kita tertuju pada invarian-
invarian diferensial (karena dari sini kita bisa mènent ukan suatu bent uk). 
Cara lain untuk mengembangkan teori ini adalah dengan mempergunakan de-
rajat ketiga dari invarian-invarian. Hal ini berhubungan erat dengan lengkung-
gradien dan juga dengan apa yang disebut lengkung parabolis pada permukaan 
(lengkung-lengkung ini memisahkan konkaf atau cekung dan konveks atau cem-
bung). Cara lain lagi misalnya membuat model-model dari medan reseptif dari 
visuil selaput otak. Disini terdapat beberapa persoalan yang menarik dalam ma-
tematika. Apabila medan vektor dari invarian murni danggap sebagai medan 
reseptif maka persoalan yang kita hadapi adalah seperti detektor untuk gradien 
dari divergensi (lihat gambar 7, bawah) akan bereaksi dengan translasi murni 
(lihat gambar 7, atas). Ini disebabkan oleh kenyataan dari medan vektor dari 
derajat nol dan derajat dua yang tidak tegak lurus satu sama lain. Pada urnum-
nya berlaku bahwa semua invarian dari derajat yang sama saling tegak lurus 
satu sama lain dan semua invarian dengan derajat bilangan genap akan tegak 
lurus dengan derajat bilangan ganjil. Tetapi invarian-invarian dari derajat bi-
langan genap yang berbeda-beda dan yang dari derajat bilangan ganjil yang 
berbeda-beda adalah tidak saling tegak lurus. Jadi tantangannya adalah men-
ean pemisahan-pemisahan lain dari invarian-invarian sedemikian rupa sehingga 
semua invarian saling tegak lurus. Dan pengembangan yang menarik dari kedua 
studi persepsi ini adalah membentuk suatu model yang dinamis dari persepsi 
bentuk: ini akan merupakan suatu jembatan yang menghubungi persepsi visuil 
dan ide-ide dibalik model-model yang terdapat pada bagian 2 dan bagian 3. Mo-
del dinamis dari persepsi bentuk ini akan membantu dan memperbaiki sebagian 
besar kekurangan-kekurangan pada model dalam bagian 5, misalnya pemecahan 
masalahnya yang hanya berlaku untuk medan kecepatan saat ini. Apabila kita 
melihat suatu obyek bergerak maka medan kecepatannya akan berubah sesuai 
dengan jalannya waktu. Subyek dapat (dan memang juga dilakukan oleh subyek) 
mempergunakan informasi dari saat-saat atau waktu yang panjang untuk mend-
apatkan ide yang lebih baik tentang bentuk obyek. Banyak ide dari dinamika 
yang dapat diterapkan dalam persepsi. Konsep terpenting dari dinamika adalah 
stabilitas. Konsep ini juga sangat penting dalam persepsi karena seperti yang 
kita ketahui bahwa beberapa persepsi akan lebih stabil dari persepsi yang lain. 
Kubus Necker (gambar garis dari sebuah kubus) dapat dilihat dengan dua cara: 
sisi mana yang merupakan bagian depan kubus, hal ini tidak pasti, tergantung 
dari subyek yang melihatnya dan yang memberikan informasi tambahan dari ku-
bus ini. Apabila kita mengamati kubus Necker ini dalam waktu yang lebih lama, 
maka kita akan menarik beberapa kesimpulan: persepnya tidak stabil. Dengan 
memberikan informasi tambahan seperti mengarsir (membuat garis-garis halus 
yang sejajar) maka kubus akan terlihat lebih stabil dan subyek akan menarik ha-
nya satu kesimpulan. Jadi kita dapat menarik beberapa kesimpulan dalam suatu 
kesatuan waktu sebagai ukuran untuk stabilitas, seperti halnya dengan fluktuasi 
dari fase yang relatif, yang saya gunakan sebagai stabilitasi pada penelitian saya 
dalam kontrol sikap. Pengembagan ini akan sangat luas karena konsep-konsep 
baru akan tetap bertambah dalam suatu teori. 
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• Pre-calibratcd 3D coordinate system 
• Folly automatic data collection 
• 100% positive marker discrimination 
• True real time 3d and rigid body data 
• Miniature, active, "point source" markers 
• Tracking of up to 256 markers 
• Installed in over 60 climes and labs 
world-wide 
• RMS accuracies-of .45mm* 
• Alternate configuration for multi-lateral 
views or larger volumes 
Northern Digital Inc. 
403 Albert street, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L 3V2 
Telephone (519) 884-5142 Fax: (519) 884-5184 
Email: salesOndlgltal.com 1-800-285-2741 (US. only) 
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Innovatie vanuit motivatie: 
Hewlett-Packard ! 
Het suecos van Hewletl-
Packard is het succes van 
de vernieuwing. 
Geen innovatie omwille 
van de innovatie, maar 
een voortdurend streven 
om technologische ver-
nieuwing een toegevoeg-
de waarde te gpven. In 
het belang van de weten-
schap, de maatschappij, 
de mensheid. 
Vandaar de sterke be-
trokkenheid van HP met 
het gebruikskader. Van-
daar ook dat gemiddeld 
11% van de omzet direct 
wordt geïnvesteerd in on-
derzoek en ontwikkeling. 
Vandaar de bijzondere 
motivatie die zo 
kenmerkend is voor de 
92.600 medewerkers van 
Hewlett-Packard. 
Met als resultaat dat 
Hewlett-Packard blijft 
verbazen. Met computer-
systemen gebaseerd op 
visie en met innovatie 
vanuit inventiviteit. 
Hewlett-Packard is bezig 
met úw toekomst. 
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m HEWLETT PACKARD 
NIETS I S ONMOGELIJK. 


